


No. 757

No. 1013. 9 No. 753.

No. 760. 3 doz. Assorted Light Com-
pression Springs to r long, 22 to 18
S.W.G., 4" to 4' diam. 6/6. No. 98A. 3

doz. Assorted 1" to 4" long, 4" to I." diam.
I9G to 15G, 5/6. No. 757. Extra Light,
Compression, 1 gross Assorted, 4" to 4, 4" to 2" long, 27 to 20 S.W.G. 15/ -
No. 388. gross Assorted Small Expansion Springs, I" to 14", I8G to 21G.
9/6. No. 758. Fine Expansion Springs, I gross Assorted 4" to 4", 4" to r long,
27 to 20 S.W.G. 15/, No. 466. 1 gross Assorted Small Expansion Springs
to 174" long, 3/32" to 3/16" diam., 21G to 24G, 6/6. No. 1013. 1 gross Small
Coil Compression Springs, r to 14" long, 3/32" to 7/16' diam., 24G to 19G,
6/-. No. 753. 3 doz. Assorted Light Expansions 4" to 4" diam., 2" to 6" long.
22 to 18 S.W.G., 10/6. No. 1024. 20 Compression Springs 12" long, 4" to 4"
diam., 24G to 18G, suitable for cutting into shorter lengths ; and 30 Expan-
sions II" to 12" long, 5/32" to r diam., 22G to 160, 24/..

ValliWhWi
How are you
off for Springs?
TERRY'S BOXES OF ASSORTED SPRINGS are
just the job for your experimental department -
a wonderful assortment of Compression and
Expansion Springs ... all sorts of lengths, gauges,
diameters. The nine boxes we show are just a
few from our range. Why not let us send you a
full list - free?

TERRY'S
ASSORTED SPRINGS
The prices quoted are subject to the
usual trade discount.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD.
REDDITCH, WORCS.

SPRING MAKERS FOR 100 YEARS

These Boxes of Springs
can also be obtained at:

LONDON
27 Holborn Viaduct

MANCHESTER
279 Deansgate
BIRMINGHAM

210 Corporation Street

HTI7Dat

How to stick anything to anything  
Use quick -setting, easy -to -apply Pliobond,

the new thermoplastic adhesive that sticks
anything to anything permanently.

Whatever material you're using - wood,
metal, plastic, fabric, rubber, leather, glass,
paper, plaster or ceramics - Pliobond will join
them to one another and to themselves.

And the resulting permanent yet flexible
bonds are highly resistant to water, oils, greases
and chemicals. Bond strength improves with age.

Supplied ready to use in tubes, bottles (with.
a handy brush in the lid) and tins, Pliobond is
obtainable from ironmongers and garages. Use
Pliobond for every sticking job. Draught Exclusion

 .. Rubber to metal

A GOODYEAR PRODUCT OBTAINABLE FROM GARAGES AND IRONMONGERS
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THE AMAZING EMCO-UNIMAT
,,
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The Emco-ljnimat, a miniature ball -bearing

machine tool Is the_ perfect equipment for model

makers and amateur craftsmen. The standard

motorised lathe, as illustrated, can be used as

a pillar drill, milling machine, grinding machine

or hand-drill-rind no extras are needed --

Omagh much additional equipment is available

for its more extended use. We emphasise the

tact that the Emco-Unimat is a pre-

eision tool, capable

of a variety of

%.;;:f machine shop

,t1

1. TURNING
2. DRILLING
3. MILLING
4. GRINDING
5. WOOD

TURNING
6. POLISHING

MAJOR
MAGNET

POCKET
MAGNET

POT
MAGNET

operations on a

miniature scale.

CASH PRICE

L27-17-6
EXTENDED CREDIT AVAILABLE

WRITE FOR DETAILS TO SOLE
CONCESSIONAIRES :

389

Tool grinding machine.

SPECIFICATION
Centre height !Dn. Takes
between centres
Hollow Spindle admitsiin.
Drill Chuck Cap. tin.
Chuck to drill table, max.

ADDITIONAL
EQUIPMENT

Jig saw, SC Lathe
Chuck, circular
saw, drilling vice,
milling table, and
clamps. Flexible
shaft.

J. & H. SMITH LTD., Dept. P.M.16, 16 Harrison Street, Leeds, 1

POPULAR RANGE OF

PERMANENT MAGNETS

wide range of types
for all applications

 MAJOR MAGNETS One of the most
po.verful magnets ever produced. For
Research, Educational and Industrial uses.

 POWER MAGNETS. Alcomax magnets
In three sizes. Use where extra performance
is required.

 BAR MAGNETS.. in pairs. For general
purposes. 2' and 3' sizes available.

 POCKET MAGNETS...Useful to every
engineer for hundreds of uses in workshop
or home.

 MINOR MAGNETS' Ideal for the model
engineer. Compact yet powerful.

 POT MAGNETS in three sizes. Power.
ful Alcomax assemblies for holding and lifting.
Mild steel pot an be machined

 BUTTON MAGNETS. For magnetic in.
dicators, doorcatches and as magnetic coll.
ettors

MINOR MAGNET

BUTTON MAGNET

POWER
MAGNET

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainable from your usual tool distributor

OMARO SLIDE RULES
MODEL LI/P3. Calculation of weights of steel sections
Multiple scales giving
simultaneously

(a)'Area of cross section.
(b) Weight per foot.
(c) Weight per length in

feet (1-10.000 feet/.
(d) Lengths per cwt.(s)

and ton(s).
according to width and
thickness.
These scales can also be
used for any other section
if weight foot or area are
known. See our model Pl.

7 - post free.

MODEL Pl. Dimensions and Weights of Iron and Steel Sections

STEEL . IRON WEIGHTS
=FRI

Or
11E6121111

& IRON SECTIONS

MODEL S3. BSW/BSF Bolts and Nuts

Full particulars of B.S.W.
and B.S.F. bolts and nuts
Side 2, Drill sizes for tap-
ping and clearing. Also
sizes of screw heads and
square head set -screws.

5 3 post free.

Principal dimensions and
weights per foot or square
foot of steel and iron
sections, i.e.. of Equal and
Unequal Angles, T -Bars,
Beams, Channels. Rounds,
Squares, Hexagons, Octa-
gons, Convex Feather
Edges, Sheets and Flats,
2,989 Values, Dimensions,
etc.
Standard Quality (glazed),

7- post free.

List of other Models on application.
Kosine Ltd., 104, High Holborn, London, W.C.1

Telephone : HOLborn 1301
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Make model
buildings-

as simply
as this !

Fa

Anew method-described in a new book on Pyruma
Modelling. This shows how to turn empty match
boxes into model buildings, by Pyruma ' Plasti-

craft.' It is one of the many methods of modelling
in plastic Pyruma, shown in black and white and full
colour pages, which enable you to build and finish
in natural colours :-

MODEL FARMS, RAILWAY STATIONS,
SIGNAL CABINS, AIRPORT BUILDINGS,
DOCKS, SHIPS, FIGURES, ANIMALS,
ASHTRAYS, BOOKENDS, DOLL'S
FURNITURE, PLAQUES, RELIEF MAPS,

ETC.

is a ready -to -use material, cheap to buy locally, and
easy to work by following the Instruction Book
offered below. Pyruma dries or can be baked to
stone -hard permanence, then painted in natural
colours. Sold by local Ironmongers and Hardware-
men, Hobbies shops and Art material Dealers, in
airtight tins from 1/6 upwards.

Send Coupon and 6d. P.O. (not stamps) for this NEW
Book of instructions to :-

I SANKEY& SON,UT ,
Est. 1857.

DEPT. P.M., ILFORD, ESSEX.

Enclosed 6d. P.O. (not stomps) for PYRUMA MODELLING INSTRUCTION
BOOK addressed to

NAME (Block Letters)

/DDRESS

T.V. TUBES. ES 6 months' guarantee. 12in. Mullard. As
supplied for the last 4 years. 15/6 ins, care-.

Cash with order. I4in. RECTANGULAR, E5/10,c. I7in. RECTANGULAR,
L7,10/0.

T.V.I2in. CHASSIS. 9714.
Complete chassis by famous
manufacturer. R.F. E.H.T.
Unit included. Drawing FREE.
Easily fitted to Table or Console
model, owing to this chassis
being in three separate units
(Power, Sound and Vision,
Timebase) inter - connected.
THIS CHASSIS IS LESS VALVES
AND TUBE, but see our
catalogue for cheap valves.

1; Our 5 Tube fits this Chassis.
' .1. List of valves by request.

- Carr. 5/- London. 10/ -
Provinces. Channels 1-5.

SPEAKER SALE. 8/9 each to
clear. Bin. P.M. std. 3-5 ohms.

or with matching O.P. trans. 10/9. Post 1j9.

V.H.F. 1124 RECEIVER. 7/6 less valves, ex-VV.D., good condition; 6 -channel
switching. Receives T.V. sound, police, fire and amateurs ; 30/5 me/s to 40 me/s.
I.F. 7 mc/s. Post 2/6. Drawings and conversion data free with each set.
V.H.F. 1125 SET. 7/9. This little set is a V.H.F. receiver, requires some modira-
tion to put it into service. Complete with valves. Post 2/3.
R.F.24U NIT. 10/6. New and packed. Tuning 20-30 me/s. Including 3 valves. Post V,
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS. 29/9. Including 8in. speaker. 5 VALVE S/HET.
3 w/band. A.C. mains, complete but less valves. All used, tested, and
guaranteed. Carr. 4/6. Drawings 2/6 or free with order.
T.V. CHASSIS TO CLEAR. (Famous manufacturer.)
POWER PACK AND AMP. 29/9. 5 K.V. E.H.T. 325 v., 250 m.a. Smoo ed
H.T. heaters. 6 v. 5 amp., 4 v. 5 amp., 4 v. 5 amp. Carr. 4/6.
TIME BASES. 10/6. Containing scanning coil, focus unit, line trans., 10 cont, s,
etc. Drawing free with unit. Carr. 2/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 5/9. 350-0-350 v. Heaters, 6 v. and 5 v. Poste/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 3/9. 350-0-350 v. 12 v. 4 v. heaters. Primary Ip0-
250 v. Make ideal auto trans. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 5/9. 350-0-350 v. 4 v., 4 v., heaters. Primary 200-
250 v. Post 2/-. All mains trans. 80 m.a.
O.P. TRANS. 1/3. Standard 3-5 ohms. Guaranteed. Post 9d.

Stamp only for catalogue.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. CWO or COD.

SATURDAY DUKE & CO.,
621 ROMFORD ROAD, LONDON, E.12.

Tele: CRA 6677.

REMEMBER

OPEN ALL DAY

TRIANGLE LEADS AGAIN

NOW - IN COMPACT
POCKET SIZE PLASTIC CASE

REINFORCED WITH WINDOW FRONT
The Dies are Circular Split 13/16in. O.D. arid all Tools are of the highest quality,

fully warranted. Supplied in B.S.W., B.S.F,, B.A., M.E., N.F., N.C.
Obtainable from all reputable dealers, or in cases of difficulty write to :

THE BRITISH TAP & DIE CO. LTD.
Triangle Works, Town Road, Edmonton, London, N.9. Telephone EDMonton 1546-7
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THE MEW 66 Dryly, TEN INCH PRECISION

SAWBENCH
many valuable refinements more capacity.

new design
table gives greater productivity-With

OUR ONLY
LONDON ADDRESS

Special features include

NEW SIZE TABLE
2Iin. x I3in.

Takes Saws up to 10in. diameter,
giving Sin. depth of cut. Improved
Saw Guard and Riving Knife allows
for any width of material.
NEW Quick Acting Quadrant se-
curely locks the Canting Table at any
angle.

NEW MICRO ADJUSTMENT to
Rip and Crosscut Fence.

NEW Rack and Pinion Feed to Rise
and Fall Table.
Adjustable vee-belt drive, built-in

dust chute.

* * *

BENCH MODEL WITHOUT
MOTOR E25.0.0.

Or E5.0.0 Deposit. Balance over
Eight Monthly Payments of

E2.16.3.

rrice complete with I M.P. MOTOR
on Pedestal Stand.

PRICE, 3 PHASE, £49. 15.0

Or E10.0.0 Deposit. Balance over
Eight Monthly Payments of

E5.11.11.

S. TYZACK & SON LTD.
341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.I. Tel SHOreditch 8301

RMMMMMOERMEEMMEE

I
I

v: 4 '
4:Pal V 0

IVIIINIATURE"
AUTOLOCK

A REDUCED
NOSE GIVING
'AUTOLOCK'

pLo5

VISION
AND

ACCESS

No.l
MORSE
TAPEcB

OTHER

F,TTINSS4''
TO ORDER

1/4" AUTOLOCK CAPACITY ONLY
THIS MEANS A RANGE OF 36 CUTTERS AND INCLUDES :-

 END MILLS AND SLOT DRILLS 1/16" to I" in 1/32"'s.

 LONG SERIES END MILLS AND SLOT DRILLS 1" to f" in I/32"'s.

 BALL NOSE, COUNTERBORES AND A No. 3 WOODRUFF-'" x /".

Clapksofl
(ENGINEERS) LIMITED

KING EDWARD ROAD,

NUNEATON, WARWICKS.
t
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An Entirely NEW WORK for Day -!o -Day Reference

SENT TO YOU FOR

7 DAYS
FREE

EZ141/141170#

Newnes BUILDERS' AND DECORA-
TORS' REFERENCE BOOK is a new
and comprehensive work which
warrants your immediate atten-
tion. It is produced to meet
to -day's needs of building firms,
contractors, master builders, key
tradesmen, surveyors and archi-
tects. Arranged in 50 sections it
covers standard building practice
in all branches, and latest
developments in techniques,
materials and equipment. This
new work is certain of a
prominent place on the shelves of builders' offices everywhere,
for it solves a thousand -and -one problems that crop up in
day-to-day work. Guaranteed to save time, money and effort !

1,630 Panes

1,311Diagrams

and Photographs

CONSTRUCTION REPAIR REDECORATION

RENOVATION RECONSTRUCTION  RESTORATION
Newnes BUILDERS' AND DECORATORS' REFERENCE BOOK is at your
disposal so that you can prove its value-send for Free Examination to -day.

Send Now for

FREE EXAMINATION
1,630 pages of wanted
Information and data written
by 15 Specialist Contributors.

1,000 diagrams prepared
by expert draughtsmen to
the Building Trade.

317 practical photographs
specially selected for this
new work.

50 self-contained sections
in one convenient volume.
Strongly bound for hard wear
in Red Moroquette. Size
7)" x 5". Weight 31 lb.

50 SELF-CONTAINED SECTIONS
Inspection . Estimating . Repair Work .
Treatment of Outside Walls . Shoring
Structures . Materials . Surveying,
Levelling, Setting -out . Excavations &
Foundations . Damp-proof Courses &
Waterproofing . Brickwork & Masonry .
Flues . Scaffolding . Timbers . Floors &
Partitions . Cradling & Bracketing .

Roofs . Leadwork . Windows & Doors .
Glazing . Plastering . Internal Wail
Finishes . Joinery . Painting & Decora-
ting . Water Supply . Boilers . Water -
Heaters . Baths, Wash -basins & Sinks
Water Closets . Drainage . Gas & Elec-
trical Installations . Ventilation . Roads
& Sewers . Concrete . Plant & Appli-
ances . Office Organization . Legal
Considerations . Useful Data, etc.

POST COUPON TO -DAY
or send postcard if you do not wish to cut page.

George Newnes, Ltd., 66-69, Great Queen St., London, VV.C.2
Send me Newnes BUILDERS AND DECORATORS' REFERENCE BOOK.

will either return it in 8 days or send 7s. 6d. deposit 8 days after
delivery, then 10s. monthly, paying £4 7s. 6d. in all. Cash price in
8 days £4.

Name

Address
Place X where it applies

Occupation
HouseOWNER
Householder

Your Signature Living with Parents
(Or Parent's Signature if under 21) BR IF Lodging Address
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A Customer

A Customer

A Customer
A Customer

A Customer

A Customer
A Customer

7 and

Will lift any tack - - and knock
it hack. Invaluable to housewives.

WITH A PLUS!
Combination pliers in 3 sizes.
Another Stead quality tool.

Please write for details

J. STEAD & CO. LTD., SHEFFIELD, 2, ENGLAND

is not a cold statistic-he is a warm flesh -and -blood human, with feelings
and emotions like our own, with biases and prejudices as to his require-
ments, whatever they are.

is the most important person ever in our business-in person, by
mail, or by telephone.
is not dependent on us-we are dependent on him.
is not an interruption of our work-he is the purpose of it. We are
not doing him a favour by serving him, he is doing us a favour by giving
us the opportunity to do so.

is not someone to argue and match wits with. Nobody ever won an
argument with a customer.

is not an outsider to our business-he is a part of it.

is a person who brings us his wants. It is our job to handle them profit.
ably to him and to ourselves. If you wish to Construct a Domestic
Refrigerator, whether " built in " or cabinet, recondition that " sound "
pre-war cabinet yourself by fitting a self contained, ready to operate,
5 year guaranteed Sealed System, send for our hints book and general
catalogue. We shall be pleased to serve.

Send one shilling for general catalogue post free (refunded on first purchase).

BRAID BROS.
For Hoene Refrigerator Construction

50, BIRCHWOOD AVENUE, HACKBRIDGE, SURREY.

Tel.: WALLINGTON 9309.
We do not wish to be associated with Scrapped Second-hand Ice-cream Components.

A/A/rifyovatreogY
BATLEY

CONCRETE GARAGES and WORKSHOPS
You invest when you purchase a BATLEY Concrete Building. Built to our
well-known design and incorporating reinforced concrete units, they
are easy to assemble and will last a lifetime. They are cheaper than
brickwork, but have all the advantages of a permanent construction and
also incorporate the unique BATLEY interlocking moulded asbestos roof
with built-in ridge. Undoubtedly, for the discriminating purchaser,
BATLEY is best.

CONCRETE
GARAGES
Extensive range in-
cluding Lean-to and
Multiple designs.

From 511101 -
or 10/3 weekly

WORKSHOP OR

GARDEN SHED

sizes, window
and door positions

interchangeable.

From £41/5/ -
or 8.3 weekly  HINGED OR UP & OVER' MAIN DOORS

11P11

 GUARANTEE AND FREE FIRE INSURANCE

 FREE DELIVERY IN ENGLAND & WALES

Send for FREE illustrated brochure to :-

142, Colledge Road, Holbrooks, Coventry
ERNEST BATLEY LIMITED,

Tel.. 89245 6
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Make it ot Nene' it elm°you cant go nitong!

MAKE MODELS
Rawlplug Plastic Wood is of
enormous help in modelling.
Intricate shapes and curves
become easy. You apply it like
putty; when dry it's WOOD -can
be sawn, planed, or polished.

RAWLPLUG

PLASTIC WOOD
Tubes 11- Tins from 2/3

B52 FROM

MEND MODELS
Durofix is a strong, colourless
adhesive that sticks almost
anything to anything with a
practically invisible join. Being
heat - proof and waterproof,
Durofix is ideal for repairing
crockery, china and glass.

RAWLPLUG DUROFIX
Tubes from 9d Tins from 2/9

YOUR 1

DRILL BRICK
You'll drill brick, tile, cement,
etc., with astonishing ease and
speed by using a Rawlplug
Durium-tipped Drill. Can be
used in hand or suitable elec-
tric drills.

RAWLPLUG DURIUM-
tipped DRILLS

RON MONGER OR HARDWARE STORE
THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED  LONDON  S.W.7

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. OFFER :

NAVIGATORS' CHART BOARDS, an ideal draughtsman's board, selected
7 -piece polished wood, 17in. x 17in. x fin.. fitted brass parallel motion drawing arm
hinged to board edge slide, with lock screw, free arm end fitted protractor marked
in degrees, also ruled perspex straight edge loin. x 31n. x lin., each with locking
device. boaikt back has rubber or felt lined feet, with pencil holder, value today 70"-,
our price new and boxed, 25'-, post 2 6. HUGHES 12 -VOLT SHUNT MOTORS,
taking 1.25 -amps. light, and up to 2 -amps. on load, 5,000 r.p.m., external terminations
for reversing, oil impregnated bearings. lin. shaft, size Din., long, llin. dia., weight
20 oz., a superior and powerful motor, original cost over £7, our price new unused,
10', post 1 3

.

2 for 20-, post paid ; ditto, fitted reduction gears, giving a final
drive of either or 320 r.p.m., state which required. 12 6. post 1/6:; 2 for 25/-, post
paid. K TYPE CYLINDER LOCKS, deadlocking and thiefproof, has 7 concentric
tumblers instead of the usual 5 inline, interchangeable with ordinary cylinder
locks, for right- or left-hand doors, no need to specify, complete with 2 keys and all
fittings, instruction booklet, list price 15'9, our price new boxed. 51-, post 116 ; 2 for
HI-, post paid. ELBOW TELESCOPES, by Cooke Sims & Troughton. 8 x 30, in
gunmetal housing, size 9in. lojag, 4( in. high, base 51in. dia., unused and perfect.
value £20. our price 50 post 2 6 ; otherwise we can supply the complete optical
system, variable eyepiece, prism and objective, all mounted. 20Y-. post 1/-. ROSS
ACHROILYTS. 25-m.m. dia. f.4, 4in. focal length enlarges a 35-m.m. film to 2Iin.
x 31in., also suitable for projection in brass mounts with screw focusing, new and
Perfect, 10:-. post 6d. VENNER TIME DELAY SVVITCHES, 24-v. clockwork
pattern, new and perfect, 5 6. post & packing 116. GENERAL ELECTRIC Leach
pattern relays, 175 -ohm coil, two -Pole changeover contacts, unused, 1/6, post 6d. :
15,- doz., post 2 ,-. BOWDEN DRIVE CABLE, inner 5ft. long, outer, black braided,
41ft. long, with control lever, new, unused, 1'6, post 7d. RELAY PANELS, bakelite
panels on which are mounted five 12- and 24-v. relays, each with 20 -amp. make
contacts, taken from new equipment, 3 6, post 1r8. GERMANIUM DIODES.
2 different types, also silicon crystal rectifier. 2,6 the three, post paid. D.C.
MOTORS, compound wound, 24-v. 30-amp., or 15 -amps at 12-v.. fitted lin. shaft,
61in. long, 4in, dia., new, unused, 7'6, post 29. THERMOSTATS (fire protection),
vacuum glass enclosed, open at 90 -deg. " F.", new, unused. 1 -. post 4d.. 10'- doz.,
post 1'-. WATERPROOF OILED FABRIC (yellow oilskin), I -yd. square, new.
unused. worth 8'-, our price 1.-, post 7d.: 1 doz. have been made into an excellent
car cover. size 4 yds. by 3 yds., 10 -. post 2 -. SIEMENS HIGH-SPEED RELAYS,
coil res. 145 ohms, single pole [changeover contacts (platinum), new, unused, 316.
post 7d. CHARGING AMMETERS, 0-11 amps. D.C., flush panel mounting, requires
181n. dia. aperture, brand new. 5 6. post 7d. GEAR UNITS, contain 15 various light
and heavy gears, some in aluminium diecast case, the others in clock type frame,
exceptional value, unused, 5.-. post I 6. INFRA -RED RECEIVERS TYPE 5C/3157.
A hand-held instrument for direct viewing of otherwise invisible sources of infra-
red, consists of the focusing optical system, infra -red filter, image invertor cell,
eyepiece magnifier, with length of screened H.T. cable, requires 2 kV. to 4 kV.
taking infinitesimal current to operate, size 6in. long, 2fin. dia., weight approx.
1 lb., new, unused, fraction of original cost. 15 '-. post 1;6. IIAND GENERATORS,
fitted enclosed gearbox, also auxiliary open gearbox, detachable folding handle,
generates 28 v..175 amp. L.T. and 300 v..040 amp. H.T., complete with data to convert
to an efficient 200:250 v. A.C.1D.C. motor. with final drives of approx. 60, 12 and 11
r.p.m., new, unused. an exceptional bargain. 17 6, post and packing 2 6. G.E.C.
RECTIFIERS, selenium full -wave bridge, output 12 v. 11 amp, brand new stock,
10;-. post 9d.. ditto 12 v. 4 amp. 15.-. post 1 -, mains transformers to suit both these
rectifiers, 200:250 v, input. at 15 post 16 and 20.-. post 2,-, respectively. HIGH -
LOW IMMERSION HEATERS, 230 250 v. 2,000 watts, removable link for 3 -heat
control, plated copper stem 18in. long from fixing screw, removable brass top
termination cover with insulated cable bush, new, unused and guaranteed, 45/,
post paid.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17. Tel. HAR. 1308

TRADE MARK

E.D. 2.46 c.c. RACER

Price [4.0.11

(Water-cooled
45.7.1)

THE FINEST ENGINES
FOR YOUR MODELS
Each engine is individually tested for accuracy and reliability
up to a standard that ensures the greatest possible speed
and performance for your models. They arc now recognised
as the most reliable and efficient performers ever designed.
Suitable for use by the beginner or the expert in model
planes, cars or boats.

E.D. .46 c.c.

BABY
Pr,ey £2.15.11

E.D. 2 c.c. COMPETITION

SPECIAL
Price

(Water-cooled E4.5.71

E.D. I c.c. BEE

Price £2.16.1

(Water-cooled
£3.17.10)

E.D. 3.46 c.c. HUNTER
Price

(Water-cooled
14.0.11

15.7.11

Models not illustrated.

E.D. 5 c.c. MILES SPECIAL
Price ECU 0.4

(Water-cooled E10.4.4)

E.D. 1.46 c.c. HORNET
Price E2.8.4
(Water-cooled E4.0.11)

Order from your model shop.

Write for illustrated list giving full details
of all E.D. Engines, Radio Control Units,

Accessories, .Spare Parts, etc.

.ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS ....RE..

Ros7-19038 ISLAND FARM RD, WEST MOLESEY.I SURREY/ ENGLAND. ,L.U.T.A.,
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42-48, Windmill Hill,
Ruislip, Middx.

Phone: RUISLIP 0780
Half day. Wednesday.

THE " CRISMAN " BATTERY PORTABLE
A 4 -valve truly portable battery set with very many
good features as follows

Ferrite rod aerials.
Low consumption valves.
Suterhet circuit with A.V.C.
Ready built and aligned chassis if required.
Beautiful two-tone cabinet covered with "CT.

Rexine and Tygan.
Guaranteed results on long and medium waves

anywhere.
All parts, including speaker and cabinet. are avail-
able separately or if all ordered together the price is
£715 0, post and insurance 3'6 extra, complete,
ready built chassis 30 - extra. Instruction booklet
free with parts or available separately price 1.6.

I4in. T.V. CABINET
14in. T.V. cabinet
of the latest styl-
ing made for oneof our most

famous firms
-beautifully
veneered andpolished-
limited quan-

tity -191 each.
Carriage and packing 3/6 extra.

THE STATESMAN
This is on offer at approx. half cost

to make.
An impressive.
costly looking
cabinet origin-
ally designed
for T.V. but
simple modifi-
cation makes
the cabinet
suitable f o r
radio -gram
amplifier, tape
recorder o r
reflex speaker-size 23in.
wide, 22in.deep and
3711n. high.
Limited quan-
tity at £8.150
each, carriage
12/6.

"THE ESTRON1C "
Band III Converter

To -day's best
value in Band HI
converters suit-able for your

money re-funded.
Complete
ready to
operate.
59 6 non

mains or 85 -
mains, post and
insurance 3 6.

PLASTIC SEALING TOOL

6%tei PLASTIC SEALER

Ideal for permanently closing Polythene
or P.V.C. Bags and for welding or repair-
ing plastic materials. Gives perfect seal
in average of two to three seconds.
Price complete with transformer :

Model Tin. £6 17,6
Mode1121n.
Model 15in. 88' Kt
Model 18in. £9/ 010

BLANK CHASSIS
18 S.W.G. Aluminium

7 31*. 2 ... 3/9 14:<10 3 79
10 13-

,4Iv2121 .

... 5/6
16,10,3 83

10 Stx 21 ... 5/- 16x12>-3
12 9,21 ... 7,- 191 x21."
14 9-x2} ... 7.6 20x10 10 -

CONNECTING WIRE

P.V.C. covered in 1001t. coils -2 9 a
coil or four coils different colours 10.-.
post free.

MULTI -METER KIT
Parts suitable for
making a multi -
meter to measure
volts, milliamps
and ohms. Kit
containing all theessential Items
including moving -coil meter,
resistors, r ange
selector. calibra-
ted scale, etc., etc.. is only 15'-. plus 1 -
post and packing.

RECORD PLAYER E4/10;'0

3 -Speed Gramophone Motor
Latest rim drive 3 -speed motor with metal
turntable and rubber mat. Small mod.
makes speed easily variable for special
effects and dance work.

Piek-UP
Using famous Cosmocord Hi -G turn -over
crystal. Separate sapphire for each speed.
Neat bakelite case with pressure adjust-
ment.
Special Snip Offer This Month
The two units as Illustrated £410 0 or
made up on board as illustrated £5 10'0,
plus 5.- post and insurance.

OFFICE TELEPHONES
New G.P.O. telephone
sets with internal
bell and push buttonswitch
easilycon-
nected to-
gether to
form office
Intercom.Price
£2 1 0 ' 0
each. Post
etc. 2 6.

OFFICE INTERCOM
This is a 2 -station master " unit com-
prising an A.C. mains operated push-pull
amplifier with built-in P.M. speaker
which acts as microphone or loudspeaker
depending on whether switch is set to
"talk"or "listen." Complete in
Polished cabinet ready to work. Price
only £419 6. plus 3:6 carriage and in-
surance. Sub stations 19 6 each.

MAINS TRANSFORMER SNIP

11/6
Post 2 -

Fully shrouded -
standard 200-250 V.

primary. 280-0-200
at 80 m:a, 6.3 v. at
3 amp., 5 v. at
2 amp.

RRDIV (t-tizv

All parts including
valve, paxolin panel,
coil formers. etc., etc.,
to build regenerative
receiver given in
September " Practical
Mechanics," price 14!6,
plus 2,- post.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD
Post orders should be addressed to Dept. 1, Sutton Road, Eastbourne.

Personal ,hopperg, however, plea -,e call
152-3, Fleet Street, :29. Strand Green Rd.. 249, High Rd., Kilburn

R.C.4. 1 Finsbury Park, 8.4. Phone MAT,la Vale
Phone : FLEet 2833 Phone AM -Away 1049 j 4021
Half day, Saturday. I Halt day, Thursday. Half day, Thursday.

Have you ever looked
through a

MODERN BINOCULAR ?
You will be very impressed with the
clarity and detail, also the remark-
able ability of a modern prismatic
glass to " see " in poor light.
Coated lenses and prisms and scientific construction are responsible for
this, giving excellent contrast in the subject being viewed.
DOLLOND prismatic BINOCULARS are available in eight different
powers, covering 18 models.

WHATEVER OUTDOOR. INTERESTS YOU MAY HAVE, A PAIR
OF BINOCULARS WILL MAKE THEM MORE ENJOYABLE.
We cordially invite you to see the range of DOLLOND BINOCULARS
which provides a glass for every sporting activity.

PRICES FROM L10-10-7 TO £57-19-6
May we send you our FREE 32 -page BINOCULAR CATALOGUE ^.
This includes Binoculars by Dollond, Kershaw. Ross and Barr &
Stroud. and Dollond Telescopes.

TEMple
Bar

6009

DIULLVN DS
of the Strand

428, STRAND, LONDON, W.0 2. ,.,,,, ,..

For further details write to :--

Make tracks for
your cal -den . . .

And make them now with dry,
sunshiny days ahead and the long
light evenings of summer. What
are your materials f Track
parts, a few lengths of wood, a
pound or so of mixed sand and
cement and whatever else your
ingenuity may suggest. So easy
is it to begin this boundless,
fascinating hobby. And what
an attraction it will be, and how
your friends will admire it !

There's twice the interest in a
garden that is served by a real
live working railway.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
21, Kingswell Street, Northampton

London : 112, High Holborn, W.C.I. Manchester : 28, Corporation Street.

THE ULTRA
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modern design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en-
gaged on minute
examination of sur-
faces of every con-
ceivable object.
The ULTRA LENS is used ex-
tensively in collieries, foundries,
electricity works, tool shops,
forges, motor works, and practically every
branch of the engineering trade. TELE-
VISION engineers need it to examine
INTERLACING of picture.

Write today for full particulars and pr ice list to

LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
Whether you are manufacturing, buying or selling,

there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

indispensable.
Triple lenses ensure distortion -free

magnification and eliminate the
necessity for adjustment of

focus. The focus is
always perfect.The ULTRA

LENS achieves
a six -fold

magni-
fication

in a

iantly-
lit field

which is
shadowlessi

Tel.: TRAfalgar 2055
I7c, Oxendon Street,

London, S.W.I.

6,"

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY
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evasffi //yaroakee>,*

o/d 67ash feekketko eosts/

Simple Units

Inexpensive

Equal Pressure
at all Points

No Distortion

Instant Clamp
Release For MILLING

GRINDING
WELDING
GLUEING
and every other
clamping problem

A ENZria PRODUCT

P/ease send for
Publication No. 131, 243

OWE R JACKS
LIMITE

VALETTA RD. ACTON LONDON W.3

Telephone: Shepherds Bush 3443/6 Telegrams: Newsorber, Ealux, London

6

S.O.Zrown
AUDIO AIDS
Headphones with indi-
vidual volume control.
Ideal for use with
church and cinema deaf
aid installations or for
individuals with
impaired hearing. They
provide the essential
clarity of reception
when listening to Radio
and TV.

Send for Brochure " P " of
all types available. If desired,
advice is given on selection of
type most suited to individual
needs.

S. G. Brown provide Headphones
and associated equipment for

all known purposes.

own,
SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS.

Telephone : Watford 7241.

THE. TECHNICAL SERVICES Co.
SHRUBLANDS WORKS BANSTEAD  SURREY

THE  MAGSTAT '

This is a precision bi-metal thermostat for the control of alternating
currents of up to amp at 240 volts. The temperature range lies

between minus 50° F. and plus 250° F. An ingenious magnetic snap action
is incorporated which gives freedom from radio interference. The

operating temperature is altered by rotation of the adjustment screw,
clockwise for increase, and anti -clockwise for decrease. Dimensions :
2in. x x

PRICE : 5/6 each. Post 3d.

* NEW CATALOGUE *

SEND 4d. IN STAMPS
NOW FOR

YOUR COPY

*SUPPRESSIT
(TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT)
For the suppression of Domestic
Motor Driven Appliances. Comprises
two chokes and two condensers
mounted on a card with wiring
instructions. Ideal for Vacuum
Cleaners, Hairdriers, Sewing Motors,
etc., up to I Amp. Price 3/6. Post Free.

REPLACEMENT
ELEMENTS

FOR DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

We stock over 200 types of element replacements
for Fires, Irons, Kettles, Hairdriers, Toasters and
Boiling Rings.

WE HAVE A REPUTATION FOR HIGH QUALITY THERMOSTATS AND LIST
SOME OF OUR STOCK ITEMS HERE :

THERMOSTAT. CS. Ccnvector Thermo-
stat for Space Heaters and Low tempera-
ture Ovens. 15 amps.. 250 volts A.C.
40/130 deg. F. 25;-. post 5d.
THERMOSTAT. MB. For control of
Electric Immersion Heaters up to 3 KW.
90/190 deg. F. 15 amps.. 250 volts A.C.
£21010, post 9d.
THERMOSTATS. PF. Room Thermo-
stat, 15 amps., 250 volts A.C. 5in. x ilin.
x 21n. A beautiful instrument. Temp.
ranges 30/90, 40/100. 40160. 60:103 deg. F.
as required. 5210/0, post 6d.

THERMOSTAT. BW11. 3 amps. 250
volts A.C. For control of hot -plates, vul-
canisers, etc. 50-550 deg. F. 15/6. post 9d.
We are only too glad to send illustrated
leaflets on any of these Thermostats if
you will send a S.A.E. stating which model
interests you.

IMMERSION HEATERS
We can offer a wide range from 2 to 4I<W.
and in stem lengths 11 in. co 42in. Please
send for our catalogue.

GREENHOUSE
THERMOSTAT
Type ML. Constructed speci-
ally for the amateur gardener.
The scale plate is calibrated
" High -Medium -Low " and has
a temperature range of 40-90
deg. F. Current -carrying
capacity is 10 amps. 250 v. A.C.
Differential, 4 to 6 deg. F.

Dimensions : x 2in. x

lain. Price 35/-. Post 6d.

Model Pj. Miniature Thermo-
stat for control of domestic
Electric Irons and special
purpose machines where space
is limited. Capacity : 5 amps.
250 v. A.C. gin. x bin. x I I/16in.
Single screw fixing. Price 9/3.
Post 3d.

FIRE BARS
No. 41. Bowed. 3in. x 91 in. 7/6 ea.
No. 42. Bowed. 3in. x 7/4 ea.
No. 43. Bowed. 31 in.x 8 n. 7/6 ea.
No. 44. Bowed. 31 in.x13.1 in. 7/6 ea.
No. 45. Flat. 3in x 91in. 7/6 ea.
No. 46. Flat. 2(in.x 7in. 7/4 ea.
No. 47 Bowed. 3in. x 9/- ea.
No. 41. Suitable for Sunbeam,

Revo, Belling, Dudley, Swan.
No. 42 Suitable for Small Revo

and various types.
No. 46. Suits Belling, Brightglow.
No. 47. Suitable for Creda.

SPIRALS
No. 70. Spiral, 1,500 w.
No. 70a. Spiral, 1,000 w.
No. 70b. Spiral, 750 w.
No. 70c. Spiral, 600 w.
No. 70d. Spiral, 500 w.
No. 70e. Spiral, 200 w.
No. 70f. Spiral, 100 az.

2/9 ea
2/2 ea.
1/10 ea.
1/5 ea.
1/4 ea.
I:2 ea.
I/1 ea.

CAR HEATER ELEMENT
No. 87. 6in. x c13
200/250 v. 100 w.... 4,1 ea.

BOILER RINGS
No. 71, 55 x fin.,

1,000 w.... 6'9 ea.
No. 72. 51 x I in.,

750 w.... 6.4 ea
No. 73. 51 x fin..

600 w.... 6'- ea.
No. 74. 51 x fin..

500 w. 5'9 ea.

FLASHING
LAMPHOLDER

40/100 watts. Fits
into any B.C. lamp -
holder. 7/6 each.

SILVER TIPPED
CONTACT
SCREWS

7 B.A. x lin., 41 -
per doz.

4 B.A. x lin.. 6' -
per doz.

6 B.A. x tin., 416
per doz.

6 B.A. x lin., 516
per doz.

ASBESTOS
DISCS

5in. diameter, lin.
thick. Ideal- as
,l4olderIng Iron
rests. 21- doz.
Post 6d.

(4)
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

FRITEL
TO AMBITIOUS

ENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who arc anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS -NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
&Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
Jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Motor Maintenance &
Repairs - High Speed
Diesel-Garage Mngrnent.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
Draughtsmanship-Supply
-Maintenance - Design
-Electrical Traction -
Mining Electrical Eng.-
Power Station Equipment,
etc.

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

RADIO
ENGINEERING

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
jection - Telegraphy -
Telephony - Television -
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation -Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and joinery
-Quantities - Valuations

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.O.
Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a key -man " . .

quickly and easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than £15 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

To : B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Only lid.
s t a ni p i s

needed if
posted in an

unsealed envelope.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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The "Cyclisrand-Home Movies -are temporarily incorporated

Editor: F. J. CAMM

Artificial Satellites
THE next step towards interplanetary

travel has been announced from
Washington. Scientists now con-

sidering the final design of the first
space satellite are now tackling the
problem of how to draw it back to the
earth when its function has been ful-
filled, and a stainless steel balloon is
the device suggested by one of those
responsible for the project. It has been
decided to build a recoverable sphere,
although the plans have been held up until
the basic design of a non -recoverable
satellite has been selected. This has been
narrowed down to a few basic designs.

One of the questions now being con-
sidered is whether to use beryllium
magnesium or aluminium for the loin.
sphere that will be projected 800 miles
into space by a three -stage rocket.

The construction of the first non-
recoverable satellite is expected to start
in the near future, in the naval research
laboratory at Washington, and the possi-
bility is that private industry will get
contracts for the 1 1 spheres that will be
launched by the United States during the
International Geophysical Year. The
design at present being contemplated
makes use of a sphere with a total weight
of 20 lbs., which is within 1 .', lbs. of the
limit set for the vanguard satellite. A
balloon will fit into the third stage of the
rocket, and attached to it will be a con-
tainer for a film for recording cosmic
rays, and a gas capsule to inflate the
balloon as well as a small radio unit and
a small decelerating rocket. The radio
will report the position of the sphere in
space, and will also be used to release
the gas capsules and decelerating rocket
and flash a signal during the descent to
assist in locating the landed satellite.

0 The sphere will be 3ft. in diameter
and its stainless steel skin will be only
o . oo3 of an inch in thickness.

Thus will start the first attempt of
man to conquer space and to investigate
the mysteries of other planets. Many
would have us believe that we have been
forestalled by other planets who are
already investigating us, by means of
flying saucers. I need not reiterate
my views concerning this. This journal
has made all arrangements to keep its
readers informed of all authenticated
experiments as distinct from fantasy,
science fiction and auto -suggestion

FAIR COMMENT
By

The Editor
The Russians and Model Making
T LEARN that, for the first time,
A Russia will be exhibiting some of the
models made in her country, outside
her own territory, for about 20 marine
models accompanied by two model
makers and an interpreter, will appear at
the next model engineering exhibition
to take place in August. We are told that
this will provide an excellent opportunity
for model makers of both countries to
exchange views and experiences and the
hope is expressed that it will widen the
scope of cultural relations between
Britain and Red Russia. I should like to
feel that that hope will be fulfilled. But
the attitude of Russia on more important
problems, where it was even more
important to establish cultural relations,
does not encourage the thought that this
is any more than a pontifical and unctuous
expression of what is known in advance
to be the unattainable. If it is necessary
to widen the scope of cultural relations
between the two countries, this should
be done through a wider medium than
model making, although we can well
understand the wishes of the promoters
of the exhibitions.

In my view it is nothing of the sort,
although it may be interesting to model
makers not interested in cultural relations
to see how far the Russians are on a
par with, or superior to, our own model
makers. We are warned that " the stan-
dard of these [Russian] models may

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - I8s. 6d. per annum.
Overseas - - 17s. per annum.
Canada - - - I7s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in "Practical Mechanics " is
specially reserred throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of

these are therefore expressly forbidden.
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surprise many people in this country,"
but as the organisers of the exhibition
cannot yet have seen the models, we
are left to form our own conclusions as
to whether our surprise will be in the
direction of admiration or disappoint-
ment. I am a great believer in model
engineering and, as with music and
mathematics, I believe it to be an inter-
national interest outside of the barriers
of iron curtains and national frontiers.
The fact that the Russians arc exhibiting
models over here has no more significance
than that, and such an unimportant event
should not be elevated to one of inter-
national importance. After all, our first
concern should be to organise on a
national basis the model makers of this
country, with the exhibits of the Russians
thrown in as a tasty morsel. I hope that
too much will not be made of this
Russian exhibit.

After several years of the Iron Curtain,
this country should not be too ready
to subjugate its own and national
interests to a country which is anxious,
having acknowledged its mistakes, to
" muscle in." Let us push British model
making for all it is worth. We do not
share the optimism of the promoters
in advancing the Russian exhibits as a
reason for visiting the exhibition. British
models should be the attraction and I
for one do not believe that the Russian
exhibits will show that Russian model
makers are superior to British.

I am fortified in this view by a perusal
of Russian literature. I cannot trace
that there is any Russian journal which
encourages model making on the lines
Of PRACTICAL MECHANICS, which is the
only English journal which covers all
aspects of model making and is really
the only national " make -it -yourself "
magazine. Our interests are wide. We
are not only concerned with model
locomotives, model boats and workshop
equipment, but with the whole field of
model making. Perhaps that is why this
journal has the largest circulation of any
British model engineering magazine or
periodical. Incidentally, if you wish to
" do-it-yourself " as well as " make -it -
yourself," the only two journals in this
country catering on a national scale with
these two aspects of practical hobbies are
The Practical Householder and, of course,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, each costing
is. 3d. every month.-F. J. C.
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AQUARIUM ACCESSORI
By I. W. BRASSINGTON

THERE are several additional pieces of
apparatus with which the beginner will
soon be confronted and it is an

advantage for Wm to know a little about them.

The Net
One of the most important is, most cer-

tainly, a net. There will come a time when a
fish must be removed from the tank, either for
breeding pu:poses or isolation in the event
of disease. The net should be a straight -
sided one, as shown in Fig. t, and a
convenient size for a 24in. tank is 5in.
or 6in. by 4in. When a fish is to be
netted, sudden, darting movements

6

Fig. -A
net of ideal

shape.

Fig. 2 (Right).
-The siphon.

Plastic or
pass tube

Reservoir

Plastk or..
glass tube

Rubber
sucker

Tray to collect
food

Fig. 4. -A
feeding tray.

-- Food

should be avoided
or the fish will
respond in the
same manner and
the frantic owner
and the even more
frantic fish willend
up by chasing
each other around

a whirl-
pool of
floating
debris. With the

net, quietly coax the
fish towards the front

of the glass until it is
possible to close the four
sides of the net round him
and against the glass, then
gently lift out. Now put
the other hand under the net (to support the
fish) and close the fingers very gently round
net and fish, to prevent him from jumping
out.

A Syphon
Some form of syphon is another necessary

piece of equipment. Decaying leaves, uneaten
food particles (however careful we may be)
and excreta collect on the surface of the
gravel and although a certain amount is
beneficial to the plants, through the formation

of humus, most of it
should be removed
from time to time. A
plastic or glass tube
with a large reservoir
is illustrated in Fig. 2.
A finger is placed over
the end of the tube
and the reservoir end
is then lowered into
the water. When
positioned over the
spot to be cleaned, the
finger is released and
the mulm is sucked

1

Alternate
layers of glass -
woo/ and carbon

(cut away to show
plastic tubes)

typical filter.
Water is returned to tank

through base of tray. Plastic tray

Fig 3 (Left).-A typical feeding ring.
It is advisable to measure out the exact
amount of food before tipping to avoid

over -feeding.

up into the syphon. A piece of in.
bore glass tube, about t8in. long,
may be used in the same way for the
removal of isolated bits of rubbish.

Feeding Accessories
Feeding rings are usually made of

hollow plastic or glass, designed to float
on the surface and restrict the spread

of dried food, so that when the uneaten
particles sink they may be easily collected
with the syphon from one small area only.

The feeding tray goes a step further by
providing a tray into which these particles
fall and from which the fish can feed when they
feel like it. See Figs. 3 and 4 for illustration of
these two accessories.

Optional Items
Filters and aerators are optional ; some

aquarists would not be without them, but I
feel quite strongly that the beginner is best
without either. The filter certainly does help
some fanciers to keep the water beautifully
clear, but I have seen tanks of crystal-clear
water with and without the aid of filters and,
in fact, have no filters in my own tanks. Filters
are usually made of plastic and have an inlet
to which is attached a rubber air -line from an
electric air -pump (see Fig. 5). The tray at the
top of the filter is filled with alternate layers
of glass wool and carbon.

Aerators are also connected to a pump and
consist of a porous stone cube (the diffuser)
which is lowered to the gravel on the end of a
length of plastic tube, known as the diffuser

stem. The air sup-
ply may be controlled
directly at the pump
and/or by the aid of a
thumbscrew s o m e -
where along the air-
line. This apparatus
forces a steady stream
of tiny air bubbles
into the aquarium.
If the tank is inclined
to be overcrowded
with fish then an
aerator is very useful,
but therein lies a
danger. One is apt to
overcrowd because one
has an aerator which
will provide the

extra oxygen necessary to support more
fish. Moreover, fish get used to the
higher oxygen content of artificially aerated
water and will suffer if they have to be
moved later into non -aerated quarters.
Air pumps can be purchased in various
sizes.

Planting sticks are often advertised. These
are merely two lengths of wood, each about
18in. long, by tin. wide and 'kin. thick,
one often having an inverted V-shaped cut
at the base for pegging a plant down,
while the roots are being dibbled in with
the other.

Airline from
pump
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IF you possess a camera with a back and
lens shutter that can be held open, it is
possible to make an efficient enlarger

for considerably less than ios. The quality
of the enlargement will depend on the lens
of the camera, a good camera producing a
picture that will compare very favourably
with many manufactured enlargers.

The enlarger consists of three parts :
the lamp house (which also includes the
negative carrier), the camera platform and the
screen. They are each mounted to slide
horizontally along a 4ft. batten. The size of
the enlargement is controlled by varying the
distance between these three parts, see Figs.

and 2.
A further advantage of this arrangement

is that it is possible to reduce a negative
when required. A
brilliantly clear print,
thumbnail size, can be
made from an ordinary
negative, as easily as
an enlargement.

The Batten
This is a piece of

well -seasoned, accur-
ately dressed wood, Oft.

Figs. t (Below) and 2
(Right).-Two views of
the assembled enlarger,
showing how all three
parts slide on a centre

batten.
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.4.Whitworth
and nuts
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A Cheap and Simple Design Using
By G. HINSON

by Sin. by gin., that is free
from warping.

The Lamp House
In its simplest form this

consists of a round tin, about
join. long by yin. diameter, laid
on its side. A too -watt pearl
bulb is mounted in the bottom
and an aperture cut in the lid
about the same size as the back of
the camera. Some ventilation
holes should be cut in the tin.
It is not absolutely necessary to
mask the light which escapes
from these, though a cowl solder-
ed over the holes would be an im-
provement. See Figs. 3, 4 and 5.

bolt

Wooden negative
carrier

Ventilation
cowl

Fig.3.-A side view of the lamp house.

No condenser is
needed, but a diffusing
screen between the
aperture and the bulb
is absolutely essential
to ensure even distribu-
tion of light. If you
decide to buy a pearl
diffuser sold for en-
largers, do not cut the
aperture in the lamp
house until you know
the size of the diffuser,
for the aperture must
be slightly smaller.
The diffusing screen is
held behind the aper-
ture by metal clips
soldered or bolted to the
tin. A simpler diffuser
may be made from
" frosted " gelatine sold
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the Camera

34111,1

Fig. 4.-The lamp house and
negative carrier.

for stage lighting. It is cheap
and may be cut with scissors
to the exact size you need.
Three thicknesses will be
necessary.

The Negative Carrier
The negative to be projected

is held between two thin sheets
of glass, about 4i in. by 3;1 in.,
hinged with Two
old quarter plates, cleaned of
their emulsion by washing
in caustic soda, will serve very
well. The sheets of glass

slide into a wooden frame which must be
grooved on the inside to receive them. Sec
Figs. 4, 5 and 6. As the glass does not have to
be an exact size it is probably easier to make
the frame to fit what glass you have, than the
other way about.

Grooving the sides can be easily
accomplished. Lay the glass on the bench
and surround the two sides and the bottom
with three strips of plywood, about tin.
wide and slightly thicker than the glass.
Each side strip is then sandwiched between
two other strips of wider plywood, projecting
about .}in.'over the glass. When the plywood
is firmly screwed together the glass will be
held in a grooved wooden frame with an
open top, out of which the glass may be slipped.

Fixing the Negative Carrier
A tin. diameter hole is now drilled at each

corner of the wooden frame, which is then
lined up around the aperture in the front of
the lamp house. Four similar holes are
drilled to match in front of the lamp house
and 2in. bolts are passed through them
from the inside and fastened by nuts.

The wooden frame is slipped on to these
bolts and held in place by further nuts. By
adjusting these nuts, the negative carrier can
be brought as close as desired to the aperture
in the lamp house. About tin. away should
prove satisfactory. Any surplus portion of
the bolts projecting forwards should be cut
off so that the camera may be brought as
close as possible to the negative carrier.

The Slide Arrangement
The lamp house and negative carrier is now

laid on its side and mounted on a wooden
sledge which fits over the central batten and
slides along, it.

The sledge consists of a piece of wood about
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loin. long by din. wide (or whatever size your
lamp house is), mounted on two runners
about in. wide and the same thickness as
the batten. These can be simply made by
cutting a section of the batten lengthways.
When the runners are screwed on the sledge
it should sit as snugly as possible over the
central batten and slide along it without
jamming. A little soap may help as a lubricant.

The lamp house is fastened to the sledge by
two strips of tin plate looped over it and
screwed to the sides of the sledge. If two
wedge-shaped pieces of wood are laid length-
ways along the base of the lamp house they
will form a cradle and help to prevent it
slipping out of alignment.

Strap to hold
lemphouse to

sledge

Screw

Aperture with diffusing

mask is hinged to this. The printing paper
may be held in place behind the mask by
gummed corners of the type sold for mounting
photographs in albums.

If the elastic is stretched tightly, it should
hold the cardboard mount quite firmly and
allow an inch or two of adjustment in any
direction.

This completes the essential parts of the
enlarger. Light must not escape between
the lamp house and the camera, but there is
no need to make elaborate bellows. The
distance between camera and lamp house is
unlikely to be more than 6in. (unless you are
reducing a negative) and a thick cloth laid
over the gap between them will work most
efficiently. When reducing a negative the

screen behind cameras will sit quite firmly on
the sledge gap may be as much as
i8in., and in this case it will be
necessary to make a tent by lay -

whit nutand ing a batten as a ridge pole from
bolt the top of the camera to the lamp

house, and draping the cloth over
it.

Sledge end cradle

Fig. front view of

The Camera Platform
It is not possible to

give exact details of this
because the design will
depend on the type of
camera used. Basically
it consists of a second
sledge to which the cam-
era is fastened.

My own 'camera has
a hinged back which
prevents it from being
brought close to the
lamp house. This diffi-
culty was overcome by
turning the camera up-
side down and holding
it in place against a
wooden upright by
means of a din. Whit-
worth bolt which screws
into the tripod bush, as
shown in Fig. 6. This,
however, is unnecessa-
rily elaborate. Most
cameras will sit quite firmly on the sledge
without any form of fastening, though use
can be made of the tripod bush if the camera
has one. It is important only to make sure
that the opening in the back of the camera
is in line with the negative carrier.

The Screen
A third sledge is used to which a tzin. by

min. piece of plywood is screwed vertically,
as in Figs. 5, 2 and 7. On to this the image is
projected, and it is big enough for most
enlargements. The printing paper and mask
may be drawing -pinned into position on the
screen, but it will be found convenient to have
some easier method of adjustment.

This can be done by stretching din. garter
elastic across the corners of the screen, in the
manner of a letter rack. A square of card-
board is slipped behind the elastic and the

the lamp house and negative carrier

Some form of locking device on
the sledges will be found useful,
for otherwise there is the risk
of the picture being jolted out of
focus too easily. A bolt screwed
through one of the runners, as
shown in Fig. 8, will lock a
sledge to the central batten.

The thread of a metal bolt will
not grip for long in a wooden hole,
so a nut must be sunk into the
wood. Drill a hole large enough
for the bolt to pass freely through
the runner and countersink the
nut so that it lies flush with the
outside surface of the runner.
The nut must not be, able to turn

 in its socket and to prevent it

Fig. 6.-Method of holding the camera in place.

falling out a tin plate should be screwed
over it with a hole drilled to allow the
bolt to pass through. The bolt is passed
through the plate, screwed through the nut
and passed down the hole in the runner to
bite on the central batten. Finger pressure is
enough to lock the sledge firmly.

A similar arrangement may be used to lock
the camera to its sledge by means of the tripod
bush mentioned earlier and shown in Fig. 6.

Notes on Procedure
The negative should be placed between

the sheets of glass in the carrier, shiny side
towards the lamp house and upside down.
Rough focusing is accomplished by varying
the distances between the screen, camera and
negative carrier. If your camera has a focusing
lens this can be used as a fine adjustment.

Do not focus the picture on the back of an

Fig. 7.-The screen.
empty mount, for when the printing paper is
placed in position it will bring the picture
nearer to the camera by the thickness of the
paper and throw it slightly out of focus. An
old print should be placed back to front in the
mount and the picture focused on this.

List of Materials Required
Wood-6ft. of dressed deal Sin. by in.

t8in. of dressed deal Tin. by tin.
sq. ft. of plywood.

Glass-(obtainable at any photographic
supplier). 2 pieces 3din.
by 4 din. t Pearl diffuser.

8-fin. Whitworth bolts, 2111. long.
16 nuts for the above.
Bulb holder, flex and switch.
too -watt bulb.
3ft. of 4in. garter elastic.

Once the printing paper is in position, no
light must be allowed in the room unless it is
from a " safe " bulb or screen. The time of
the exposure will depend on the size of the
enlargement, the aperture of the camera, the
strength of the bulb and the density of the
individual negative. This can be easily
determined by trial and error, but as a rough
guide it will be found that with the camera
set at f.8 and using a too -watt pearl bulb, a
quarter plate enlargement of an average 120
negative will require about 12 seconds.

Retaining
Nut

Runner
Fig. 8.-Device for locking the sledges.
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THIS trailer was designed for carrying a
3ft. radio -controlled model launch
and its accompanying gear. The

simple but effective shock absorber prevents
the intricate radio gear from the damage
which would be inevitable if the trailer had
a rigid axle.

The Platform
This is made from lin. " Weyroc " timber

measuring 4oin. by join. Although this wood
is of a heavy nature, due to its processed
manufacture, it has proved to be very suit-
able for the job. A lighter material such as
hardboard would have necessitated a very
rigid framework and entailed numerous
joints. Using the " Weyroc " timber has
eliminated the need for this and makes a
much stronger platform.

Commence construction by cutting the
4oin. by 3oin. platform to size and then nail
to the underside edges the pieces of 'in.
square obeche. This edging provides a
good foundation for the ?,in. dowels which
form the pegs on the sides. Before nailing
the obeche edging it is necessary to mark a

T.
6

k

29

Fig. r.-Under-
sideandsideviews
of the platform

and wheels.

2.-Side
board details.

Conduit
saddles

(enlarged)
Axle made

from 112dia
mild steel
bar 277ong

4,0"

Platform made of l/2'Weyroc timber
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the /lin.
nails for
securing the
obeche edg-
ing. Details
and dimen-
sions are
given in Fig.
I.

The Sides
Two pieces

of ,in. deal
or obeche
4oin. by 4in.
and two
pieces 29in.
by 4in. are
required.
Clamp the
two identical
pieces to-
gether for
the purpose
of drilling
the din. hole

30"

Constructional
Details of a

Robust and
Versatile Carrier

By L. J. EDWARDS

line zin. from the edge
of the platform all the
way round and then drill
holes at intervals of
approximately 5in. Use
a 3'32in. drill for these
pilot holes which pro-
vide an easy entry for

'12 Whit. nut drilled
out to slide over axle
held fast by 28A.screw

Thread end,
of axle /12
Whit. approx

length

4/4.x -'/8' V4
copper axle guides
one each side of

slot

rowing bar 3/4
conduit tube

401

zin. deep. This forms the groove for the
kin. pegs. See Figs. r and 2 for the spacing
distances. A good idea for holding these
pegs in the groove while the glue is setting
is to use panel pins driven in from the opposite
side of the groove. When the glue has set

3/1 conduit saddles
held fast by J116"

Whit cilc screws
3/4"

22
and nuts,

11/2

4

\cd'

rfl, /14 hex. heao'ed
bolt

Ait

Axle clip made from 1/1641.S.
.3/8"wide secured to plate by
112"x 28A. csk. screws

Punch 2 holes to
correspond with
//4 clearance holes

on axle plate

Shock absorbing unit k
is a piece pf,sponge
rubber 2x/f2'xi approx.

A x / empi ?et se reifthick

2/Mho/es c'sk on one side

Fig. 3.-Details of the
shock absorber.

JBA fixing screws
cik heads on far side

Fig. 4.-Details of the axle plate and clip,
sponge shock absorber and angle plate shock

absorber unit.
/"square obeche

nailed on underside
edge of trailer.
Drive in nails from top
after drilling small holes
in Weyroc timber using
11/2"natis

Glue dowels in
groove and

with plastic
40 wood

Clamp boards together for
purpose of drilling 318"hole
2"deep to act as groove for

ibCba 3/8 dowel
pram wheels

20"
Side boards from
112&ea/ or obeche

2 B.A.
clearance

ho/es

clearance
holes

the pegs are filleted with plastic wood and
this makes a good anchorage for them as
they are subjected to quite a lot of pulling
and pushing when the trailer is being set up
for use.

Bore the holes in the platform for the
side pegs, using a *in. bit. The slightly
oversize hole will make removal and replacing
easier. The pegs will be a firm fit owing to
the depth of the hole. The pegs face to the
inside of the trailer.
The Chassis

A start can now be made on the shaping
of the tubular chassis, which is made of
conduit tube. Two pieces about 7ft. long are
required. A suitable setting block for bending
the tube can be made from a block of wood
about Sin. square and 3ft. long. A sin. hole
is bored in this approx. Sin. from one end.
When making the bends care must be exer-
cised to avoid flattening the tube and this is
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ensured by easing the tube through the block
slightly after each set until the required
angle is obtained. See Figs. t and 2 for the
shape and dimensions.

The chassis is held in position on the
underside of the platform by means of conduit
saddles which are secured by t in. screws.

The Shock Absorbers
Details of these will be apparent from Figs.

3 and 4. Secure the angle iron portion of the
shock absorber to the chassis by means of
the conduit saddles, making sure they are
at right angles to the platform. Slide the axle
plates and clips on to the axle, but do not
tighten them into position. Place the ends of
the axle through the slots in the angle iron
and line up the axle plates to coincide with
the holes in the angle iron. Tighten up the
axle plates by means of the 2 B.A. counter- if'
sunk screws and nuts which should hold the
axle securely to the plate. Make certain that
the correct amount of axle (about 4in.) is
protruding through the slots of the angle
iron at each end.

Insert the sponge rubber between the
axle plate and the horizontal portion of the
angle iron and push the tin. B.S.F. through
both the plate and the rubber and screw
into the angle iron. Tighten up the bolts
until the rubber begins to compress slightly.
This completes the shock absorber assembly.

/Conduit saddle to
fit round stem of cycle

saddle tube

Soh' conduit
saddle to MS.
lug use 4'Whit,
cs A- screw

rowing lug made
from Jliemild steel plate

Fig. 5.-Method of attachment for towing bar.

The Wheels
These are held in position on the axle by

means of a iin. Whit. nut, which is drilled
out to slide over the axle. Drill and tap
one of its hexagon sides to take a 2 B.A. steel
grub screw, which holds the nut securely on
the axle. The wheel retaining nuts are also
tin. Whit. A neat job can be made by sawing
a nut carefully in two parts, thereby providing
two thin nuts for tightening against each other.

The Towing Bar
No dimensions are given for the beads in

the towing bar, which is made of fin. conduit
tube, as these may vary slightly according to
the cycle's size. Adequate clearance of the
rear wheel is all that is required. The tube
at the cycle end is hammered flat and a hole
drilled for receiving the bolt which engages
in the towing lug (see Fig. 5). A in. or
Ain. Whit. bolt will be satisfactory for this
purpose. To make a towing lug for fitting
to the saddle pillar of the cycle a sin. conduit
saddle can be utilised. Fig. 5 gives the
necessary dimensions and the method of fixing.

A Device for the Handyman Gardener
THE Japanese type of bird scarer is

possibly the most effective and effi-
cient type ever used and they are not

difficult to make. They may be hung from

Fig. T.-The
bird scarer.

By T. H. E. MARSH

cross bars or poles, brackets fixed to the
corner of the house, garage or even hung
from a branch of a convenient tree. Several
of these devices distributed around the
garden will very effectively keep birds away
as they tinkle and flash the sunlight in any
gentle breeze. If all the " bells " are a different
size or shape there will be nothing regulrr in
the tune or in its frequency of repetition. The
performance will be continuous.

Fig. r gives the general idea. The frame-
work can be made from any suitable wire.

Twenty inches will be required for the larger
of the two rings and about t2in. of wire is
necessary for the smaller. The joints in the
rings are soldered or welded to make the ring
quite firm. Small chain, string, fishing line,
or catgut may be used to hang the " bells "
to the wire rings. A hook at the top takes
the ends of the chains supporting the rings
and serves to hang the scarer to its support.
This allows ample freedom for the scarer to
move with a gentle breeze. The individual

bells " are hung so that they are not free to
rotate without knocking against their neigh-
bours, thus giving rise to the tinkling sound.

The " bells " need not all be the same size ox
shape; in fact, it is better to have each one of
them differently shaped or sized, as they then
give a variety of tinkling notes. Square,
rectangular, triangular or round will be found
most suitable but rhomboids or four-sided
polygons may be used to add variety. They
can all be cut from picture glass or old photo-
graphic plates with the emulsion washed off.
The most suitable sizes to choose are between
lin. and 2in. wide and 2in. and 4in. long. The
glasses can be bored quite easily with one of
these new " carbide -tipped " drills using a
hand drill and turpentine as a lubricant.

If a successful job cannot be made with
glass then " bells " may be made of metal but
the glass gives a much more pleasant sound.
Metal slips made of tin, brass, steel tempered
or hardened, can be used, and should be made
in the same variety of shapes and sizes as
the glass slips. Any thickness up to about
3/32in. will be quite suitable. The tinplate
may be cut from empty fruit cans, etc.,the
brass or steel may be obtained from almost
any tinsmith's scrap bin.

In use these devices are very effective. They
are not so troublesome or noisy as hooters,
bells or buzzers and take less maintenance.
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IHAVE made to my own design two electric
fires with imitation coal effect ; one is a
two -bar reflector type and the other

incorporates in addition a flat bar element.
Both were made to fit my own fireplaces, so
that measurements may have to be adapted
to suit specific circumstances. In this latter
fire, shown in Figs. r and z, the combined
imitation coal and flicker unit was made
separately with a back which can be removed
to give access to the bulb. The coal unit was
set back 2in. from the main frame of the
fire so as to give a chimney effect and also to
stop the unit from projecting into the hearth
too far.

The frame was made as in Fig. 3, with
dimensions to suit my own fireplace, but the
general shape should be apparent from this
sketch. For the grate unit a base was made of
heavy wood, covered with asbestos. The
corner pillars were made from tin. square

frio

Cod&
By C. D. BOOTH

This Article was Received in Response to
a Request Published in "Information Sought"

Flat bar

soft iron, shaped as shown
in Fig. 4 and the horizontal
bars of the grid are stout
aluminium beading, the ends
of which are let into holes
drilled on the inside of the
corner pillars. The pillars are
drilled and tapped at the sides
so that the sheet copper side
pieces may be screwed to

r

Back ofi
coal

effect I

raised

Fig. t (Left).-A front view of
the completed lire.

Fig. 2 (Above).-Diagram show-
ing general arrangement of fire.

Fig. 4 (Right).-Details of the
grate.

T -

End view
of

reflector

.

."4".

2 small flanges
left- on and
drilled

O

Reflect -or sides
2 oh'

Fret

Chromium plated
- reflector

Copper to
reflect flicker

Copper or other
metal

7
8

or fire bars

For joints cut 2'out of
each bar For
flush fit

Bottom piece bent
back for coal effect unit

Fig. 3.-Details of the frame and
the reflector.

them and underneath so that they
may be screwed to the wooden
base. The 2in. wide metal strip
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 is screwed
to the edge of the wooden base
and also to the corner pillars.
The three vertical metal pieces
forming the front of the grate are
half -jointed to the horizontal bars.

The side pieces are cut and fitted
as shown in Fig. 2, the parts behind
the frame and the back being made
from one sheet of polished copper.

The " Flicker " Unit
I bought a flicker control, fan

and assembly, a 6o W. red -coloured
lamp and a brass lampholder and
fitted these up with the fan over
the centre of the bulb, approxi-
mately in the centre of the unit.
The best position for the bulb can
be found by trial and error and it
may be either upright or horizon-
tal. What is required is an
attractive " flicker " effect on the
polished copper backplate.

Side pillars

2"Wide copper step
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reflector boweo
Middle MCI
through pan-
els and
bolted

Safety shield
or guard

Drilled to take brass rods toff

V1WJi (Threaded A.
IJ

Sheet metal
for

front pane/

Fig. 7.-The reflector and safety shield.

Fig.5(Left).
-A side
view of the
partially
completed

fire.

Imitation Coal Effect
Deal with the front first. Take a piece of

small -mesh wire netting and fasten it to the
inside of the bars and pillars with very thin
wire ; then cut irregular holes in it. Obtain
some steel wool, soak it in black paint and let
it dry. Thread it through the netting irregu-
larly, some places thick, some thin, leaving the
holes already cut clear or with just a strand
or two of steel wool across.

Back of fire

kThick wire across to hold frame

Fig. 6.-A sectional view of the imitation coal.

Now work on the top. First make a frame
of t6 g. wire to fit round the inside of the top,
the front wire fitting behind the top bar.
Bend some more wire netting to the required
shape as shown in section in Fig. 6. Treat
in the same way as the front, irregularly
covering the wire netting with the steel wool
and leaving the holes clear. About 4-6 oz.
of steel wool will be required. Next fasten
down some small pieces of coal with florist's
wire, one piece in the centre, one in each rear
corner and the rest anywhere. Finally paint
the lot, wire wool, coal and wire, with the
heat -resisting black paint.

The effect produced is not the same as the
commercial models, but gives a realistic effect
of a fire made of small pieces of coal just
burnt through and looks very warm. The coal
effect must not go right back to the copper
backplate or the flicker effect will be obscured.

The back of the frame can be held up with
small pieces of rigid wire or rod as shown in
Fig. 6. The reflection of these rods will be
thrown on to the back reflector and the
flicker fan as it travels round will play on
these and give a curling effect.

The Electric Fire
The sheet metal front is cut to size and

bolted to the frame after having a rectangle
of metal cut away for the reflector and flat
bar element if this is to be used.

The reflector is shaped as shown at A,

in Fig. 3, with two edges forming
lips which should be drilled and
bolted to the frame. Construc-
tion of the reflector sides is also
shown. A piece of rod, cut to
length and threaded at each end
is passed through the holes in
the tabs and tightened to pull
the sides up close to the
reflector.

The elements must, in the
interest of safety, have some
form of protection across the
front and the method suggested
is shown in Fig. 7. The rods
are made from approximately
332in. brass brazing rods,
obtainable from ironmongers or
welding shops. The reflector is
best made from copper, then
both reflector and safety rods can
be sent for chromium plating.

The two side pieces are of
brass and they are drilled to
clear the rods. The rods are
bent as per Fig. 7 and threaded
to a B.A. size at both ends to
approximately h in. from the
bend. Nuts are then screwed
on up to the end of the thread,
then the brass side pieces
slipped on and finally another
nut on each to lock it all
together. The threaded ends
of the top and bottom rods
are then trimmed right down to

the locking nuts, but the ends of the middle
bar are left so that they can be passed through
holes in the front panel of the fire, locked
by nuts at the rear. Thus the guard is
easily removable in case of need.

The back of the fire should be partly covered
in, making it impossible to touch the connec-
tions. All the usual safety precautions
must be observed with regard to the wiring
and the fire should be properly earthed.
Switching, wiring, etc., will depend upon the
elements used and the maker's particular
requirements.

All my sheet panelling was copper, a metal
which will look very well when oxidised, but
this may be too costly and, of course, any
other metal can be used, but it should be
remembered that it will get very hot when the
fire is in use.

Fig. 8 shows the other fire mentioned,
which is built into an older style fireplace
and which does not include a bar -type element.

Fig. 8.-The author's second fire.

First Electric Train to Use Germanium Rectifier
THE first electric train in the world to be

fitted experimentally with a germanium
rectifier for converting alternating current
from the overhead wire to direct current for
driving the traction motors has completed
successful trials on the Lancaster, Morecambe
and Heysham section of British Railways
(London Midland Region). These trials were
undertaken in conjunction with the British
Thomson -Houston Co., who have carried out
important pioneer work in this field, and who
have produced the rectifier unit used on the
train ; this unit is of 75o kW capacity,
arranged for full -wave rectification.

The conversion of the train to accommodate
the germanium rectifier unit was carried out in
the London Midland Region's workshops at
Meols Cop, near Southport.

The experiment is of particular interest in
view of the British Transport Commission's
recent decision (which is subject to the
approval of the Minister of Transport) to
adopt for future electrification the 25 kV
50 -cycle alternating current system with over-
head conduction. The Eastern Region line
between Fenchurch Street and Bow Junction,

on which further trials are being made, is at
present electrified on the 1,500 volts D.C.
system, and the trial runs have therefore to be
made at night when the D.C. can be switched
off and an A.C. supply put on the overhead
wires at 6.6 kV. (This is the voltage to which
the new B.R. standard of 25 kV will be reduced
when the conductor -wires have to be carried
under certain bridges and tunnels, and at other
places where clearances are restricted.)

Germanium is a comparatively rare metal
found in certain ores, such as silver and zinc.
It has properties akin to those of the crystals
used in early wireless sets, and acts in a similar
way to a radio valve. By passing an alternating
current through a series of germanium wafers,
the A.C. is converted to D.C. before reaching
the traction motors. This enables the robust
characteristics of the D.C. motor to be
retained, while obtaining all the advantages
of A.C. supply.

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
3/6, or 3/9 by post

From George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
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THE radio equipment for controlling
model aircraft can very well be that
described in the September and

October, 1955, issues of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS. In these issues were described
a single -valve super -regenerative receiver of a
type which is very widely used for model
control and the associated transmitter. For
model aircraft work, however, every fraction
of an ounce is important and the receiver could
be made up on a slightly smaller base. The
meter socket as originally described will
also be inconvenient for most aircraft, and
a suitable metering point should be made on
the fuselage. The meter should be fixed here
for tuning up and then withdrawn for flight.
The photographs of Mr. T. Rickelton's

" Radio Queen " (Fig. t) clearly show
his meter in position. The receiver should be
suspended within the fuselage from taut
rubber bands which will permit considerable
freedom of movement, absorb engine vibra-
tion, and at the same time protect the receiver
in the case of a hard landing.

The transmitter can make use of the
quarter -wave vertical aerial (8ft. 6in.)
as originally described, but for model aircraft
use many enthusiasts prefer a " Vee "
type of half -wave dipole. This consists of two
8ft. 6in. rods (either sectioned or telescopic
for transport) mounted as shown in Fig. 2.
An array of this type produces a stronger and
better radiation pattern than the vertical
aerial. The energy from the transmitter
is directed in a lobe vertically upwards and
extending almost to ground level on each side
of the aerial at right angles to the axis of
the aerial rods. A vertical aerial has a dead

spot directly overhead, which is, for model
aircraft work, the worst possible place.

Suitable Type of
Model
The type of model

aircraft to be employed
for radio control should
have certain attributes.
It must be robust,
easily constructed, large
enough to carry the
radio, batteries and con-
trol gear and have in-
herent flying stability
to enable the model
to recover from any

peculiar attitude which
the inexperienced
pilot can so easily
produce.

In order to meet these
requirements we would
suggest a fuselage of
rectangular section often
referred to as a " Slab
Sider." Models of this
type can be made to
look very realistic, are
easily constructed, and
readily repaired should
damage be sustained.

The size depends on
the complexity of the Micro -switch for
intergear intended, but
it is strongly recom-
mended that the beginner
should stick to simple

By Members of I.R.C.M.S.

11.-Radio Control for Model
Aircraft (Sequence System)

rudder control, which will enable him
to execute most known aerobatics. It is
suggested that the wing span should be
between 4ft. and 5ft. with a wing loading of
between I2OZS. to 14ozs. per square foot. The
front end of the fuselage should be sheeted
from the nose to the rear of the cabin as
this is where all the radio weight is carried
and most damage sustained in the event of a

keying Transmitter

Fig. 1.-Two views of Mr. T. Rickelton's
" Radio Queen."

hard landing. The tailplane area should be
approximately 3o per cent. of the main plane,
whilst the fin should be in the region of
9 per cent, and the rudder 25 per cent. of
the fin area. It is more effective to steer by
moving a large rudder a small amount than
vice versa.

There is a considerable freedom in the
choice of engine to be employed as either
glow -plug, diesel or petrol is suitable, but
for the size of plane suggested the
engine should not be less than 2.5 c.c. in
capacity.

100. 4oprox

Transmitter

Insulators

Insulated
mounting

,"Aerial coupling loop
(coupled to Anode coil of Transmitter)

Fig. 2.-Vee type aerial for use with model aircraft, giving increased
radiation and a better field strength pattern.
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Simple Control System
The easiest mechanical method of obtaining

controlled rudder movement in a model
aircraft is by means of a simple rubber -
driven actuator, which converts the radio
signal received into controlled mechanical
movement.

Neutral Left

'rudder
Position

Transmission Transmission
Off On

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

effect upon the model.Should the aircraft
fly out of control this system ensures the
rudder being in the neutral position, thus
avoiding the possibility of a spiral dive to the
ground. Its only defect is the need to
remember whether the next signal to be
transmitted will give left or right rudder.

Neutral
Transmission

Off

Right
Transmission

On

Fig. 3.-The principle of the rubber -driven actuator, showing the
sequence.

There are several types manufactured and
available through the model shops. They
usually consist of a two -armed star or pawl
driven by a skein of kin. or &in. rubber,
often only one loop being employed. Fig. 3
illustrates the principle employed. The star
is prevented from rotating by means of a
claw ended armature which is operated by
an electromagnet. When the actuator is at
rest one end of the star wheel is held against
one of the claw ends of the armature. On
receipt of a signal from the transmitter the
receiver anode current drops and the receiver
relay opens, thus completing
a circuit through the magnet
bobbin of the actuator and
creating a magnetic force
which pulls the armature claw
towards it and releases the
star wheel. This now rotates
until caught by the claw on the
other end of the armature,
which is so positioned that it
will hold the star wheel after
a quarter of a turn and on
cessation of the signal will
allow the star to turn another
quarter 'of a turn when the
opposite end is caught by the
first claw. This operation is
repeated for each signal trans-
mitted. To complete the mech-
anical application it is necessary
to attach a crank to the spindle
of the star wheel which, when
coupled to the rudder by means
of a hairpin loop within which it rotates,
moves the rudder to the desired position.

During the absence of a transmitted signal
the crank is arranged to be in a vertical
position. On receipt of a signal the crank
moves a quarter of a turn to a horizontal
position, thus moving the rudder to the left,
where it stays for the duration of the signal.
When the signal ceases the crank rotates a
further quarter of a turn and now rests in
the opposite vertical position when the
rudder is once again at centre or neutral.
The next signal will give right rudder return-
ing to the original centre or neutral position,
when transmission ceases.

This is known as the self -centring type of
actuator, and it will be seen that to go left
and then left again means passing through the
right position of the rudder. This, however,
happens so quickly that it has no apparent

An Escapement -con-
trolled Actuator

An improvement on
the actuator just des-
cribed, which will enable
the operator to select the
direction of turn at will,
can easily be made, using
a commercially manu-
factured actuator unit,
with current -saving
device embodied in its
construction. These can
be procured from most
model shops, and the
general arrangement of
the unit, when modi-
fied, is shown in Fig. 4
(A to E).

The first alteration is
concerned with slowing
down the speed at which
the driving shaft and star
wheel rotate when
released by the armature

claw. This is necessary to enable the
operator to transmit a definite signal sequence
during the period of a revolution (or part of
a revolution).

The actuator is first mounted on a piece of
thin paxolin or other insulating material which
is r /16in. thick and shaped to fit into the
required position in the fuselage of the plane.
On the opposite side of the paxolin the driving
shaft extends through a suitable hole and is
shaped to form a hook upon which the elastic
motor is attached (Fig. 4B). On to this shaft is
soldered a toothed wheel, which is made

Second arm added
for engine control

Fig. 4.-The improved
compound actuator. A,
B and C are three views
of the actuator ; D gives
details of the escapement
and E shows an alterna-
tive escapement and the
claw -ended armature.

roughly the size and
shape of a penny. The
writer's is tiin. diameter
with a /t6in. hole drilled
in the centre, to be a
nice fit on the actuator
drive shaft. The perim-
eter is filed into teeth
t/t6in. deep with 90 deg.
sides, using a small
square file. The Ilin.
diameter wheel has 32

This wire
"Earthed"

Pi; Brass rod
cranked and
soldered in p/ace

One side of star cut off

1'

-il-l;16

2
32

Radius
to clear

tooth wheel

Paxolin
mount
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teeth, whilst a smaller wheel used by the
writer has only 24 teeth. (The number of
teeth is not important.) The discs should
be made from steel, as a softer metal will wear
too rapidly. C and D in Fig. 4 illustrate these
stages of the construction. The finished
toothed wheel is soldered to the actuator drive
shaft so that it is approximately in. from the
baseboard and rotates truly. When finished,
the drive shaft must be perfectly free to turn.
An escapement is now made from a piece of
thin steel sheet about 23 or 24 s.w.g. This
is shaped as shown at D in Fig. 4 and drilled
to take a brass tube which acts as a bearing on
a 6 BA bolt ; this tube is soldered at right
angles and protrudes tin. on each side.

A hole to take the 6 BA countersunk -headed
screw is drilled iin. from the centre of the
drive shaft on the centre line of the paxolin
and a lin. long 6 BA screw fitted and locked
up tightly with two lock -nuts. The escape-
ment is now mounted on this and held in place
with a washer and " Simmonds " self-locking
nut, which is taken up until all surplus play is
restricted, yet the escapement is perfectly free
to oscillate.

The vertical edges of the escapement are
now filed and adjusted until when one side of
the escapement enters a toothed groove the
other side of the escapement rides over a tooth
into the next groove. This causes the escape-
ment to rock quickly and retards the speed of
the driving shaft. This speed can be further
reduced by adding weights to the wings of the
escapement. The correct speed is about
1-t sec. per revolution. Weights can be
added simply by adding blobs of solder to the
wings of the escapement.

Alterations to the Actuator
The type mentioned has one wire from the

electromagnet earthed, i.e,. taken to the metal
frame of the actuator. This feature will be
employed later to obtain another channel of
control.

The clawed armature is first removed and a

Escapement

Copper__
rivet

Brass shim contact
for second control

Height of
teeth k"

16

77.

0

I \<

Escapement 0

Brass
tube,,

Weight with
seder to
reduce speed

Alternative Escapement
using 16 gauge piano wire

Claw ended
Armature

Brass extension
silver soldered

to top edge
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tongue of brass of similar thickness is soldered
(silver soldered for preference) to the top edge
of the claw, which is away from the magnet.
The height of this attachment is tin. and the
whole is filed and dressed up perfectly smooth
with the original (see Fig. 4E).

The rotating two -armed star wheel now
receives attention. One arm is
sawn off about lin. from the
centre and a piece of brass wire
(welding wire will serve) which
has previously been cranked
about in. is soldered on in such
a position that it will stop the
rotation in the same position
as the part removed except
that it will now be done by the
raised tongue and will pass clear
of the normal position of the
armature (Fig. 4B). In operation
the original half of the star is
lying against the armature claw
beneath the magnet.

The magnet on being energised
attracts the armature, releasing
the star from the neutral position,
allowing it to rotate and be
caught by the claw at the other
end in the normal manner,
giving left rudder. On release,
however, it completes the circle to
its original starting place, so that there is now
only one neutral position. Now to obtain right
rudder all you have to do is transmit one short
signal which produces the above result, then
break transmission and send a second signal,
with as short a space as possible between the
signals. This releases the left rudder position
and allows the cranked wire on the other end of
the star to pass over the neutral position and
be caught by the new tongue on the armature,
thus giving right rudder. The sequence of
signals is now as follows : one continuous
signal-left rudder for as long as the trans-
mission is held, then back to neutral-right
rudder-one short signal followed by a very
short space and then a second signal, which
is held on as long as right rudder is wanted,
i.e., one signal left rudder, two signals right

Aerial Meter Socket

Super-lkgenerative
Receiver

LT -1-/LT-

0
Receive
Switch

v

LT supply
Ull or (.12 cell 2 HT Batteries In series

HT+

22011

Diesel
engine

described. A second actuator is employed for
the second control.

The modified actuator just described will
now require to be further altered so as to be
able to control the second actuator when
required. Means must be found of stopping
the star wheel in a predetermined position

Free rubber band
suspension of Receiver

Receiver
Unit

A --Alternative battery
position.

and the springy brass should be fastened to the
paxolin with i/i6in. rivets or 12 B.A. bolts.

We now have a new contact which can be
selected at will and which when wired up
into the circuit of the second actuator will
act as a switch controlling the operation of the
second actuator.

Skein of rubber
supplying power
to operate Rudder

Metering point

Receiver
Relay

Actuator Battery

Actuator Movable area of Rudder

Piano wire linkage
to rudder crank

Aerial

Bearing
Must be
very free

Hinges

Crank

Hairpin loop
attached to Rudder

Fig. 6.-Lay-out of control gear in model plane. Flying trim is obtained by adjusting battery position.

which will not affect the steering of the model,
but in which a contact can be made to release
the following actuator. This can be done by
making another cranked arm of /16in. wire
and soldering it on to the star wheel in such a
position that it holds the star wheel shortly
before the neutral arm reaches the neutral
position (Fig. 4A). In the writer's equipment
this is about 3 / i6in. before the neutral claw
stops rotation. This naturally produces a
slight amount of offset rudder, but in practice
the amount is so small that it has no noticeable
effect upon the flying of the model. In
addition, the offset position is held for only
the very short time taken to release the second
actuator, and in practice this is nearly
instantaneous.

To make the alterations the star wheel is
held in its new position,
then the whole assembly is
turned over and marked near
the periphery of the escape-
ment wheel. The point
of marking should be selected

This wire of
Actuator coil
s 'Earthed'to\,,,k.

metal frame
and spindle

lntergear
Swi fch

Spark
Suppressor

3 Per' cells
4,- in series

Compound
Actuator

d

2nd Actuator
(For engi-tre speed

o
Elevator control)

Fig. 5.-Complete wiring diagram of radio -controlled plane.

rudder-no wondering which comes next in
the sequence.

A Compound Actuator
Once you have experienced the thrills of

flying a model plane equipped with this type
of steering control you will probably wish to
add another control. This could be either
engine or elevator control, and it is arranged
to work as a sequence from the actuator just

so that a tit 6in. hole can be drilled and a copper
rivet inserted and soldered in position in the
hole in such a way that it will contact a
;in. wide piece of springy brass foil fastened
underneath on the paxolin. The foil should be
so shaped that as the rivet comes round it will
pass over the leading edge of the foil without
making contact, but will make a light but
firm contact when stopped by the new position-
ing arm. The rivet should protrude about lin.

It was previously mentioned that the
actuator employed had one end of its coil
earthed to the metal framework and this is
employed in the following manner. When
the receiver relay drops out, due to the
transmitter being keyed, current from the
actuator battery flows through the first actuator
coil and according to the sequence trans-
mitted holds on the desired control. Should
this coincide with the copper rivet being in
contact with the brass contact which is wired
to the second actuator (see Fig. 5), this will
also be energised causing it to make a quarter -
turn. On cessation of the transmission both
actuators will be released, the first returning
to neutral and the second completing a half -
turn. The second actuator can be connected
to the engine and -will give full throttle and
slow speed in sequence. Should it be desired
to operate the elevator, neutral position of the
second actuator should be arranged for
normal flying, whilst on signal " up " or
" down " elevator should be arranged in
sequence.

It should be pointed out that since the new
contact on the first actuator acts as a switch
for the second actuator it operates only when
the receiver relay contacts are closed (i.e.,
when a transmission is being received).
Thus when left or right rudder signals are
sent and the actuator is returning to neutral it
passes over the third contact position without
energising it as the receiver relay contacts
are then open. Therefore, no circuit is
made and the second actuator does not
operate. The second actuator will work only
when three rapid signals are sent and the
third signal held on.
Control

For model aircraft control, using this
system, a control box for keying the trans-
mitter, such as that employed for model
boats, is not necessary and a " micro -switch "
is usually employed to key the transmitter.
To recapitulate, the control sequence is as
follows :

Left rudder : one signal held on for as
long as the turn is required.

Right rudder : one short signal, a rapid
space followed by a long signal for as long as
the turn is required.

Engine speed or elevator : two short signals,
with rapid spaces followed by a long signal
for as long as required to effect the second
control.

It should be noted that these signals must
all be sent within the period during which the

(Concluded on page 417)
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GALION'S WHISTLE EXPLAINED
0,71

The Gallon's whistle on
view at the Science Museum.

SOUND, as everyone knows nowadays, is
due to vibrations or waves. Sound
waves which are capable of being heard

by ordinary human beings range from 6o to
40,000 semi -vibrations a second ; those
undulations which we know as heat, begin at
65,000,000 vibrations, whilst visible colours
range from 400 to 900 trillions.

Let us consider very briefly, the compass
of the notes given by one of the best-known
musical instruments-the organ-which
occupies the whole field of audible vibrations,
nearly to octaves ; the piano has about seven
octaves. The pipes in an organ vary
immensely in both length and breadth, and a
Galton's whistle is simply a minute organ pipe.

For special purposes pipes have been con-
structed varying in length from 20 metres to
0.5 millimetres and in frequency from
8 p.p.s. to soo,000 p.p.s.

Now the limit of audible sound vibrations
varies considerably in different people, many
people being incapable of hearing the chirp
of a grasshopper or the twittering of sparrows,
whilst there are others who claim to have
heard specially constructed tuning forks
giving vibrations of about 70,000 a second.
These intensely shrill notes produce an unde-
finable uneasiness in a person which lingers
for some time. There is little doubt that
some animals hear sounds quite inaudible
to human beings. Human audibility also
varies with age.

Pure Notes
In experimental acoustics first importance

attaches to those sources of sound which emit
pure notes, consisting of a single fundamental
tone unaccompanied by harmonics or over -

Micrometer adjustment
Piston

With this Type of Whistle it is Possible to

Determine the Limit of Audibility of the

Human Ear
turn the tap full on, noting the rise in note
until it becomes quite inaudible. This experi-
ment will illustrate, in a very intensified form,
what you actually hear with a Galton's whistle.

A Very Simple Type of Galton's Whistle
Obtain an ordinary penny tin whistle-

it must be one that whistles with all the holes
closed. Cut the whistle in two, just above the
top hole, and discard the bottom half. Next,
take a piece of metal rod which will just go
in the bottom (unfortunately these whistles
are slightly tapered), and push it into the
whistle, blowing gently and evenly through
the whistle at the same time.

Pure note Impure note
Fig. 2.-A single fundamental tone and the effect

of harmonics.

It will be found that the note rises as the
column of air is shortened.

Now construct a similar whistle, some-
what longer, out of tin, copying the
whistling production part of it. The
whistle must be the same bore its entire
length, and you will now be able to push
a close -fitting metal rod up it as tar as the
whistling aperture. You will now have a
true Galton's whistle in its simplest form,
more especially if the bore of the cylinder
is not more than .lin.- the less the better.
Now fit a piece of rubber tube and two
rubber balls, one of which should be

Graduations

Rubber tube

Fig. i. - Edelman's
Galton's whistle.

tones (see Fig. 2). The flute and diapason
pipes of an organ give the nearest approach
to purity. Tuning forks, when vibrating in
their simplest manner, give remarkably pure
notes, and another extremely good example
is an ordinary tin whistle.

Galton's Whistle
In order to determine the limit of audibility

in human beings, and as far as possible in
animals, Galton devised a miniature organ
pipe in the form of a whistle, provided with
certain adjustments, and blown by means of a
rubber pressure ball similar to that used on
scent sprays (see Fig. 3).

Experiment with Whistling Kettle.
If you happen to possess a whistling kettle

try the following experiment. Half -fill the
kettle with water and place it on a gas -ring,
with the gas turned half on, and leave it until
the kettle is whistling shrilly. Then slowly

The instrument as thus described can be
purchased from scientific instrument makers.

An improved instrument with a much finer
tube and capable of going in a case which
would fit in a waistcoat pocket and fitted
with a scale, showing the pipe length and
frequency, can also be purchased.

You can graduate your micrometer as you
like, but it is usually graduated in centi-
metres (the distance between two consecutive
threads of the piston screw) and millimetres,
i.e., so divisions on the turning head.

The best way of calibrating a Galton's
whistle is probably by means of what is
known as the cathode-ray oscillograph. If the
whistle be used with a standard air pressure
you can obtain reproductibility in the pitch
of the note emitted provided the tempera-
ture remains or is kept constant. Sounds
above human audibility can be detected by
means of the sensitive flame method.

Edelman's Galton's Whistle
This very scientific whistle is a type of small

organ pipe, consisting of a very short cylin-
drical pipe with a sharp edge, upon which is
directed a blast of air from an annular nozzle.
The pitch of the note can be varied by moving
a piston at the closed end of the pipe-by

Piston

Fig. 3.-Galton's miniature organ pipe in the form of a whistle
which was blown by means of a rubber bulb.

enclosed in netting (see
Fig. 3). Next fit on to
the end through which
the moving piston

travels a screw piston and a micrometer gauge
and you can measure the length of the column
of air and the pitch of the note depending on it.

Book Received
" Clock and Watch Escapements,:' by

N. W. J. Gazeley, F.B.H.I. 294 pages.
192 illustrations. Price 4os. net. Pub-
lished by Heywood and Co.
THIS is a companion work to the author's

" Watch and Clock Making and Repair-
ing," which was favourably reviewed in this
journal some time ago, and it treats the subject
of escapements in much greater detail than
was possible in the earlier book. It deals with
all clock and watch escapements, including
the verge or crown wheel, the recoil, the dead
beat, the gravity, the chronometer and
platform clock escapement, and the verge,

means of a micrometer screw shown on the
left in Fig. i. The distance of the nozzle
from the pipe requires adjustment to suit
sounds of varying pitches and the micrometer
on the right is used for accurately setting this
position. So far as human audibility is con-
cerned only a few nozzle settings are necessary.

Xr*-X XXXX X** '

Mudge, Remontoire, cylinder, virgule, duplex,
lever and chronometer watch escapement,
with additional information on the use of the
depth tool and polishing.

The book not only deals with the principles
and troubles likely to occur with these escape-
ments, but also with methods of repairing
them. Although some of the escapements are
not now manufactured, many of them are still
in use, and the watch and clock maker is often
called upon to repair them, since it is not
possible to purchase interchangeable material
as with modern watches.

All those interested in horology will find this
well illustrated book fascinating, and to the
repairer it will become a standard work on
watch escapements. It is fully indexed.
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NEXT replace the pallet bar and proceed
to replace all of the other wheels in
the train after cleaning and brushing.

The Top Plate or Bars and Reassembling
Clean the top plate or bars and peg out all

the pivot holes, and then drop the plate or bars
gently over the pillars. Using gentle finger
pressure to hold the two plates together, with
a pair of tweezers gradually place each pivot
in its hole, starting from the spring barrel
and working towards the escape wheel. Only
the very lightest pressure should be used,

Fig. 15.-Use a mainspring winder to
insert the spring in the barrel.

otherwise you will bend the pivots. To
avoid finger -marking the plates hold
them between a piece of acid -proof
tissue paper. When all pivots are in,
replace the pillar screws; and replace
the cannon pinion by supporting the
opposite pivot on a stake held in the vice,
holding the cannon pinion in a pair of tweezers
and gently pushing it on. It may be that
it will need a hammer and punch gently
to drive it home. If the centre holes are
jewelled great care is necessary in this
operation to avoid cracking them.

You may now apply oil to each pivot
hole ; do not use too much-just the slightest
drop is necessary. The oil is held in place by
capillary attraction and will remain fluid for
at least a year. With Epilame oils, two oils
are used ; the pivot is first dipped in one oil
and then in another and it is claimed that the
oil remains viscous and fluid for a much longer

Fig. i6.-Hold each wheel in a pair of poising
calipers to check flatness and concentricity.

WATCH REPAIRING

lot elotatewt By F. J. CAMM

A New Series on the Repair and Adjustment of Wrist and
Pocket Watches

period. All high-class watches are so oiled.
The movement is now ready to receive the

balance, and this again should be quickly dip-
ped in the benzine, dried off and placed aside
whilst attention is given to the
balance cock and the bottom
jewel hole in which the balance
runs. It will be noted that these
holes have end stones on them,
fixed by a steel or brass cap,
fastened by two screws. It is
necessary to remove this cap on
top and bottom holes, to peg
them out and reassemble. In
some very high-class watches
end stones are also fitted to the
pallet staff and to the escape
wheel, and if so these end
stones must also be removed and
cleaned. Next place the balance
in the watch, making quite sure
that the impulse pin is in the
fork of the lever. Place the cock
over and gently lead the pivot
into the hole, and refasten the
hair spring. If the balance has
been removed with the cock, as
it must have been if it is one in
which the hairspring is pinned to
a stud riveted into the block, the
stud will of course have first been
prised off and the holes cleaned before re-
inserting the stud into the cock. Under no

circumstances remove the
balance by unpinning the
spring. It has been pinned
up at the appropriate point
for correct timekeeping.
Indeed, the timekeeping
of a watch depends upon
this pinning point, and
once it has been correctly
rated the pinning should
never be unfastened. Now
insert the winding shaft

and give the mainspring a few turns. The
watch should immediately commence to tick.
Observe that it is swinging full and that it
has .not a sluggish action.

The vertical play of the pinion shafts can,
in watches fitted with jewelled bushes, be
adjusted by pressing the bush a little farther
into or out of its setting, and this is best done
with the aid of a jewel -setting press (see Fig.
22). It is always wise to test the concentricity
and flatness of the train in a pair of poising
calipers (see Fig. i6). It is particularly im-
portant to ensure that the centre arbor
carrying the cannon pinion is not bent, for it is
upon the truth of this that the regular and
even passage of the hands relative to the dial
and to each other depends.

The Winding Shaft
One of the commonest repair jobs concerns

the fitting of a new winding shaft and button.
Buttons are made in a large number of shapes
and sizes and it is important to obtain one
to suit the character of the case. Some cases
have a small pipe through which the
winding shaft passes, and this means that a
button must be chosen which will fit snugly
but freely over this pipe. In others the button
itself has a pipe, which projects into the case

and acts as a bearing. In Lentil type cases
with oval bows the button instead of being
circular in form is conical to fit into the
conical recess in the pendant, but these apply

Fig. I4..-Shaping the mainspring end to form
to engage with the dog in the barrel.

the catch piece

only to pocket watches. The button should
not be too large in diameter, so that it extends
beyond the band of the case, where wrist
watches are concerned otherwise it will chafe
the wrist. Again, some buttons are intended
to be driven on a tapered square end of the
winding shaft, whilst others are screwed on.

Boxes of assorted buttons and winding
shafts are available from the material dealers
in chrome, silver and rolled gold finishes.
The colour of the button must, of course,
match the case. If the stump of the old winding
shaft is still in the movement, unlock the
bolt and pick it out with a pair of tweezers.
This is a most useful guide for selecting a new
shaft. The position of the groove for the set
hands bolt which shifts the sliding part of the
castle wheel to the set hands train is important,
and so is the length of the square and of the
pilot point at the end. When the stem is
extended for setting the hands the pilot point
should still remain in its hole to act as a guide.
The screw end of the shaft can be cut off so
that the button fits snugly down to the case
or over the pendant as the case may be. If
it is a drive -on shaft, careful cutting and
filing will be necessary to ensure this.

If, however, the shaft is
missing entirely you must
first suspect that the hole in
the plate is so worn that the
bolt does not lock it effectively
and it may therefore be
necessary to bush the plate
before fitting the new shaft.
Bushes for this purpose are
available.

Fig. r7.-Grip the mainspring
arbor with the pliers, hold the
barrel in the left hand, and
turn the pliers to check whether
the two ends of the spring

engage.
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Fig. t8.-Hold the winding shaft in a hand vice
and check it for wear in the movement.

Next select a shaft with a square which will
fit the square hole in the castle wheel and test
it to see that it winds the watch. Next remove
it and lay it on top of the plate with the
groove coincident with the stud in the bolt
which fits into the groove. In this way
you will be able to judge the length of the
square and of the pivot point, and you
may bring it to size and to length by
means of a fine Swiss file. In the case of stop
watches a small tube is inserted in the pendant
and the plunger in the button which operates

Fig. 20.-Scretving on the
winding button.

the chronograph mechanism has
two pins in its lower end which
press on the top end of this tube.
The bottom end engages the
trigger which operates:the chrono-
graph. It is important, therefore,
to select a button to suit the
pendant and the tube. In the
case of mass-produced watches it is sufficient
to send to the material dealer giving the size
of the movement and its number and inter-
changeable button and shaft will then be
supplied, and save a great amount of hand
fitting.

In some cases what are known as " repair

stems " are supplied. These are oversized
and are intended for use where the winding
holes in the plates are worn. They are usually
5/100, roiroo and 15/ zoo of a millimetre
greater than normal.

Replacing Jewels
The replacement of jewels, whether set in

bushes or not, is done with the help of a
simple jewel setting press, an invaluable help
to every watch repairer.

For bushes set in bridges and for
balance wheel jewels proceed as fol-
lows. Measure with a pair of calipers

the diameter of the
bush hole in the
bridge. Then turn
a brass bush, whose
interior diameter
corresponds to the
diameter of the

N jewel. See that the
inner and outer
diameters of the

bush are perfectly centred. Once this is done,
choose a jewel with an external diameter 1 / too
of a millimetre larger than that of the bush
hole. Set the jewel in the bush, taking
care that the diameter of the pusher in
the jewel press is to; too of a millimetre
smaller than that of the jewel.

In the case of
jewels set in
bottom plate
and jewelled
bridges proceed
in the same way
as when setting
jewels in bushes.
Use a jewel
press and take a
jewel whose
diameter is / too
of a millimetre
greater than that
of the hole in the bridge. This must, of course,
be measured first. The pusher in the jewel
press must also be slightly smaller in diameter
than the jewel being set.

Jewels may be obtained in cabinets of
assorted sizes. They are quite cheap and

should destroy the popular
illusion that certain watch
repairers " steal the jewels
out of watches." The jewels
even in the best watches are
valueless and useless for any
other purpose. They have a
hole which makes them
unsuitable for jewellery and
they are m ostly synthetic.

In some of the high-class hand -made watches
of a few years ago real rubies were used

Fig. 2I.-Insert the winding stem, lock the
bolt down and check for wind and set hands.

19. the
winding shaft to
its correct length.
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for the jewel holes and diamonds for the
end stones. Here again, however, they were
of no great value, and could be purchased
for a few pence.

Fitting a new jewel can be a troublesome
business and watchmakers are not anxious
to disturb them !

If you do not wish to purchase a stock of
interchangeable jewels, you should strip the
plate or bar and send it to one of the trade
repairers with the wheel whose pivot runs
in the jewel. They will select a jewel and
fit it.

Occasionally, the repairer may encounter
unjewelled watches, where the holes have
worn so large that the gears on full wind jam
and stop the watch. In such a case, it is
necessary to bush the hole and, as already
stated, bushes or bouchons are available.
Broach open the hole in the plate until the
bush is a tight fit, press it home, dress it off
level with the plates, and then by means of a
suitable broach, open up the centre hole until
the pivot is a free, but not slack, running fit
in it.

In general, it can be stated that watches of
this sort do not pay for repair, although inter-
changeable parts, such as hair springs, palets,
hands, dials, winding shafts, buttons, main-
springs, etc., are available.

It is particularly important when ordering
from the material dealers to state the make of
the watch, usually printed on the dial, or its
calibre in lignes.

(To be continued)

Fig. 22.-A press for jewel setting.
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SCIENCE

THE Mining Research Establishment was
opened in 1952 to continue and extend
research in mining previously under-

taken on a small scale at the Board's first
Central Research Establishment. The design
of new machines and equipment is not the
aim of the establishment, but it is rather
intended to provide a background of
knowledge to make this possible. The
fields of research at the establishment are
many and varied.

Coal Ploughing
Coal ploughs are one of the most attractive

types of coal winning machine for thin seams.
Their principle of operation is that a blade is
drawn along the working face and in effect
planes from it a slice of coal which falls to
the floor so that it may be
conveniently loaded on
to the conveyor by a ramp
following behind the blade.
The plough is mounted
on the face conveyor which
it uses as a guide and
which is advanced as each
new cut is taken.

These machines have
not been successfully
applied to most British
coal seams, because the
coal is generally too hard.
With existing machines in
hard coals the haulage
forces become too great
and there is the comple-
mentary difficulty of
maintaining the conveyor
sufficiently rigidly to
provide the large reactions
necessary to steer the
plough. The work at
M.R.E. on ploughing
has for its main object
the development of a machine which will
plough British coal and for a second object
the obtaining of a fuller understanding of
ploughing and the supplementing of the
Establishment's work on coal breakage.

The work is carried on partly in the
laboratory and partly underground and
some of the recent investigations include a
study of the effect of blade angle and cleat
direction on the ploughing 'process. In this
investigation wedge-shaped blades were used
to take cuts from the prepared faces of blocks
of coal. Four blade angles and four cleat
directions were used. The force required was
recorded for each set of conditions, and the
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mode of fracture and size dis-
tribution of the product was also
studied. Fig. 1 shows the results

of two of these experiments.
In another experiment, comparison

is being made of the forces required to
break blocks of various types of coal with
a blade. The resistance of the coals to

a wedge-shaped blade is to be compared,
and the correlation with the impact strength
index and other properties examined.

to variations in the resistance offered by the
coal to the plough. Thus the peak forces
may exceed permissible limits even though
the mean force is well within the capacity
of the haulage system. A recent development
of the process to enable hard coals to be
worked more easily is the introduction of a
percussive action on the blade.

A basic study is being made of the
relationship existing between triggering thrust,
size of blow, and energy requirements. The

coal specimen,
mounted on a car-

Fig.i.--Effect
of ploughing
cleat on size
of product.
(Above) cleat
at 45 deg. to
face (measur-
ed in direction
of travel).
(Left) Cleat
at 135 deg. to
face (measur-
ed in direction
of travel).

In addition to the component of force
parallel to the coal face, which is required to
drive the plough blade through the coal,
there is also a force perpendicular to the face.
The relative magnitude of these two forces
plays a part in the steering of coal ploughs.
A series of tests are in hand in which both
these components of force are measured.
The effects of the blade angle and the
clearance angle are studied, along with depth
of cut and speed of blade.

Percussive Ploughing
When a coal seam is ploughed, the tension

in the haulage rope or chain fluctuates owing

riage, is brought for-
ward so that the
blade takes 4 cut
from a prepared sur-
face. The blade is
mounted on a bar,
and percussive action
is obtained by strik-
ing the end of this
bar with a heavy
pendulum. The size
of blow can be varied
by changing the
height to which
the pendulum i s
lifted. A shoulder
on the bar rests
against a for c e -
measuring system, so
that a record of the
force acting on the
blade can be ob-
tamed.

In the auto -percussive plough large peak
forces are obviated by arranging that a
pneumatic hammer comes into action when-
ever the resistance to the blade exceeds a
preset value. As soon as the coal is broken
and the resistance has diminished the
percussion ceases. In this way the haulage
force is reduced and steering of the plough is
facilitated.

Experimental auto -percussive ploughs have
been tried out, and the results hold out good
promise that it will be possible to develop a
production machine which will be able to
plough the hardest British coals at economic
rates.

Rock Drilling
Drilling is basic to many mining operations

such as shotfiring, exploration, methane
drainage and roof bolting, and many millions
of feet of hole are drilled annually in rock
and coal.

The drilling rate is important, for it often
results in quicker cycles of operations. For
example, fast drilling has an important
bearing on the rate at which tunnels can be
driven and new workings opened up. A
considerable amount of study has therefore
been devoted to the subject.

In the past the percussive method of drilling
has been used for rock work and the rotary
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method for coal winning, but it has been
realised recently that rotary drilling can offer
ddyantages in certain rocks which are not too
Ithrd or abrasive. The chief advantage of
rotary drilling is that higher speeds of
penetration can be achieved. Another feature
is that dust production is somewhat less
of a problem.

The most common method of reducing the
amount of airborne dust resulting from
drilling operations is to pass water along the
drill rod to the drilling tool. Another method
is to draw the dust by suction along the drill
rod or hole and deposit it in a container.
Some work has been done on a comparison
of both methods when used with percussive
drilling and it has been found the dry method
is equally as efficient as wet drilling.

A comparatively new process of drilling,
the rotary percussive method, is now being
studied to determine to what extent the low
bit wear of percussive drilling can be achieved
in conjunction with the high penetration rates
of rotary drilling. One advantage of the
use of the rotary -percussive drill is that in
medium hard rocks the rotary action can be
used alone and the percussive action applied
in conjunction with the rotary motion when
the rock is too hard for pure rotary drilling.

It has been shown in earlier work that
while penetration rate can be increased by
means of an increase in thrust or pressure
applied to the tool a limit is reached at which
the drilling debris is generated more quickly
than it can be evacuated. A complete study
is being made of this " clogging " phenomenon
and certain design factors have been deter-
mined which tend to reduce its gravity.

One improvement which has been made is
the introduction of a streamlined joint
between the rod and the bit to ensure
unrestricted flow of cuttings from the bit to
the scroll of the rod. Another fact which
has emerged is that the amount
of flushing water supplied to
the tools governs the pene-
tration speed attainable before
the onset of " clogging."
This is particularly important
with smooth rods which do
not have a scroll to assist in
the ejection of debris. Three
types of drill are shown in
Fig. 2.

Other factors which are
being studied include the effect
of rotation speed, type of
tool and disposition of cutting
edges.

Metallurgical Investigations
The tools used for rotary

or percussive drilling in coal
or stone have to withstand
very severe conditions of wear. They are for
this reason tipped with "cemented carbides,"
first developed in their modern form in 1926,
and now used for this purpose throughout the
coal industry. These materials have to be
produced by special sintering techniques
from fine powdered carbides, notably tungsten
carbide mixed with a softer bonding agent,
chiefly cobalt metal. Many factors can
influence their performance, in particular the
size of the carbide grains and the proportion
of cobalt.

A detailed metallurgical investigation is
being carried out with a view to determining
optimum grades of these hard metals for
modern onerous conditions.

Strata Control
When coal is cut from a seam, the roof

support goes with it and it is necessary to
provide some other form of support while
men are working in the neighbourhood.
As the coal is removed and the face moves
forward support must be given to the freshly
exposed areas of roof whilst the props can
be removed from the spaces no longer
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needed for the mining oper-
ations.

The aim of the work in
strata control is in the first
place to obtain an under-
standing of how the rocks are
moved and stressed by mining
operations, and conversely how
the stresses affect the working
of the coal, and in the second
to devise methods of working
and plant which will enable
these movements and stresses
to be controlled so as to improve
the working conditions for the
men and increase the output
of coal.

Isleworth-Dowty Advancing
Support
An example of this latter

sphere is the development of
the Isleworth-Dowty Walking
Prop. The ordinary pit -prop
must, of course, be erected
and set manually on each occasion it is
used and then taken down and removed
when the time comes. The object of the
" walking prop " project is to devise a unit
which can be made under either local
or remote control or perhaps later auto-
matically to follow the progress of a face after
the passage of a machine and maintain support
of the roof all the time. Trials have already
taken place of prototypes and six units are
currently being manufactured by the Dowty
Mining Equipment Company for an extended
underground trial. The unit should be parti-
cularly well suited to the support of inferior
roofs.

Fig. 2.-Scroll hollow and Continental rotary tools.

The Pit -prop Load Cell
Much of the work in strata control at the

present time is concerned with the develop-
ment of the instruments necessary to the basic
measurements. The pit -prop load cell shown in
Fig. 3 is an example of this and is intended to
measure the load carried by conventional
props. It is a steel cylinder held between
two steel plates, and is inserted between the
pit -prop and the roof bar. The strain on the
inside of the cylinder, measured by electrical
resistance strain gauges, gives a measure of the
load. To reduce the errors caused by eccentric
loading to a minimum, eight active gauges,
evenly spaced around the circumference and
eight temperature compensating gauges, are
wired in a Wheatstone Bridge network. The
galvanometer on which the load is read and the
6 -volt supply battery are housed in a separate
wooden box.

The Roof Bar Dynamometer
Roof bolting is a device for supporting the

roof of a working by passing long, steel bolts
through the surface rock and anchoring
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Fig. 3.-Loadcell set between prop and roof bar.

them in the overlying strata. An instrument
for measuring the load carried by such bolts
has been developed at M.R.E. Its principle is
basically the same as that used in the pit -prop
load cell, but in this instance the cylinder
carrying the strain gauges is placed between
the bearing plate or roof bar and the nut of
the roof bolt.

The Strain Gauge Plug
For a proper understanding of the stresses

and strain systems surrounding mine working,
information must also be obtained on how the
rocks behave ahead of the face and what
happens in the pack and waste behind.

A technique for determining the variation
in stress at some distance inside rock is being
developed. The basis of the technique is the
measurement of the strain in a metal tapered
plug forced into a tapered socket at the end of
a borehole, and the interpretation of this
strain in terms of variation in stress in the
rock. The strain in the plug is measured by
electrical resistance strain gauges cemented
internally into the fabricated plug.

The Pack Dynamometer
For the determination of the stresses in the

pack, a dynamometer incorporating a hydraulic
system has been designed. An 8in. diameter
steel cylinder and piston buried in the pack
will be connected by a thin tube to a pressure
gauge in the nearest roadway. The readings
on the gauge then provide a guide to the
stress in the pack. The thin connecting tube is
protected by a substantial steel pipe. The
readings of the gauge are, however, affected by
the modulus of elasticity of the dynamometer,
the size of the pack material, the nature of the
floor and the position of the dynamometer,
relative to it and to assess the effects of these
factors it has been necessary to make model
experiments.

Coal Breakage Investigation
Coal Breakage Group is concerned with the

properties of coal as an engineering material,
and the way in which these properties enter
into the mode of breakdown when coal is
subjected to forces such as those produced by
cutting and drilling tools.

The work has begun with a study of the
behaviour of regularly shaped specimens of
coal under the action of simple stress systems,
e.g., simple compression and tension. A
striking feature of the results obtained has
been the variability in strength encountered
among superficially identical specimens of
coal. Half -inch cubes of coal cut from the
same lump have shown crushing strengths
varying over a range of 5 : t or more. The
mean crushing stress also varies with size of
specimen, being greater the smaller the
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specimen. The " strength " of a particular
coal is, therefore, not unique, and statistical
terms have to be employed to give an adequate
description of strength. The physical picture
of coal which emerges from our work is of a
material ramified with cracks ranging from
submicroscopic to macroscopic in size.

The elastic properties of coal are also
studied, using both static and dynamic
techniques. In the latter, small rods of coal
can be made to vibrate"at dtrasonicfrequencies.
Thus the velocity of sound in coal is deter-
mined, from which the elastic moduli can be
calculated.

An interesting property which has been
observed is that some coals " creep " under
the action of loads which are less than the
breaking load. This movement, although small,
can be detected with sensitive apparatus, and
is marked in bituminous coal. No such
movement can be detected in anthracite. It
can be speculated that phenomena like " coal -
bursts," violent outbursts from the coal-
face which are particularly marked in anthra-
cite areas, may be related to the lack of ability
of the coal to creep, and so adjust itself to
dangerously high stresses.

Other work which is being carried on in the
group includes a study of friction between
coal and steel, and of the mechanics of wedge
penetration into coal.

Instrument Section
In this section instrumentation problems of

many aspects of mining are under considera-
tion. In the field of dust detection, two dust
samplers have been designed. One is a control
instrument which is left in a working area
to collect a dust sample covering up to eight
hours. Dust -laden air is drawn in by a small
clockwork -driven breathing pump and after
passing through a filter (a type of artificial nose)
it is exhaled again, leaving the respirable dust
deposited on a microscope slide by a combi-
nation of gravity settlement and thermal
precipitation. When this instrument records a
dust concentration greater than the regulation
maximum, further samples are taken by the
second dust sampler. This works similarly
to the long working sampler, but collects
instead up to ten samples on a microscope
slide, without reloading.

Among the other projects is a micro -
manometer specially designed for under-
ground use ; a multi -channel galvanometer
recorder which has been developed as part of
an instrumentation project which has as its
objective the recording of forces exerted on
and by a coal plough as it actually moves along
the coal face ; an alarm type of flame methan-
ometer, which works on the principle of
having a small sensitive bi-metal alarm which
is actuated by an increase in the flame tempera-
ture as it burns a methane -air mixture.

Work is also being carried out on an acoustic
strain gauge for measuring the stresses in
rock, roofs, roof supports, etc. These have
not been used underground hitherto because
the associated electronic equipment cannot
be operated in " safety lamp " pits. Tran-
sistor equipment is now being designed to
replace existing valve circuits.

Environmental Research
Under this heading is included research work

aimed at ensuring that the " environmental "
conditions in the mines are not injurious to
a man's health or working capacity.

Dust
Dust in the mine atmosphere constitutes

an immediate danger to life through explosions
of coal dust clouds and an insidious danger
to health through the initiation of respiratory
diseases by either coal or more particularly
stone dust, fine enough to penetrate into
and be retained in the lungs.

Study of this problem has been simplified
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by the improved dust samplers already men-
tioned. The formation of dust has also been
studied in relation to rotary drilling techniques,
and a definite falling off of fine dust production
as penetration per drill revolutions is increased
has been established.

Various researches have also been made
into the effects of water sprays and wetting
agents on the prevention of dust becoming
airborne and elimination of dust already
airborne.

Research on methane has so far been con-
cerned with the provision of improved
measuring instruments, capable of continuous
operation, of recording dangerous gas concen-
tration and providing warning of the latter.

Research planned for the near future will
investigate the occurrence and distribution of
methane underground, particularly making
use of improved instrumentation.
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Heat and Humidity
Deep mines are naturally hot and some-

times humid, both of which conditions reduce
a man's capacity for work, although there is
no long-term effect on health. An investi-
gation as to how heat reaches and is taken up
in working places in an actual pit is being
followed by a programme of work on labora-
tory models of mine workings in which thermal
effects can be studied more easily than
underground.

Studies have been made of the behaviour
of a local refrigerating unit providing con-
ditioned air at a heading underground. Re-

- heating of the cooled air during passage to
the working face in a duct has been shown
to be largely due to heat radiated from the
walls of the heading and the importance of
careful distribution of the conditioned ai;
at the face has been demonstrated.

Privately Owned Research Reactor
The First in Britain

BRITAIN'S first privately owned research
reactor is to be constructed at the

Associated Electrical Industries' Research
Establishment at Aldermaston Court in
Berkshire. The site for the reactor has been
cleared and levelled and design work com-
pleted.

A cross-section of " Merlin." The actual fuel element-
including Uranium 235-can be contained in a box only Sin.
square and 2ft. long-little bigger than a lady's umbrella.
But it must be shielded by aft. 6in. of water and 6ft. 3in. thick
concrete, the total size of " Merlin " being a8 ft. high and

16ft. 6in. wide.

.3

The reactor, which is of the water -
moderated " swimming pool " type, is simple
and versatile, suitable either for research
and engineering investigation or for training
purposes. It will be used not only by all the
companies of the A.E.I. but will be available'
to universities, technical colleges and research

institutions for undergraduate and
post -graduate instruction. Similar
reactors are likely to be ex-
ported to countries anxious to
increase their knowledge of nuclear
physics.

The reactor, known as " Merlin"4
(Medium Energy Research Light -
Water - Moderated Industrial
Nuclear Reactor) has been designed
and will be constructed (subject
to local planning permission) by,
the A.E.I./John Thompson
Nuclear Energy Group. The
uranium fuel is being provided
by the United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority.

The new reactor, although small,
represents a new departure in the
development of atomic energy ;
it is the first to be built and
operated outside the authority
and for use by industry.

Besides serving as a prototype,
the new reactor will provide a
powerful tool for A.E.I.'s research
scientists and engineers to make
their contribution to new in-
ventions and ideas on nuclear
power.

The basic nuclear physics re-
search which started at Alder-
maston Court nine years ago
involves the use of two Van de
Graaff accelerators which provide
proton and deutron beams used
to irradiate various light nuclei.
By examining emitted particles
and gamma rays from the induced
nuclear reactions, important data
is obtained on the fundamental
properties of the nuclei and the
forces which bind them together.
Apart from its contribution to the
knowledge of fundamental nuclear
physics, this type of research
has proved to be a valuable
training ground where many of
the members of the A.E.I. reactor
team have gained expernce in
the techniques used in nuclear
physics work.
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AWHEEL and a kiln are expensive items
and the handyman will obviously wish
to save by making his own wheel.

Some of the world's finest has been
fashioned on primitive kick wheels, but in this
case ways and means were sought for the con-
struction of the more desirable power -driven
model. The specification was for an efficient
variable -speed wheel made from cheap and
easily available materials. Any machining
required was to be within the capabilities of
a Sin. lathe, the only machine tool available.
Figs. 4 and 7 show the author's completed
wheel.

Variable Speed
The first thing to be considered 'was the

method of drive. The speed of the head
requires to be varied within the limits of about
5o to 25o r.p.m., and while there are some

cheaper power wheels having fixed
speeds within this range the ideal
arrangement is a friction drive giving a
smooth variation of speed within these
limits. The usual commercial wheel
has an arrangement like Fig. r, where
the driver cone is tilted and a different
point of contact gives a different speed
ratio. This idea was discarded as the
material for the cones would be difficult
to obtain and too large to machine.
Another commercial arrangement is
shown in Fig. 2, where a friction wheel
is moved across a large faceplate. This
also leads to difficult construction, as
the shaft has to be keyed to take the
friction wheel, the faceplate is incon-
veniently large, and it has to be driven
at a very low speed, as it always
revolves more slowly than the head.

Finally came the idea of using two
faceplates with a movable friction wheel
between them. Fig. 3 shows the
arrangement ; the faceplates are 6in.
in diameter, the maximum size- that the
lathe would take, and are kept at

constant pressure on an idler friction
wheel running between them. If the faceplate
centres are offset by 3.2 -in. a r gin. movement of
the friction wheel will give a speed variation of
near enough 5 to r and this will conform with
the original specification of a speed of 50 to
25o r.p.m. The mean speed in this range
is 5 >: 50 =112 r.p.m. when both plates are
revolving at the same speed ; the bottom plate
will have to be driven at this speed and the top
plate will go faster or more slowly according
to the position of the friction wheel. A
standard 1,450 r.p.m. f h.p. motor is used
and the ratio of speed reduction from this to
the bottom plate is 13 to x, which is rather
high for one step. A compromise was reached
by using a 12in. flywheel from an old sewing
machine, since converted to power drive, and
a sin. pulley on the motor ; a gin. M -section
endless belt takes the drive very well and the
resultant speed at the wheel is 54 to 270
r.p.m., which is very little different from the
original estimate. If the large pulley is not

available the speed re-
duction will have to be
made in two steps, with
the use of a counter-
shaft;

Fig. 4.-The completed electric potter's wheel.

Construction
The complete mech-

anism as shown in
Fig. 8 is built in a
framework of 5Iin. x
r Ain. deal. The top
section is braced and
the whole forms a very
rigid structure round
which the rest of the
wheel can be built. The
main shaft is a car half -
shaft and the hub fits
on to the splined end to
form a base for the
wheel head. The shaft
runs in ballraces and a
6in. steel disc is screwed
on to the lower end.
The short bottom
shaft, with another
6in. disc screwed to the
top end and the I2in.

Fig. r (Left).-The
method of drive on
the usual com-

mercial wheel.

pulley fixed to the lower end, runs in ballraces
mounted in a standard 2in. pipe nipple. This
is attached to the framework by two large

Fig. 2 (Left).-An
alternative com-
mercial drive

arrangement.

Motor

Fig. 3.-The
actual drive
arrangement
employed.

Rubber

with hub, together
with a selection of
ballraces in good
condition. If the

splined fitting is not too badly worn a little
judicious work with a hammer and punch on
the end of the shaft will make the hub a good

complete faceplate is mounted on the shaft
again and the edge and face finish turned ;
the face will now present a smooth and un-
broken surface to the friction wheel.

The shaft is left mounted on the lathe as
before and the seatings for the ballraces
machined. The races chosen were
internal diameter for the top and 13/16in.
internal diameter for the lower, and if these

sizes can be found, then
very little metal will have
to be removed. The races
are positioned so that the
surface of the upper face-
plate is rfin. below the
cross -member when fin-
ally mounted. To mount
the shaft in position,
clearance holes are cut in

the two top members and over these are fixed
4in. square plates of 1/ r6in. steel with holes
cut to clear the moving parts of the races,
which are then fixed in place by three fin.
bolts through wood and plate, stout
washers under the bolt heads clamp-
down on the outer ring of the race.

Motor
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Fig. 5.-A sectional view
of the lower assembly.
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retaining nuts. The rubber friction roller,
which is an ordinary rubber roller skate wheel,
is held under slight pressure between the two
discs. Pressure is adjusted by the two large
nuts, which move the whole lower assembly
up and down ; these also take up the wear on
the friction wheel, which runs on the end of a
shaft supported by two brackets, and is moved
laterally by a conveniently placed foot pedal.
Sizes may have to be altered slightly to suit the
materials available ; the first place to look is a
garage, and there find a discarded half -shaft

fit with no shake, and provide the boon of a
wheel head which can be removed easily and
replaced with the certainty that it will run
truly.

Machining
Obtain a fairly large shaft, I fin. across flats

if possible, and start by cutting this to a length
of 14fin. The hollow knurled portion of the
hub is sawn off and cleaned up and this end
mounted in the four -jaw chuck. The shaft
is inserted to check that the hub is running
truly, and the flange is then faced off ; this is
the surface on which the wheel head proper
will rest. The flange of the hub is now bolted
to the faceplate and the shaft inserted and
supported by the back centre. The end is cut
down to .825in. for a length of in. and
threaded 14 T.P.I. to take a standard lin. pipe
flange, on which is mounted the upper face-
plate. The easiest way to obtain the two
faceplates is to have the local blacksmith
flame -cut them from fin. steel plate. The
faceplate is drilled and tapped .F Whit. to
coincide with the existing holes in the flange,
and the two securely bolted together. The

I %ix /112. angle.

Fig. 6.-Details and diminsions of
the variable speed control.

This is no doubt a very bad way of
mounting ballraces, but these large
races are only lightly loaded compared with
their normal use and they seem to stand up to
the strain very well.

The Lower Assembly
This is shown in section in Fig. 5. As

mentioned before, the basis is a standard 2in.
pipe nipple, and this size was chosen because
two ballraces of 2 1/32in. outer diameter can
be fitted in each end very nicely. A nipple
with the longest amount of thread is chosen
and mounted on the lathe cross slide and the
seatings machined with a between -centre
boring bar ; here again very little metal has
to be removed. A hole is cut in the lower
cross -member, and an additional piece of
wood is added to give the assembly greater
stability. The hole must be accurate, as the
two discs must at all times lie exactly in the
same plane. Two 5in. plates are fitted for the
large nuts to bear on. The shaft is machined
to a push fit for the
ballraces, the lower end
cut dow_i to lin. for
the large pulley and the
top end screwed to take

the disc as before. To ensure accuracy the
disc is faced off while mounted on the shaft
and running between centres.

The Variable Speed Control
The position of the control for varying the

speed by means of a foot pedal is shown in
Fig. 8, but Fig. 6 gives the dimensions in
greater detail. The roller skate wheel has its
own ballbearings and is simply held on to the
shaft by means of two fin. Whit. locknuts.
The holes in the supporting brackets are
elongated in the vertical direction to allow
for the adjustment of pressure and wear. The
two collars on the shaft are stops and are
adjusted to prevent the friction wheel from
running over the edge of the discs at either end
of its travel. The bearing rod for the foot
pedal is clamped to the angle iron and runs
between a bracket on the lower cross -member
and a piece of iron strip fixed to the end of the
side foot rest. The foot pedal is fixed to the
angle iron and thus forms a conveniently

Y.

placed extension to the foot rest. The pedal
should be horizontal at maximum speed ;
there is no need for a return spring as the
friction wheel is slowly pulled over to the
low speed position when the wheel is running,
so that all that is needed is a gentle pressure
on the pedal to maintain the required speed.

The Framework
The framework, shown in Fig. 9, is made

of fairly light material as it serves for the

Fig. 7.-A
further view of the

completed wheel, showing
foot pedal and control box.
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AWHEEL and a kiln are expensive items
and the handyman will obviously wish
to save by making his own wheel.

Some of the world's finest has been
fashioned on primitive kick wheels, but in this
case ways and means were sought for the con-
struction of the more desirable power -driven
model. The specification was for an efficient
variable -speed wheel made from cheap and
easily available materials. Any machining
required was to be within the capabilities of
a Sin. lathe, the only machine tool available.
Figs. 4 and 7 show the author's completed
wheel.

Variable Speed
The first thing to be considered 'was the

method of drive. The speed of the head
requires to be varied within the limits of about
5o to 25o r.p.m., and while there are some

cheaper power wheels having fixed
speeds within this range the ideal
arrangement is a friction drive giving a
smooth variation of speed within these
limits. The usual commercial wheel
has an arrangement like Fig. r, where
the driver cone is tilted and a different
point of contact gives a different speed
ratio. This idea was discarded as the
material for the cones would be difficult
to obtain and too large to machine.
Another commercial arrangement is
shown in Fig. 2, where a friction wheel
is moved across a large faceplate. This
also leads to difficult construction, as
the shaft has to be keyed to take the
friction wheel, the faceplate is incon-
veniently large, and it has to be driven
at a very low speed, as it always
revolves more slowly than the head.

Finally came the idea of using two
faceplates with a movable friction wheel
between them. Fig. 3 shows the
arrangement ; the faceplates are 6in.
in diameter, the maximum size- that the
lathe would take, and are kept at

constant pressure on an idler friction
wheel running between them. If the faceplate
centres are offset by 3.2 -in. a r gin. movement of
the friction wheel will give a speed variation of
near enough 5 to r and this will conform with
the original specification of a speed of 50 to
25o r.p.m. The mean speed in this range
is 5 >: 50 =112 r.p.m. when both plates are
revolving at the same speed ; the bottom plate
will have to be driven at this speed and the top
plate will go faster or more slowly according
to the position of the friction wheel. A
standard 1,450 r.p.m. f h.p. motor is used
and the ratio of speed reduction from this to
the bottom plate is 13 to x, which is rather
high for one step. A compromise was reached
by using a 12in. flywheel from an old sewing
machine, since converted to power drive, and
a sin. pulley on the motor ; a gin. M -section
endless belt takes the drive very well and the
resultant speed at the wheel is 54 to 270
r.p.m., which is very little different from the
original estimate. If the large pulley is not

available the speed re-
duction will have to be
made in two steps, with
the use of a counter-
shaft;

Fig. 4.-The completed electric potter's wheel.

Construction
The complete mech-

anism as shown in
Fig. 8 is built in a
framework of 5Iin. x
r Ain. deal. The top
section is braced and
the whole forms a very
rigid structure round
which the rest of the
wheel can be built. The
main shaft is a car half -
shaft and the hub fits
on to the splined end to
form a base for the
wheel head. The shaft
runs in ballraces and a
6in. steel disc is screwed
on to the lower end.
The short bottom
shaft, with another
6in. disc screwed to the
top end and the I2in.

Fig. r (Left).-The
method of drive on
the usual com-

mercial wheel.

pulley fixed to the lower end, runs in ballraces
mounted in a standard 2in. pipe nipple. This
is attached to the framework by two large

Fig. 2 (Left).-An
alternative com-
mercial drive

arrangement.

Motor

Fig. 3.-The
actual drive
arrangement
employed.

Rubber

with hub, together
with a selection of
ballraces in good
condition. If the

splined fitting is not too badly worn a little
judicious work with a hammer and punch on
the end of the shaft will make the hub a good

complete faceplate is mounted on the shaft
again and the edge and face finish turned ;
the face will now present a smooth and un-
broken surface to the friction wheel.

The shaft is left mounted on the lathe as
before and the seatings for the ballraces
machined. The races chosen were
internal diameter for the top and 13/16in.
internal diameter for the lower, and if these

sizes can be found, then
very little metal will have
to be removed. The races
are positioned so that the
surface of the upper face-
plate is rfin. below the
cross -member when fin-
ally mounted. To mount
the shaft in position,
clearance holes are cut in

the two top members and over these are fixed
4in. square plates of 1/ r6in. steel with holes
cut to clear the moving parts of the races,
which are then fixed in place by three fin.
bolts through wood and plate, stout
washers under the bolt heads clamp-
down on the outer ring of the race.

Motor
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Fig. 5.-A sectional view
of the lower assembly.
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retaining nuts. The rubber friction roller,
which is an ordinary rubber roller skate wheel,
is held under slight pressure between the two
discs. Pressure is adjusted by the two large
nuts, which move the whole lower assembly
up and down ; these also take up the wear on
the friction wheel, which runs on the end of a
shaft supported by two brackets, and is moved
laterally by a conveniently placed foot pedal.
Sizes may have to be altered slightly to suit the
materials available ; the first place to look is a
garage, and there find a discarded half -shaft

fit with no shake, and provide the boon of a
wheel head which can be removed easily and
replaced with the certainty that it will run
truly.

Machining
Obtain a fairly large shaft, I fin. across flats

if possible, and start by cutting this to a length
of 14fin. The hollow knurled portion of the
hub is sawn off and cleaned up and this end
mounted in the four -jaw chuck. The shaft
is inserted to check that the hub is running
truly, and the flange is then faced off ; this is
the surface on which the wheel head proper
will rest. The flange of the hub is now bolted
to the faceplate and the shaft inserted and
supported by the back centre. The end is cut
down to .825in. for a length of in. and
threaded 14 T.P.I. to take a standard lin. pipe
flange, on which is mounted the upper face-
plate. The easiest way to obtain the two
faceplates is to have the local blacksmith
flame -cut them from fin. steel plate. The
faceplate is drilled and tapped .F Whit. to
coincide with the existing holes in the flange,
and the two securely bolted together. The

I %ix /112. angle.

Fig. 6.-Details and diminsions of
the variable speed control.

This is no doubt a very bad way of
mounting ballraces, but these large
races are only lightly loaded compared with
their normal use and they seem to stand up to
the strain very well.

The Lower Assembly
This is shown in section in Fig. 5. As

mentioned before, the basis is a standard 2in.
pipe nipple, and this size was chosen because
two ballraces of 2 1/32in. outer diameter can
be fitted in each end very nicely. A nipple
with the longest amount of thread is chosen
and mounted on the lathe cross slide and the
seatings machined with a between -centre
boring bar ; here again very little metal has
to be removed. A hole is cut in the lower
cross -member, and an additional piece of
wood is added to give the assembly greater
stability. The hole must be accurate, as the
two discs must at all times lie exactly in the
same plane. Two 5in. plates are fitted for the
large nuts to bear on. The shaft is machined
to a push fit for the
ballraces, the lower end
cut dow_i to lin. for
the large pulley and the
top end screwed to take

the disc as before. To ensure accuracy the
disc is faced off while mounted on the shaft
and running between centres.

The Variable Speed Control
The position of the control for varying the

speed by means of a foot pedal is shown in
Fig. 8, but Fig. 6 gives the dimensions in
greater detail. The roller skate wheel has its
own ballbearings and is simply held on to the
shaft by means of two fin. Whit. locknuts.
The holes in the supporting brackets are
elongated in the vertical direction to allow
for the adjustment of pressure and wear. The
two collars on the shaft are stops and are
adjusted to prevent the friction wheel from
running over the edge of the discs at either end
of its travel. The bearing rod for the foot
pedal is clamped to the angle iron and runs
between a bracket on the lower cross -member
and a piece of iron strip fixed to the end of the
side foot rest. The foot pedal is fixed to the
angle iron and thus forms a conveniently

Y.

placed extension to the foot rest. The pedal
should be horizontal at maximum speed ;
there is no need for a return spring as the
friction wheel is slowly pulled over to the
low speed position when the wheel is running,
so that all that is needed is a gentle pressure
on the pedal to maintain the required speed.

The Framework
The framework, shown in Fig. 9, is made

of fairly light material as it serves for the

Fig. 7.-A
further view of the

completed wheel, showing
foot pedal and control box.
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most part as a support for the outer
covering, and the joints are of the most
elementary, necessitating the liberal use
of woodscrews. The framework could, of

course, be left in a skeleton form, with
emphasis on the foot and motor supports and
with simple cross -pieces to support the base
and the tray, but the closed form gives a far

-...1--_-- 3---,I--

4/2- 6'dia

ea-

/ 74'9" die.

23%6"

Fie. 8.-The complete mechanism built into its supporting framework.

26-

/5.1/4"

Fig. 9 (Left).
-Details of the

framework.

Fig.. is (Right).-
Details and dimen-

sions of the tray.

better appearance for home
use and is well worth the extra
trouble. The finish is in ply
or hardboard and the side
panels have to be slotted to
fit over the foot rests.

The Motor
The motor board is of

the simple form shown in

July, 1956

30°tor round \
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Fig. io.-Methods of mounting motor and of
making motor pulley.

Fig. ioA, the board is spaced away from
the side pieces to adjust the belt tension.
A Rin. M -section belt 5 tin. long will just run
clear of the end section of the basic framework.
Only a ballbearing motor should be used in
this position as a plain bearing motor is
probably not designed to take the end load. If
a plain bearing motor is the only type available
the arrangement of Fig. toB should be used,
where the motor is mounted on a horizontal
board and the drive goes via two jockey
pulleys. The pulleys can be made from
hardwood, the size is not critical and they
can be made just large enough to hold ball -
races. They are mounted on two short
lengths of dowel which are screwed to the
framework in the appropriate position. With
this second arrangement the belt can be of
lin. round leather and works best under slight
tension. This can be achieved by mounting the
motor on rubber and tilting it back slightly by
clamping down the rear end.

The Tray
Fig. t t shows how the tray is made. The

base was a large tin. board, from a tabletop,
but it could also be made from Weyroc or
narrower boards battened together. To make
it waterproof the tray is lined with sheet
zinc. This is cut and bent to size, pushed

Sides of //2" board
screwed to base

well down into the tray
7 14 bottom and the ends

bent over the edge of
the tray and nailed to
the underside of the strip
of wood edging the

tray, where the sharp edges are out of harm's
way. The bearing protector, Fig. t2, is first
mounted over the shaft hole. A drain plug
is made from a short length of screwed pipe
and fixed by two nuts through a hole in the
far corner of the tray. The top nut is recessed
into the base of the tray to allow the water
to drain away and a length of rubber hose is
pushed on to the pipe and passed through the
outer casing. The water is retained by a
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pointed bung pushed into the plug. All
the joints are soldered up and the tray will
hold a fair amount of water without en-
dangering the mechanism. The finished tray
is fixed to the framework by a few angle
brackets and can be removed easily if required.

The Wheelhead
This is a 9in. disc of tin. thick beech ; it

Fig. 1a.-The bearing protector.

I)
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does not have to be machined specially, for the
top of the hub is true, and so long as the two
sides of the wood are parallel, then the working
surface will run accurately. The head is
positioned on the hub and fixed with wood -
screws inserted through the existing holes.
A flange of zinc yin. across and I lin. deep is
also screwed to the underside of the head and
sealed with a little rubber sealing compound,
to save water running off the edge of the
head and down the shaft.

The Electrical Connections
A foot operated on -off switch is almost

essential as the hands are usually covered
in clay, and a small box to the rear of the
right-hand foot rest houses an old electric
iron switch, which is operated by a bracket
fixed to the underside of a hinged wooden
flap. A car type dip switch would also
operate very well and probably be much
easier to install. Two three -pin 5 amp.
outlets are mounted on the end of the box,
one for the motor and one for a lamp, if
required ; the connections are shown in
Fig. 13.

Due to the low construction the finished
wheel presents a very neat appearance, and
an ordinary household stool will give about

Push on -oh' switch

Mains.

Outlet for Outlet for
NO lamp motor
(0

Fig. t3.-The electrical circuit.

the right working height with the feet on the
side rests. The large ballraces employed will
give a long and trouble -free life, the only
point where attention is required being the
rubber friction wheel. A fair amount of wear
takes place here, but it lasts a considerable
time before adjustment is needed, and even
when it is worn out a replacement can be
fitted in a few minutes.

LACK LIGHT
How it is Produced and its Uses

By " SPECTUS

BLACK light is a source of ultra -violet
light filtered with special black glass,

which absorbs all visible radiation or light
from the discharge while transmitting the
near ultra -violet radiation in the form of
rays which are invisible to the human eye.
These invisible waves if projected or focused
on certain chemically treated articles will
render the latter clearly visible in a dark
room without any other source of light.

For instance a bright red pillar -box placed
in a darkroom cannot be seen, but if chemically
treated and a black
light projected on it
it will come to life in
its complete form,
colour and detail
although no light
will be visible. A
close examination of
the lamp, though, will
reveal a dull violet
glow, this being the
radiation emit ter
beyond the violet end
of the visible range.

Only carbon -arc or mercury vapour dis-
charge lamps are rich enough in ultra violet
to allow perfect filtration of the elimination
of visible light rays, thus leaving only the
invisible wavelengths to be transmitted for
the purpose required, that being making the
invisible visible.

The only substance available to be used
with these invisible rays to make that change
is " Fluorescence," and black light will
excite anything that has been treated with
it so that it will glow visibly.

It is possible, therefore, to render visible
a nearly complete colour range under black
light and these colours will glow intensely
all the time black light is projected on them.

The usual lamp for radiating black light
is an ordinary tzs-watt mercury vapour
discharge lamp, identical to the street lighting
lamps except that it is enveloped in black
glass.

The spectrum of the mercury arc and the
transmission properties of the black glass

Live

Choke

are such that the radiation from a tzs-watt
bulb is approximately 3,65o Angstrom units,
and, although not considered harmful, can
cause annoyance and fatigue to the eyes if
not shielded. On no account must medical
ultra -violet lamps be used for this purpose.

A mercury vapour discharge lamp must
be used with a choke or ballast resistor
(the latter not recommended unless for D.C.
operation) MI a circuit which is given
below. For carbon -arc spotlights or lamps
special black filters may be used and also

Lamp bayonet type
with J pins to pre-
vent it being put in
wrong holder

0
Neutral

TPF Condenser
7.5

Circuit when using a mercury vapour discharge lamp.

there is a range of U.V. tubes in aft., 3ft.,
4ft. and sft. lengths which may be inserted
in standard fluorescent lighting units.

A good range of fluorescent paints,
powders, paper, fabrics or flowers is available
and for the experimenter it is suggested that
the paper or fabrics be used as they need
no special preparation like the paints and
are cheaper. All colours are available. Powders
for mixing with water for display fountains
are unsuitable for anything else than the
purpose for which supplied.

Fluorescent powder can be supplied with a
suitable medium for making paints, but care
must be taken when mixing so as not to
crusts the crystal -like particles of the powder
or fluorescence will be lost.

Before using the paint articles for treat-
ment must be smooth in surface and pre-
viously painted with a good stippled white
undercoat.

The use of other undercoats of different

colour will give the fluorescence a dull glow.
Avoid vigorous brushing.

Painting of the fluorescent material must
be done with a coarse or semi -coarse brush,
keeping in one direction only.

Two coats are usually advisable, making
sure that the first coat is perfectly dry before
attempting the second coat. On no account
rebrush over a wet surface.

After treatment the articles may be given
a protective coat of good quality clear varnish.
This will preserve the paint against possible
damage or wear.

Main colours are as
Colour of Paint

Deep yellow
Yellow ochre
Light ivory
Cream
Dull white

follow :
Fluorescent Colour

Red
Orange
Green
Yellow

J Pale blue
1 Violet

Other colours are available that fluoresce
in their own colour.

For the best results complete darkness is
necessary.

Black lights may be used by the magician
as well as in the theatre and, of course,
scientifically. Most aircraft have a small
cockpit black light to fluoresce the various
meters and gauges in flight. An ordinary
tz-volt bulb is used, but there is sufficient
ultra violet to serve the purpose, whereas
visible light might cause annoyance to the
pilot. Fluorescence is used now also in the
aircraft and metal industries for crack
detection in porous metals and fatigue
after various treatments. No doubt, too,
other valuable uses will be found in the future.

Radio -controlled Models
(Concluded from page 407)

star wheel on the first actuator can complete
one revolution, i.e., about one second. With
a little practice, however, any desired opera-
tion can be selected at will.

Fig. 6 gives an overall view of the fuse-
lage of a model plane and illustrates the usual
positioning of the various components of a
control system to give rudder control only.
The rubber band powering the rudder escape-
ment is wound up by winding the crank
which extends from the tail of the plane. It is
important that the piano wire linkage between
the actuator and the rudder crank is in line
and very free to rotate as any tendency to stick
will cause uneven operation of the mechanism.
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4111181181inargelielleingtafraMbate..

THE temperature of accessible objects
can be taken, broadly speaking, in
much the same way as that of a patient

-by popping the thermometer into the
mouth. Here heat from the tested body is
allowed to flow by conduction into the
mercury or alcohol column sealed in an
evacuated glass tube (this is what an ordinary
thermometer in fact is) until it reaches the
same level in both. When, however, the
temperature is too high or the object itself
cannot be reached, this method of direct
contact becomes impracticable.

The Method Simplified
Apart from conducted heat, any user of an

electric fire, or for that matter any fire, to
say nothing of sunshine, will be familiar with
radiated heat. This is
magnetic vibrations of the same kind as light
is, but the frequency of these vibrations is
lower, or their wavelengths are longer,
than in those responsible for optical sensations.
They are not directly visible and are referred
to as infra -red radiations, that is to say,
the radiations found beyond the red end of
the visual spectrum. The distinction between
the " obscure " infra -red heat and ordinary
light can be demonstrated by screening the
fire with a glass container filled with water,
known to astronomers as a water cell. We
shall still see the fire but this will be a cold
glow, for a water cell stops the infra -red more
or less completely while allowing the light to
pass through.

If we heat, say, a poker with a blow-
lamp at first we shall be able to feel its heat at
a distance but there will be no glow. The
poker radiates in the infra -red only. Then, as
its temperature rises it will turn a dull
red, which will gradually brighten up to
cherry red and eventually to white. This
means that with increasing temperature the
poker emits more and more radiations of
shorter and still shorter wavelengths. If we
measure the amount of radiation emitted by
a glowing body wavelength by wavelength,
which can be done photo -electrically, we
shall find that the point of most intense
emission of energy will fall within the pro-
gressively shorter wavelengths as the tempera-
ture of emission rises. There exists a law
relating the latter to the wavelength of
maximum energy, and this is how the tempera-
tures of remote stars can be gauged, though
some practical difficulties arise from the
transparent nature of the star surface.

The stars, however, are immensely hot ;
their temperatures run into thousands of
degrees and their peak emission falls con-
veniently within the so-called " optical
window " where our air is transparent to
radiation. The planets and the Moon, on the
other hand, are merely warm or cold. Yet,
however cold a body may be, it will still be
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How Scientists Have Discovered the Nature of
the Lunar Climate

sending forth radiations, only less
and less and their maximum energy
will shift farther and farther into
the region of longer wavelengths,
beyond the red and the infra -red
into the range of the short-wave
radio, as the temperature falls. To

most of these longer wavelengths our
atmosphere is opaque, so that such radiations
can be studied only within certain gaps where
the air becomes sufficiently transparent to let
them through.

We must, therefore, proceed differently
from the case with the stars. Instead of
looking for the peak of energy emission, we
simply try to find how much heat the body
radiates in the accessible wavelengths, either
infra -red or radio, and make good the
deficiencies from theory. Here the shorter
distance is helpful, for these electro-magnetic
waves spread uniformly through space, that
is to say, they obey the " inverse square law " ;
if the distance increases twice, the amount of
heat received by the same area exposed at right
angles to the radiations will drop to one-
fourth, if three times, to one -ninth, and so on.
Due to this, the amount of heat coming from
a body as cold as Jupiter (about -225 deg. F.)
can still be measured, while that from hot
stars tens of thousands of times as far away
cannot. And, of course, if we know the
distance of the body and the amount of heat
received from it, say, per minute, we can easily
get its temperature. Usually, however, we
can obtain only part of this heat.

Part of the heat coming from the Moon,
or planet, is merely reflected sunshine, and if
we measured this we might learn something
about the temperature of the Sun but not of
the Moon. The lunar heat radiations must be
isolated. The way to do this is the same as in
screening out fire. The Moon radiates only
in the longer wavelengths where the radiation
from the Sun is practically nil. If, therefore,
we interpose a water cell the heat of the
Moon is cut off and only the solar heat comes
through. The difference of the measurements
with and without the cell will give us the
lunar (or planetary) heat.

The Thermocouple
The amount of this heat is minute but it

can be determined by means of a thermo-
couple, which is essentially a blackened wire
made in three parts of two different metals
welded together and sealed in a vacuum
bubble, like an electric bulb. If the two
welding points are at different temperatures,
a current will flow through the wire. This
current can be amplified and read off an
ammeter. It is broadly proportional to the
rise (or fall) in the temperature and depends
also on the metals used. Ideally, in the absence
of air, a zinc -and -bismuth thermocouple will
register the heat of a candle at a distance of
3 miles ; whilst a Cashman cell, which is not
strictly a thermocouple, is too to i,000 times
as sensitive to certain parts of the infra -red.

The American investigators Nicholson and
Pettit placed a zinc -and -bismuth thermo-
couple at the focus of the great tooin. Hooker
Telescope at Mount Wilson and were able

in this way to make accurate measurements
of the temperatures of the Moon and planets.

Temperature Variation on the Moon
The temperature of the lunar ground where

the Sun is directly overhead came out at
+248 deg. F., considerably above the boiling
point of water on the Earth (on the Moon,
water is expected to sublime, or boil before
melting, at about - 6o deg. F. owing to the
almost total absence of an atmosphere). When
the Sun is not shining vertically down the
temperature of the ground drops fairly rapidly
and round about the lunar poles it will never
rise above freezing point, whilst in the depth
of the fortnight -long lunar night the thermo-
meter will drop as low as -239 deg. F. Here,
though, the Mount Wilson figures become
unreliable, as at such low temperatures
infra -red emission is very weak.

Pettit found that during a lunar eclipse
the temperature of the surface of the Moon
within one hour of entering the Earth's full
shadow fell from 16o deg. F. to - no deg. F.
and rose as rapidly again with the returning
sunshine. This is possible only if the lunar
ground consists of far better heat -insulating
materials than anything normally available
on the Earth. In fact, the Dutch astronomer
Wesselink tried to match the effect with
various substances and obtained the best
approximation with fine dust in vacuo-under
terrestrial gravity. This was a point which he
overlooked, for on the Moon every dust
particle would have only a sixth of its
terrestrial weight, so that the whole would be
lying much more loosely and be an even
worse conductor of heat.

Under -surface Temperatures
However, these results have since been

supplemented by the investigations made in
1948 by Piddington and Minnett in Australia,
who used a radio telescope and studied,
instead of the infra -red, the short-wave radio
emission from the Moon at 24,000 M/cs per
sec. or 1.25 cm. wavelength. For the reasons
stated above, this method is especially suitable
for low temperatures and will, no doubt, in
due course be extended to planets.

Whereas the surface of the Moon is opaque
to infra -red radiations and the temperatures
obtained by Nicholson and Pettit are those of
the Moon's " skin," the short radio waves
penetrate some way underground and the
temperatures obtained by the Australian
scientists refer to a layer about 3ft. deep.

As can be expected, it is much colder
there, and indeed the lunar " subsoil "
remains in a condition of permafrost, like the
subsoil of Alaska or Siberia. Also, while it
takes only a couple of hours of sunshine to
bring the " skin " of the Moon from the
frost of midnight to the scorching heat of the
lunar noon, the layer examined with the radio
telescope heats up but slowly, reaching its
highest temperature 31 days after the lunar
noon and its lowest the same time after mid-
night. The range of variation is also less-
about 145 deg. F. for the whole Moon and
190 deg. F. for the narrow equatorial belt. In

(Concluded on page 421.)
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Craftsmanship deserves a triumphant finish

abrasive papers and cloths

by CARBORUNDUM

GARNET COATED PRODUCTS For wood-
workers, CARBORUNDUM make papers and
cloths coated with grains of specially
prepared garnet. Careful factory prepara-
tion and size -grading of the tough, hard-
wearing garnet grains produces abrasives
that do better work than glasspaper can,
and go on doing it longer. Garnet -coated
papers by CARBORUNDUM are excellent
for woodworking. They are available in a
wide range of grit sizes from coarse (for
really fast, easy removal of material) to very
fine (for producing super smooth finishes).

ALUMINIUM OXIDE AND SILICON -CARBIDE
GRAINS Papers and cloths coated with
ALOXITE* (aluminium oxide) or silicon
carbide grains are made in grades and grit
sizes suitable for woodwork, for all classes
of metal finishing, and for rubbing down
paintwork on metal or wood.

WATERPROOF PAPERS FOR USE ON CLOG-
GING MATERIALS For sanding or rubbing
down materials of a clogging nature,
CARBORU ND U M make special water-
proof papers with silicon carbide grains.
These papers can be rinsed in water during

'Regd. Trade Mark

use, whenever the abrasive becomes
clogged with material removed from the
work. They are specially suitable for
rubbing down. paintwork, whether in in
house decorating, or on car bodies, or
other metal or wooden surfaces.
ELECTRO-PLATING PROCESS Compared
with grains of crushed glass or of natural
emery, grains of silicon carbide or of
ALOXITE are more regular in shape, and
are tougher, more enduring. In the manu-
facture of all their finer -grained water-
proof papers, CARBORUNDUM use an
electro-static coating process for deposit-
ing the grains. An electro-static field
arranges the grains so that they stand on
end in the adhesive that binds them to the
paper. These electro-coated papers make
work easier and quicker because the cut-
ting edges of the grains are more effective-
ly presented to the work. This is a typical
example of the care that CARBORUNDUM
take to manufacture the best coated
papers and cloths you can buy.

Coated abrasive products by CARBORUNDUM
From your local tool shop or hardware store

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY LIMITED. TRAFFORD PARK, MA:',,r1-1E'',TER I7. PHONE. TRAFFORD PARK 2381
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THE PRACTICAL
WAY

of learning
RADIO*

TELEVISION
ELECTRONICS

AMATEUR
S.W. RADIO

MECHANICS
PHOTOGRAPHY

e CARPENTRY

ETC ETC

Amplifier and
Oscillator experiments

to.

1.5 itItt

Complete 5 valve Superhet
3 -wave band receiver suitable
for A.M. or F.M. reception

IN

An entirely new series of courses designed to teach Radio, Television
and Electronics more quickly and thoroughly than any other method.
Specially prepared sets of radio parts are supplied and with these we teach
fou, in your own home, the working of fundamental electronic circuits
and bring you easily to the point when you can construct and service radio
receivers, etc.

Whether you are a student for an examination; starting a new hobby;
intent upon a career in industry; or running your own business - these
Practical Courses are ideal and may be yours at very moderate cost.

With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment and which
remain your property, you are instructed how to build basic Electronic
Circuits (Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units, etc.) leading to designing,
testing and servicing of complete Radio and Television Receivers.

Photograph of EMI factories

at Hayes-
Our Industrial

Background

ES
M Educational Organisation associates ,v,th tirz E.M.I. group of Companies including

'HIS MASTER'S VOICE', COLUMBIA, etc.

YOUR OW
OTHER COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDE:
RADIO (Elementary and Advanced)  TELEVISION
MECHANICS  ELECTRICITY  CHEMISTRY  PHOTOGRAPHY
CARPENTRY.

Also Draughtsmanship  Commercial Art  Amateur S.W.
Radio  Languages  Simple Electrical Repairs in the
Home  Painting and Decorating  Etc.  Etc.
With these outfits, you are given instructions that teach you the basic
principles in the subject concerned.

NEW TELEVISION COURSE including a

complete set of equipment dealing with
the design, construction and servicing of a
high quality television receiver.
COURSES (with equipment) also available in
many other Engineering subjects.

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH

IT YOURSELF
IN YOUR

OWN
TIME

N ROME

To E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
Dept. 144, 43 Grove Park Road,
London, W.4.

FILL IN COUPON

FORFret
PROSPECTUS

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST
July (We shall not worry you with personal visits)
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the latter the maximum toonperature attained
3ft. underground is only 85 deg. F. and the
minimum -105 deg. F. Still deeper the
temperature does not vary and stays per-
manently at about 4o deg. F. of frost. This is
cold enough, yet the lunar rocks are such
good heat insulators that if the future explorers
build their shelters underground there should
be no difficulty about keeping these at a
genial temperature day and night. From

Piddington and Minnett's data the night
temperature of the lunar surface comes out
some 4o deg. F. higher than as measured with
a thermocouple.

These results are interesting also in another
way. They permit us to estimate more
correctly the rate at which heat flows in the
lunar rocks. In fact, Wesselink's calculations
require some revision and it now appears that
the case is best met by an extremely bubbly

type of rock, resembling pumice, overlaid by
a thin skin of dusty material, probably of
meteoric or volcanic origin, in the presence
of gas. The skin may on the average be only
a millimetre thick and it is this dust that gets
so very hot in the day and so cold at night.

Such structure of the lunar surface is of
considerable importance to the possible
existence of some hardy type of vegetation,
which might resemble our lichens.

THERE are many commercially made
adjustable masking frames on the
market for holding the sensitised paper

on the baseboard when enlarging, but the
prices are prohibitive to many amateur
photographers, and in addition, they have a
number of disadvantages such as :

(a) Difficulty in holding the paper whilst

Fig. 1.-The completed mask.

lowering the frame, without the paper
moving slightly.

(b) Margins do not always become even
and parallel with the edge of the print.

(c) It is not possible to raise the frame whilst
in position, with the enlarger head low
down, without moving the frame from
its original position.

(d) The author has found that most
difficulty is experienced in producing
small prints such as quarter -plate size
when the print is in the top left corner
of the frame, and the majority of the
wood base including the rubber foot is
overhanging the enlarger baseboard,
thereby giving an entirely unstable and
sloping surface.

My own adjustable masking frame was
abandoned in favour of a series of frames made
in 1942 and which are still in constant use.

These have many advantages, which are

Making and Using a

Handy Set of Cardboard
Masks

By P. H. BRECKIN

especially noticeable when several identical
enlargements have to be produced from one
negative, or when single enlargements of the
same size are required from a series of
negatives, and even for single prints the masks
are preferred to a metal masking frame.

The masks are made at negligible cost from
three pieces of white card approximately
i/t6in. thick, and the three sections are glued
together, as shown in Figs. i and 2. No specific
card thickness is
essential, but for the
larger sizes it is
advisable to use a
thicker card to pre-
vent any floppiness.

First, determine
the sizes of enlarge-
ment you are likely
to require and make
out a table similar to
that shown in Fig. 3.
The author made a
series of frames
covering all the
standard sizes up to
i2in. x to in., and
intermediate s i z e s
which are produced
by cutting the
standard sheets into
two, four and eight
pieces.

When the sizes you
are likely to require
have been decided,
and also the width
of margin desired,
the table can be
completed, and when all the sizes have
been entered it will be apparent that several
of the smaller pieces of card will be

Fig. 2.-The separate parts.

-4--0
A 8-0-;

Top cover

available from the offcuts from the larger
masks.

Now a few remarks in connection with the
table of sizes. A white margin of Ain. all round
has been allowed on the three largest masks
and / 16in. all round on the two smaller ones.'
This margin can be varied to suit individual
taste by adjusting the appropriate dimensions
in the table. A clearance of 1/32in. or I/ r6in.
has been left above the paper size in the centre
frame -piece, as different makes of paper have
been found to vary slightly in size. It is
essential that the cut-out in the top cover
should be cleanly cut with a sharp
knife or razor blade, as otherwise any
wavy or rough edges will appear on the
finished print.

Method of Use
The negative is placed in the carrier and the

appropriate mask selected for the size of
enlargement required. An old print is slid into
the mask and the back used for focusing the
negative ; this allows for the paper thickness
to be used. The mask can be moved about
until the composition is decided upon, or the
portion required is selected, and it is then
pinned down by drawing pins in each corner

-1 15'
A

U

F
8

Frame

Paper size A 8 C 0 E F G H 

/2 .,,, /0 /4 /2 144 93,4 12#6 10,5 16%2 14
/0 x 8 /2 /0 93/4 711 10%io 8'16 14.//2 12.,

81/2 x i5 II* 8%2 8%4 6%4 - 8% 6% /3 //

(5 x 444 8 61i; 641 4549 61%32 42-2 /0 8%4

44 x 3%4 .544 4-14 4k9 3;9. 42 39:32 7-34 634

Fig. 3.-Dimel sions for making different sired masks.

of the back piece. The sensitised paper is slid
into place and the necessary exposure given.
It is quite a simple and speedy operation to
slide in and out subsequent prints, and each
one is exactly the same area and size, with an
even white border all round.

The entire front faces of the frame and
inner area of the backpicce can be painted with
indian ink to minimise any light reflections on
the paper, and if objections are raised to pins
being inserted in the baseboard, a cork bath
mat can be purchased from a multiple store
and this used on top of the baseboard.

A further refinement would be to make a
list of the various sizes and give each a letter
or number, which would also appear in large
size on the border of the back piece. If the list
is pinned adjacent to the enlarger, it is quite
an easy matter to locate the particular size of
mask required.
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Drying
Feathers

Q IR, -Ref -
1.3 erring to
" Feathers for
a Sleeping
Bag" in

queries column of February issue, an old-
style method of drying feathers, well-known
in country districts, is to use the iron wash -
house boiler of the type built into a corner
and heated by a fire underneath. The
method of cleaning and drying the feathers°
is to put them into the dry boiler, and light
a small fire of sticks or paper, preferably
paper, just large enough to warm the metal.
Stir the feathers as- they -toast gently. When
the feathers are dry and fluffy,- lift them out
and you will find all the foreign bodies, etc.,
at the foot of the boiler. No doubt
insecticides and fumigants could be used
at the same time but I have no experience
of these as the heat is usually sufficient.-
H. W. HOWIE (Selkirk).

Electric Imitation Coal Fire
SIR,-In reply to J. Wright, who seeks

information in constructing an imitation
electric fire, I offer the following. First build
a fire on a board with either coal or logs
exactly the shape required. Next, take a piece

fi of buckram (obtainable from a milliner) and
soak in warm water until soft. Then place it
over the built-up logs or coal, press the
buckram round all the shapes and allow to
dry, which takes a few hours. You can then
remove the logs or coal, disturbing the shape
does not matter as the buckram will spring
back again. Next mix paint, alabaster and
a little melted scotch glue to a thick paintable
consistency and paint over the effect where
the light is not required to shine through.
Put plenty on where the shapes join one
another. Where the light is intended to shine
through, just dab on a grey -white paint to
imitate ash and sprinkle a little Xmas tree
snow on the paint to sparkle a bit. Care
should be taken when making the fire to deflect
the heat away from the effect otherwise it
might scorch. I made a 1J kW log basket
five years ago, and after constant use is still
in good condition.-C. A. NORRIS (N.W.4).

Imitation Cotswold Stone and Dyes for
Cement Paths

SIR,-Re the reply to the query for Imitation
Cotswold stone and dyes for cement

paths published in P.M. for February,
*Mr. Stannage is quoting very old-fashioned
practices in the precast stone industry.'
Few, if any, of the firms who manufacture
coloured concrete products use dyes of the
type he suggests. These dyes are far from
permanent and for good results require
mixing in a mill.

The modern method is to use pure white
cement (" Snowcrete ") and coloured cement
(" Colourcrete ") which can be obtained in a
variety of colours. These can be used in the
normal cement proportions with the aggregate,
or toned down with " Snowcrete." This is
the most common method, as they are usually
too bright if used alone.-W. J. MORANS
(Newbury).

IPRACTICAL MECHANICS INDEX
Vol. 22 Now on Sale, Price 43

&Ot
The Editor Does not Necessarily Agree with the

Views of his Correspondents

Eliminating Taper on Long Shaft
Turning
IR,-In " Letters to the Editor " in your

0 February issue, Mr. Groome, of Welling-
borough, gives details of a very clever method
of eliminating slight tapers in long turning on
lathe. But, unfortunately, his last paragraph
is not quite correct. -

If the centre has been ground to an eccen-
tric throw of .004in. the full travel across the
diameter will be .008in. With the zero mark
towards the lathe operator, the eccentricity
is .004in. Turning the centre through 90 deg.
in either direction, will give no eccentricity
at all in a horizontal, direction, but will give
the full .004in. vertically either above or
below the centre according to direction of
rotation of -the centre.

A further rotation of the centre by 90 deg.,
giving now ao deg. total, will give the move-
ment of the centre of twice the throw, in
other words, .008in.

Mr. T. H. E. Marsh's eccentricity diagram.

With tapers between these two limits the
centre must be rotated through an angle
bearing direct relationship to the vertical
distance from the chord to the centre. This
can be calculated per .00tiri. or per .0005in.,
but would, I believe, be better checked in
each case with the dial gauge. However, if
-Hoozin. eccentricity is required then the
angle of rotation can be found from the
formula :

Cos of L - radius-eccentricity
radius.

.004 -- .002 - .5 /=600.
.004

-T. H. E. MARSH (Glasgow, W.5.).

Duplicating Photographs
SIR,-- ith reference to the letter from Mr.

Johnston, of Chester, (May, 1956) referring
to the query concerning duplicating photo-
graphs from Mr. Larson, of Sheffield.

Whilst the essence of Mr. Johnston's letter
is an outline of the process involved, one
important point has been missed.

A normal photograph, whether a negative or
a positive, is a continuous tone subject and
without further processing is incapable of
being used in the production of a gelatine
relief stencil or " silk screen " stencil.

A little, reflection will show that this state-
ment is correct. What is required is a stencil
which will allow a flow of ink or pigment to be
impressed on the duplicating paper in propor-

tion to the
density of the
original sub-
ject. Fro m
this it follows
that the stencil
must be, as it
were,"porous"
in proportion
to the original.
Now, if an
image is formed from an ordinary negative
on to bichromated gelatine, the result will be
a positive transparency, which will only be
capable of passing pigment in the transparent
areas when transferred to the screen. These
transparent areas will consist solely of the
shadow areas. The middle tones and high-
lights will be more or less solid gelatine.

In order to obtain a successful stencil it is
first necessary to convert the continuous tone
photograph into a " half -tone " by photo-
graphing the print through a half -tone screen.
This results in a negative consisting of a series
of dots. The area of each of these dots is
proportional to the amount of light passing
through the half -tone screen on to the nega-
tive and is, therefore, proportional to density
of the image of the photograph. A careful
study of photographs reproduced in PRACTICAL
MECHANICS will explain this result rather better
than words. Here a magnifying glass or a
linen counter will be very useful.

If this half -tone negative is now used to
produce the gelatine stencil we shall have a
stencil consisting of dots which vary in size in
proportion to the original density. Obviously,
this stencil will be porous and is capable of
giving a fairly truthful reproduction of the
original.

The writer has made many of these stencils
for the silk-screen process, both from line
drawings or sketches and type matter, and
also from continuous tone photographs, and
would point out that there are snags attached
to the process of making half -tone stencils
which have taken a long time to iron out.-
T. W. CLEMENTS (Eastbourne).

Making Match Head Material
SIR,-Re information sought May issue

page 239, the booklet " The Manu-
facture and Uses of Phosphorus " published
by Albright and Wilson, cne of the leading
manufacturers of compounds of this element,
whose works are at Oldbury, gives this,
composition. The formula is due to the
French chemists Sevene and Cahen, who
first used it in 1898. The booklet is issued
by Albright and Wilson at 2s. 6d.

I would strongly advise Mr. Murphy not
to attempt to make this material at home.
Certain mixtures of this nature are prohibited
by Order in Council to be manufactured
except by licensed firms. Serious accidents
have taken place in schools where chlorate
and phosphorous mixtures have been made.
Similar regulations probably apply to Eire.-
GEORGE C. BELL, (Coln, Lanes.)

Crackle Finish
SIR,-In reply to your " Information

Sought " query of May, 1956, regarding
" Crackle Finish," details of " Silkette '
Ripple Finish are obtainable from Pinchin,
Johnson and Co., 4, Carlton Gardens, London,
S.W.T.-E. ROSENSTLLL (London, S.W.15).

(Continued on page 425)
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Maximum production depends on high
technical skill such as that acquired
by I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE
TRAINED MEN ARE URGENTLY
NEEDED NOW- BUT THERE IS

NO WORTH -WHILE PLACE FOR

THE UNTRAINED
o

Ambitious men everywhere have
succeeded through I.C.S. Home -Study
Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in
any one of the subjects listed in the
coupon knows it thoroughly, com-
pletely, practically. And he knows
how to apply it in his everyday work.

Students intending to sit for examinations in
Mechanical Engineering, Architecture, Quantities,
Civil Engineering, and others, should enrol NOW
for preparatory Courses.

Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the
student studies in his spare time at his own pace
and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence
of success.

Courses are also available for General Certificates
of Education and most other Technical, Professional,
Commercial and Civil Service Examinations.

(I.C.S. Examination Students are coached until
successful.)

Moderate fees include ALL Books required.

REDUCED TERMS TO H.M. FORCES.

If you need technical training, our advice con-
cerning your work and your career is yours for
the asking-without obligation. Let us send our
special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested.

The successful man DOES to -day what
the failure INTENDS doing to -morrow.
Write to us TO -DAY.

Dept. I69B,
I.C.S., 71 KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

I C Si

Accountancy
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book -Keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry & Joinery
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Light-

ing, Transmission
Traction

Electronics
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fuel Technology
Heating and

Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Machine Design
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng.
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical

Engineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanics
Motor Vehicle Elec.

Municipal Engineering
Plumbing
Production

Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodwork Drawing
Works Engineering

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 1698, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please send me free booklet on Age

Name Occupation
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
AUSTRALIA : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. EGYPT : 40, Sharia Abdel Kkalek Sarwat
Pasha, Cairo. EIRE : 3, North Earl Street, Dublin. INDIA : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha
Mehta Rd., Fort Bombay. NEW ZEALAND : I82.' Wakefield Street, Wellington.
N. IRELAND : 26, Howard Street, Belfast. SOUTH AFRICA : Dept. L., 45, Shortmarket
Street, Cape Town.

14.
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like magic with the 30f-Horvell electric paint

payments of 13, 6.
This wonderful Electric Drill is also the
power unit for ALL Cub equipment. Drilling

key and 5ft. of cable. T.V. suppressed.
State voltage. ALSO Home Workshop

stripper. Easy, even
strokes remove paint, varnish. etc.. leaving

Paint easily, evenly twice as fast with
the Burgess Electric Sprayer. Sprays

capacity: Mild Steel lflin. : Hard Wood Outfit (Drill. Saw. Lathe, Sanding and a smooth surface. Four-sided blade manages Paint. varnish, etc. Complete with sturdy
1 2in.; with 210 watts input on full load. Corn- Polishing Kits). £17;19;0 or 40'. Deposit difficult angles and corners. A.C.LD.C. glass container, flex, nozzle for ceiling
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Send for Illustrated Brochure of Wolf equipment. down and 3 monthly payments of 10/-.
P.& P. 116. Leaflet free. Extra flex L- a yard.

ant liquids. A.C. mains only-state your
actual voltage. Fully guaranteed.

Spare element 5/8. Supplied with 96 -page booklet. Leaflet free.
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SOCKET & ATTACHMENT
Strong and sturdy ladders in
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wood rungs. Rust -proof tie -bolts

wallet. Comprises ,., SET No. 488 and screvy-nuts. GUARANTEED

60/.. or 9/- deposit and 4
monthly payments of MI-CASH

.Vire,5/ and16 3/8".
lir bits. 15f. In finest grade Chrome -Vanadium steel,

heat -treated and heavily plated. Complete

Send only 5/- deposit and 6 month-
ly payments as below. i.

In strong 18 gauge steel, this Tool Cabinethas four graduated drawers, spring lockfrom
and two keys, carrying handle. Finished

1/4" shanks.
SET OF 4 CARBIDE TIPPED MASON-
RY DRILLS. For brick, tile. etc.

in sprayed metal box with 6 Whitworth
Sockets (3116" to 1/2') and 10 American
Sockets (7/16" to 7/8"), Screwdriver Bit!
Draglink Adjuster. Reversible Ratchet, 1/2"

Extending 6 mthly Cash 0
to pay'ts Price 1

7'6" 13' 15/8 £4.10s.
olive green. Overall size : 161" x 8" x 104". Up to 3,000 r.p.m. Nos. 8, 10, 12, and 14. Square Driver, 5' Extension Piece, 10" 9'0" 16' 19/6 £5.10s. a
Front forms convenient tray when open. 32/6 Complete. Or separately: Extension Piece, Universal Joint, 12'

Sliding " T " Piece, Speed 10'6' 19' 23J- £6.10s. ._m

Strong, safe, good value at 60/- or 9/-
down and 4 monthly payments of 14/-.

No. 8, 8/6 ; No. 10, 8/9 ; No.12'0"
12, 8/9 ; No. 14, 9/9. 32/6 Tommy Bar,

.B reanctes. orD e23p ols 1. tio2r 5 -a..sahn d276.12.3.smonthlye tp pay- 22' 26/6 £7.10s. .
13'6" 25' 30/- £8.10s. I.

Send for FREE list of other Bargains1payment of deposit. List free. 15'0" 28' 34/- £9.10s. -.

BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS (DEPT. 16), 5 SILVER STREET, LUTON
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SIR,-I am writing to you to answer
Mr. C. Higginson's problem on a

" crackle " finish. A special paint called
Panl " can be obtained in black which

gives a very effective crackle finish on instru-
ments. The paint is applied and the instrument
is suspended over a luminous bunsen flame,
or over a very low gas stove, the fumes from
the flame cause the paint to " crackle."

The paint can be obtained at 3s. 6d. per
tin from L. Miller, 8, Kenton Park Crescent,
Kenton, Middlesex. Black, brown and green
colours are available. --GRAHAM PEARSON

(Burton -on -Trent).

Improved Record Indexing System
SIR,-Re " Making a Record Library," in

the December issue of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, I think Mr. Haskell's indexing
system could be improved. If new records
were being continually added, I think the lists
mentioned would become very confused, as
the new records would, presumably, be added
to the bottom of the list.

In my own system I index the records under
the surname of the artiste or name of the
orchestra, and record cases are numbered
AI, Az, A3, etc. The following are examples
taken from the index, which should explain it
more fully.

The record RI8A was added after the
original list was made up. If any other records

for each reel. Each page is headed with the
reel number and on the left-hand sheet
" Side (a) " is written, and the right-hand
sheet " Side (b)." When anything is recorded
which is worth keeping it is entered on the

Mr. E. T. S. Gray's gramophone record library.

appropriate page. Anything you wish played
back which is about the middle of the page is
sure to be found about the middle of the reel.
If you wind forward and miss it you just have

Little White Cloud that Cried
Cry

Such a Night
An Orchid for my Lady

Cuckoo in the Wood
Old Vienna Yodelling Song

R.18 Johnnie Ray

R.18A

R.19 Mina
Reverelli

Space for other artistes
who's names begin with "

Red River Valley
Ragtime Cowboy Joe

Prisoner of Love
Bibbiddi Bibbiddi Boo

S.1

S.2
Jo Stafford

Dreams of Yesterday
Coming Home

Buttons and Bows
All My Love

by Johnnie Ray are bought, their numbers
will be RI8B, RI8C, RIR), etc. The sheets
of the index are held in a loose-letf holder and
can be replaced or added to if required.

I had a cabinet specially made, but any
cupboard or shelf would do, with the addition
of partitions at equal distances of _6in. apart
between the shelves.

White i1in. plastic letters were purchased
from Woolworths and screwed on to the
shelves in front of each space. I found that
two spaces were needed for " C's " and
" S's," while I could put E -F, G -H, N -O,
P -Q, T -V and W -Z in spaces together without
any mix-up. At the bottom of the cabinet is
a space about 4in. deep in which I keep the
L.P. discs and any special record albums. If,
at some time in the future, I have sufficient
L.P. discs to merit an index, I shall use the
same system for a separate index, and will
also store them separately. The photograph
shows the cabinet and the records in place.

With tape -recordings I found that the
strips of paper at the beginning of the reels
were useless if a number of different items
were recorded on one reel. I therefore made
out slips of paper to number each reel and
attached them by winding Sellotape round
them and one of the spars on each reel. In
addition to the numbers, " Side (a) " and
" Side (b) " were put on the different sides of
the reels. Adouble page of a notebook is used

S.9
Dorothy Squires

S.10
Dinah Shore

to listen to what is on that part of the tape
where you've stopped, look at the notebook
page, and you know whether to wind forward
or back to find the item required. Another
index could easily be used here, so that the
items are in an alphabetical order, remember-
ing to leave sufficient space between each letter
of the alphabet for any other material recorded
later. It is surprising, however, how quickly

you come to know on what particular reel to
look for a favourite item. The same goes for
the records : if you are playing them quite
frequently you can pick out most records
without having to look up the index at all.-
E. T. S. GRAY (Aberdeenshire).

The " Golden Hind "
SIR,-In your December, 1955, issue of

PRACTICAL MECHANICS, you published
rough plans and an account of the " Golden
Hind." I served in the Navy from 1937 to
1952 and can remember the miniature
" Golden Hind " mentioned sailing down
river to Plymouth Hoe firing salutes. It was a
very impressive sight. Since than I have
been sailing yachts and boats and can under-
stand what team work was required to handle
her, especially as she was a 16 -oared sailing
pinnace. I last saw her laid up in chocks in
Devonport Dockyard.

I intend building a model of her 27in. long
and using papier mach& for the hull. I have
built several models powered by electric
motors and one or two yachts, using wood,
but I find that papier mache is considerably
cheaper and I think it possible that it is nearer
the scale weight.-G. J. TILLEY (York).

" Capacitor Flashgun " and Smoothing
Rectified Current Errors
SIR,-With reference to the circuit of the

Capacitor Flash Gun on page 297 of
the May PRACTICAL MECHANICS, the resistance
should be as in my diagram below. In your
circuit, the closing of the camera contacts
would put a dead short on the battery causing
the contacts to burn or arc together.

The corrected circuit.

I notice also in " Your Queries Answered,"
page 326, dealing with Smoothing Rectified
Current," you state that a capacitor of 5o pF
should be connected across the putput of the
the rectifier. As you are dealing with L.F.
not R.F., should it not be 5o pF ?-R. ASHLEY
(Kettering).

(I regret that my Capacitor Flashgun circuit
contained the above error, and the circuit should
be as per my wiring diagram and Mr. Ashley's
corrected diagram.-M. KATERS.)

[We regret the second mistake referred to by
Mr. Ashley, but this was due to a typographical
error.-ED.]

i THE PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER
EDITED BY F. J. CAMM

XE

lE

XE

July Issue Now On Sale
Price 1/3

Order Your Copy Now
Principal Contents

i3if Building a Three-piece Suite ; Making an Electric Radiator ; Extending the
1 Larder ; Door Painting Simplified ; Making a Birdhouse ; Wood Block Floor-

kE ing ; Erecting a Timber Fence ; An Electrically -driven Lawn Mower ; Greenhouse Electrification ; Fitting a XE
iNew Electric Plug ; Building Wrought Iron Gates ; Reslating a Roof ; The Home Workshop ; Transparent I
)x Wall Lamps with Secret Wiring ; Dry Rot and Woodworm ; Polishing and Staining ; Fixing Roofing Felt ; i(

Building Your Own Bungalow, and many other useful articles.
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Circular Saw Attachment
ANEW 6in. portable circular saw attach-

ment, named the " Nu -Rip," has been
introduced by S. N. Bridges and Co., Ltd.,
Parson's Green Lane, London, S.W.6, as an
accessory to their Tool power range, powered
by the Toolpower general purpose drill.

Of sturdy die-cast alloy construction the
6in. saw is capable of ripping or cross -cutting
timber gin. thick. The mitring gauge is
calibrated in single degrees up to 45 deg.
It has a rise and fall table for depth of cut
with an adjustable rip fence -

which can be used on either
side of the machine. The
retractable saw guard auto -

Bridges' Nu -
Rip circular
saw attach-
ment.

matically covers the blade when the cut is
completed.

The Nu -Rip retails at £4 19s. 6d., inclusive
of a 6in. combined rip and cross -cut blade,
or at £4 3s. 6d., exclusive of blade. The
Toolpower drill is extra at £7 19s. 6d.

McAllan Flame Guns
SEVERAL types are made and

the one illustrated is the
Mk. 12 hooded flame machine.
A 3oin. (2,000 deg.F.), scientifically

The McAllan
Mk. lz
hooded flame
machine.

applied flame is produced and concentrated
by a heavy sheet steel hood. A simple adjust-
ment raises or lowers the position of the flame
gun on the wheeled chassis to achieve the
most effective height. The flame gun may be
removed from the chassis for use elsewhere,
with or without the hood. Further details
are available from C. B. McAllan (Engineers),
Ltd., Hersham Factory Estate, Molesey
Road, Walton -on -Thames, Surrey.

es
A Cyclist's Compass

FOR those cyclists who like to know their
direction of travel, John Clennell and

Co., Ltd., 6, Ludgate Square, Ludgate Hill,
London, E.C.4, have produced the " Path-
finder " compass which may be clamped to
the handlebars of a cycle or motorcycle.
The luminous metal dial is fitted in a swivel
mounted case and the retail price is 13s. 6d.

Startrite Bantam Drilling Machine
THIS tin. capacity sensitive driller has

recently been added to the existing
range of Startrite
light machine
tools. It has been
designed to pro-
vide industry with
a drill press suit-
able for continu-
ous heavy duty
hole production.
Entirely new
design features
have been incor-
porated and it is
equipped with a
flanged fixing
casting in place of the machine base. Pro-
vision has been made for the attachment
of a mortising attachment and other

accessories. The price is £29
od. (motorised three-phase)

and La extra for single-phase
supply. Full details are available
from the Startrite Engineering
Co., Ltd., Waterside Works, Gads
Hill, Gillingham, Kent.
World's Smallest Power

Saw
MANUFACTURED by W.

Kennedy, Ltd., Station Works,
West Drayton, Middlesex, this saw
is unique in that, to reduce machining,
hexagonal bars were used in its
construction. The saw comprises two

fixed hexagonal bars, held
by a cast aluminium block.
It is fitted with a one -hand
release which leaves the
operator with one hand free

to manipulate the workpiece. A feature
of the saw, which can cut metal J mm.
thick, is the shortness of the blades
used. Measuring only 15 cm., these
require no tension to keep them
straight. Overall dimensions are
22in. x 74in. - min. and the price
is £23 13s. od.

Wolf Cub Additions
ANEW attachment and a new

accessory have been added to the
range of Wolf Cub portable electric
tools. They are a hedge trimmer,
shown in the photograph, and an
extension cable.

The precision built hedge trimmer
is designed for light trimming or hard
cutting back on long hedges or small
shrubs. It has a blade length of min.
and is of the oscillating type, incorporating a
step-down gear reduction giving a speed of
850 strokes per minute. It is attached to the
nose of the power unit and held rigidly in
position by means of a simple screw clamp.
The cutters are operated through a driving dog
which is fixed into the power unit driving
spindle in place of the lin. chuck. The
retail price is £5 17s. 6d.

Of special interest to the hedge trimmer
owners, the extension cable is Soft. long and
equipped with weatherproof plug and socket.
Retail price is £i 19s. 6d.

The Wolf Cub hedge trimmer attachment.

New Myford Lathe
RECENTLY introduced is the High-

speed Super Seven 31in. centre lathe,
which is a high -quality unit capable of produc-
ing work to fine limits and a high degree of
surface finish. The lathe is shown in the
photograph and possesses the following
general features of interest : high maximum
spindle speeds (14 speeds of 25-2,15o r.p.m.)
quick change gearbox (48 threads and feeds).

The Myford Super
Seven 3:'21in. centre

lathe.

The cabinet includes isolator and electrical
unit which is both compact and accessible.
The unit provides overload protection and no
volt release gear, and has switching for lathe
and suds pump. The Super -7 is designed
to utilise the extensive Myford range of
attachments and accessories. Full details
and price list are available from Myford
Engineering Co., Ltd., Beeston, Nottingham.
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FOR SALE
COMPRESSORS for sale, 21 CFM,

1801bs. sq. in., on metal base,
with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3 ; h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3 ; carriage forward. Wheel-
house, 13, Bell Road, Hounslow.
(Phone: Hounslow 8749.)
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment ; available
from stock. Universal Electrical. 221,
City Road, London, E.C.1.
ei HEAP GOVERNMENT WIRE !-' Ideal for training fruit trees,
peas, beans, roses, arches, green-
houses, tomatoes, raspberries, tying,
etc.; strong, flexible, steel -stranded
and waterproof covered ; several
thicknesses. Postcard to -day for free
samples. Greens Government Stores
393, Albert St., Lytham.
GRAINING BY TRANSFER, oak,

walnut, etc. Samples 1/- ;
complete range 3/- ; roll 16/10.
P.M., Decano Co.. 20, Clarendon
Road, Jersey, C.I.
DUBBER MOULDS for PlasterAA,Or-naments-from 2/- each. Moulding
compound for mould making 8/6 per
lb. Granulated ready for use. Metal
toy casting moulds from 3/- each ;
s.a.e. for list. F. W. Nuthall, 69, St.
Mark's Road, Hanwell, London, W.7.
BRAND NEW Brooks 1 h.p. Motors

(ball -bearing), 230 v. A.C., 50 c.,
2,800 r.p.m. Ideal for driving wood-
working machines, grinders, etc.
Latest type fully guaranteed split
phase, £8/17/6 ; Capacitor, £10/51- ;
carriage paid mainland. Approval
against cash. P. Blood & Co., Arch
Street, Rugeley, Staffs.

X ASTRO. TELESCOPE KITS,
for simple assembly, efficient

2in. dia. instrument at 40in. focus,
easily prepared in few minutes,
readily adaptable parts comprising :
(1) selected 50mm. dia. objective
mounted in special long duralumin
cell, exterior stoved instrument black
crystaline finish ; (2) turned eye-
piece focusing mount ; (3) adjust-
able brass knurled eyepiece, mag-
nification 50 diameters linear
(equivalent 2,500 X area), shows
intricate lunar detail, Saturn's
Rings, etc.; (4) test certificate with
large self - explanatory drawings,
details of simple altazimuth mount-
ings, observational hints and tips.
All parts machine turned ; precision
lenses ; numerous unsolicited testi-
monials ; price 59/6, regd. post
and packing 3/6; extra Eyepieces
(interchangeable) high power 80 X
(6,400 X area) 27/6 ; polarized
80 X for Astro daylight and Lunar
observation, 35/-, post 1/9. Complete
telescopes made to order, with
superior stoved aluminium principal
tube, price 117/6, carriage, packing,
including strong stowing cylinder
fitted with metal caps, 10/6. Photo-
graphs available, 1/- set, returnable.
Below:-
PORTABLE CLAMP STAND now

available for mounting above
instrument, complete with altazimuth
bearings, cradle and clips ; stoved
black crystalline finish ; fixes to any
post or fence, etc., in horizontal or
vertical position ; price 32/6, post 2/-.
Below:-
POLARIZING

KITS, containing
8 assorted laboratory grade

polarizing screens, experimental
optical exciters, photo -elastic " U,"
etc. Illustrated instructions detailing
application to instruments, experi-
ments, etc. Special offer price 10/6,
post paid. Below:-
7AMBONI ELECTRO-STATIC PILES,
x-4 1,500 volts, inexhaustible poten-
tial for static electric experimenting,
charging Electroscopes, determining
radio activity, etc. Size 1 x 91in.
ebonite cylindrical case, fitted with
lin. dia. brass electrodes ; no
chemical action ; with instructions ;
price 12/6, post 1/6. 21/- pair, post
2/-. Below:-
ABOVE INSTRUMENTS unobtain-

able elsewhere , schools and
colleges supplied ; delivery approx.
7/14 days. Terms c.w.o., c.o.d. 1/6
extra. Stamp for full particulars,
instruments and book lists. J. K. M.
Holmes & Co. " Scientific Instrument
Makers," (Eiept. P.M.15), Martins
Bank Chambers, 33. Bedford Street,
North Shields, Northumberland.
AIR RECEIVERS, 34in. x 7in. x

5001bs., 35/- ; 16in. x 7in. x
1001bs.. 12/6 ; 24in. x 4in. x 1001bs.,
12/6. C. G. Nelson, 118, Anchorway
Rd., Coventry.

" QTERNETTE" Domestic Refrigera-
" for units complete with motors.

reconditioned, charged with refriger-
ant and ready for installation ; suit-'
able for 3/6 cu. ft. cabinets, less
cooling coil, £6/10/- ; s.a.e. for
photograph and details. Instructions,
drawings and illustrations for con-
structing cooling coil, together with
service instructions, 3/6. Liverpool
Refrigeration Service Ltd., 191, Rice
Lane. Liverpool, 9.
UPHOLSTERERS'

supplies direct
from the factors : uncut

Moquettes, 12/- yard ; Leathercloth,
5/9 yard ; Tapestries, from 7/6 yard ;
72ia. Hessian, 1/11 yard ; Chair Web-
bing, 4d. yard ; Tacks, Springs,
Spring Cushion Units, Tension
Springs, etc. ; s.a.e. for complete
free list. Benfield's, 3, Villiers Rd.,
N.W.2.
COVER all your Floors with New-

Een Plyfloor parquet (approx.
3/16in. thick). Choice of 7 hard-
woods and 8 parquet patterns from
15/11 to 19/7 sq. yd. Send 10d. for
particulars, simple instructions, etc.
New-Een (PM), 101, King's Cross
Road, W.C.1.
ALUMINIUM LADDERS, super

quality, save £££s ; direct
from factory. Baldwins, Risca, Mon.
1009000,000 N utcs,

r eB wolsts,S,
Washers, Rivets, etc., in stock.
Engineers' Haberdashery. Send s.a.e.
for latest list. Whiston (Dept.
PAIS), New Mills, Stockport.
BOOKS : Foundry, 5/6 ; Sheet

Metal, 5/6. Electroplating, 108
pages, Chromium, Silver, 5/6. Silver-
ing Mirrors, 2/9. Particulars re-
fund. materials, with generous silver
sample, 1/3. Argenta Products,
Brightling, Robertsbridge, Sussex.

ELECTRICAL
SUPER -TONIC SUN -RAY LAMPS.

Ultra-violet/Infra-red combined.
Superb therapeutic quality, con-
trolled output, automatic exposure ;
all mains. Listed £7/10/-, our price
80/-. S.A.E. illustrated brochure.
Dept. 12, Scientific Products, Cleve-
leys, Lancs.

MODEL ELECTRIC MOTORS,
Amazingly powerful and econo-

mical. " Minim° " 9/6, " Maximo "
13/6, post paid. 3 to 6v and 3 to 9v,
speed 4/5.000 r.p.m., size 1.1in. x
lain.; weight, 11oz. Drives : Boat
Propellers, lin. and 1.1in.: Aero-
plane, 5in, and 8in. Model Elec-
tric Motors iDept. PM.G.), "High-
land," Alkrington, Middleton,
Manchester.

HOBBIES
TOY & GAME MANUFACTURE.

The world's first journal
specifically devoted to the manufac-
ture of toys, games, sports equip-
ment and amusement novelties.
Annual subscription £1/10/-. Speci-
men copy 2/6. Techniview Pub-
lications Ltd., 125, Oxford Street,
London, W.I.
MAKING YOUR OWN ? Tele-

scopes, Enlargers, Projectors
or. in fact, anything using lenses.
Then get our booklets " How to Use
Ex -Gov. Lenses & Prisms," price 2/6
ea. Comprehensive lists of optical,
radio and scientific equipment free
for s.a.e. H. W. English, Rayleigh
Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

INJECTION
MOULDING MACHINES.

For industrial purposes, handi-
crafts or hobbies, we supply hand -
operated Plastic Injection Moulding
Machines. Moulds made to your
own design. Write/phone to : Dohm
Ltd., 167, Victoria Street. London,
S.W.1. (VICtoria 1414.)

WATCH MAKERS

WATCH REPAIRERS, Hobbyists.
etc. ; send s.a.e. for list of

Watches, Movements, Lathes, Watch
and Clock Spares, etc. Loader Bros.,
35, Milestone Road, Carterton,
Oxford.

MODEL DEALERS
HOBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'

experience of catering for the
needs of modellers, handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at 78a,
New Oxford Street, London, and in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester,
Leeds, Sheffield. Hull, Southampton,
and Bristol. Head Office, Dereham,
Norfolk.

BOOKS

10,000 FORMULAS, Processes,
Recipes, Trade Secrets.

This is the 1,000 -page money making
and money saving book of the cen-
tury. Limited number again avail-
able. Full apprdval against payment,
27/6, p.pd. Below:-
DIME) YOUR OWN PHOTO Equip-

ment, 12 designs in two books.
Enlargers, printers, dryers, timers,
etc., 6/-, p.pd. Below:--
AMERICAN

BOAT BUILDERS
Annual ; 28 boat plans, 8-22ft.,

and other helpful articles, '7/6,
p.pd. Below:-
TELESCOPES-DESIGN AND CON-

STRUCTION, only 3/-, p.pd.
Really outstanding American designs
at lowest cost to make. Below:-
HOW TO REWIND and Service

Electric Motors, Generators.
Complete Practical Book only 3/,
p.pd. Below:-
LATHE HANDBOOK, 3 books in one,

5/-, p.pd.; wood -turning, metal
turning, metal spinning, jigs attach-
ments, special operations ; 200 illus-
trations ; outstanding, practical
" how -to -do -it " material throughout.
Below:-
ARC AND SPOT WELDERS For The

Small Shop. Easily, cheaply
made. Full plans, 3/-, p.pd.
Below:-
SOLDERING

AND BRAZING
Simplified. Outstanding Ameri-

can book, 3/-. Below:-
CAR BODY REPAIRING. Complete

A B C course ; illustrated ;
7/6, p.pd.; lists free. American
Publishers Service (P.), Sedgeford,
Norfolk.

HANDICRAFTS
MUSICAL MECHANISMS. Swiss

made for fitting in cigarette
boxes, etc., 16/6 each. Send s.a.e.
for complete list of handicraft
materials. Metwood Accessories. 65,
Church Street. Wolverton, Bucks.

" MAKE YOUR OWN Musical
Boxes." Swiss Movements

and Novelty Mechanism, and Kits of
Box Parts; s.a.e. for price and tune
list. Mulco Ltd., 87, Cambridge Road,
London, N.W.6.
QWISS MUSICAL BOX MOVE-
" MENTS, only 14/9, post free.
Wonderful selection of tunes. S.A.E.
for tunes list. Swisscross, Dept.
V.116, Winifred Rd., Coulsdon,
Surrey.

PHOTOGRAPHY
ENLARGER and Camera Bellows

supplied ; also fitted. Beers, St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby.
PHOTO - ENLARGER CASTINGS.
A- Complete sets, including bellows,
35/-, for 35mm. 21in. x 21in., 21in. x
31in. Extremely good value. S.A.E.
for details. V. J. Cottle, 84a, Chap-
lin Road, Easton, Bristol, 5.

EXPOSURE METERS. Build your
own double range incident light

mphoto-electricen
meter with 50 x 37

m. selium cell. Complete Kit 47/6;
s.a.e. details. All sizes of photo-
cells in stock. G.R. Products, 22,
Runnymead Avenue, Bristol, 4.

WOODWORKING
WOODWORKING

MACHINES, all
cast-iron constructed. Complete

Saw Benches, 7in.. £4/15/- ; 8in.,
£5/10/- ; 10in., complete, motorised
£30. Planers, 5in., £12 ; Bowl Turn-
ing Heads. £4 ; with 8in. Saw Tables,
£7/10/-. Lathes, £7/10/- ; Combina-
tion Lathes, £10/10/-. Motors,
Pulleys, Belts, etc. 12 months'
written and money refund guarantee.
4d. stamp for illustrated- booklet.
James Inns (Engineers), Marshall
St., Nottingham.
SAWBENCHES, all sizes from £10 ;

motorised, £20 ; petrol portable,
£32. Spindle Assemblies, from 27/6
for saws up to 36in. Motors, Engines.
Bearings, Pulleys, Belts. Deferred
terms. Send 1/4 for handbook -cata-
logue. Price list free. Beverley Pro-
ducts. Sturton-le-Steeple, 17, Notts.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A

RELIABLE FIRM for Timber,
Plywood. Wallboards, Veneered Ply-
wood? Call at our warehouse or send
s.a.e. for price lists. N. Gerver, 2/10,
Mare Street. London, E.8 (near
Cambridge Heath (KR.) station).
(AMHerst 5887.)

PLYWOOD, 24in. x 12in. x 3/16in.,
10/6 doz. ; 12in. x 10in. x

3/l6in., 5/6 doz. ; 12in. x 12in. x
3/16in., 6/- doz. ; 18in. x 12in. x
3/l6in., 8/- doz. ; carr. paid ; s.a.e.
for list. Plywood Products, Captain
Fold, Rawtenstall, Lancs.
WOOD LATHES, Attachments,

Motors and Control Gear, Cir-
cular Saw Blades, Spindles or
Benches, Turning Tools, etc., inter-
ested ? Then send 6d. for illustrated
literature, price list and H.P. terms.
D. Arundel & Co.. Mills Drive, Farn-
don Road, Newark, Notts.
WOOD BORING BITS with lin.

machine shank, specially suit-
able for Black & Decker, Wolf and
Bridges Drills. Sets of 5, L 5/16,
I. 7/16, 1, complete in plastic wallet.
Price 12/6 set, post paid. S. Tyzack
& Son, Ltd., 341-345, Old St., London,
E.C.1.

TOURING HOLIDAYS
" BED AND BREAKFAST in South

and South-West England " -
1956. Superb Illustrated Guide
describing recommended inns, farms,
hotels, guest houses, places of his-
torical interest, routes, etc., 2/9, post
free. (Addresses other areas P.O.
6d.) Herald Handbooks, 3, 'eevan
Road. Croydon.

SITUATIONS VACANT
AM.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City

and Guilds, etc., on " No Pass
-No Fee " terms. Over 95% suc-
cesses. For details of Exams and
courses in all branches of Engineer-
ing, Building, etc., write for 144 -page
Handbook-Free. B.I.E.T. (Dept.
967B), 29, Wright's Lane, London.
W.8.

EDUCATIONAL
MERCHANT NAVY Radio Officer

Cadet Training School. World
travel and adventure overseas.
Brooks's Bar. Manchester.
1' KR.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICA-

TIONS. 5,500 Alignment Peaks
for superheterodynes, 5/9. Data for
constructing TV aerial Strength
Meter, 7/6 ; sample copy " The Prac-
tical Radio Engineer," quarterly
publication of the Institute, 2/- ;
membership and examination data.
1/-. Syllabus of 7 postal courses
free and post free. Sec., I.P.R.E.,
20, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.
FREE ! Brochure giving details of

Home Study Training in Radio,
Television, and all branches of Elec-
tronics. Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast or for those aiming at the
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds,
R.T.E.B., and other Professional
examinations. Train with the col-
lege operated by Britain's largest
Electronics organisation. Moderate
fees. Write to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. PM28. London. W.4.
LEARN IT AS YOU DO IT-we pro-

vide practical equipment com-
bined with instruction in Radio,
Television, Electricity, Mechanics,
Chemistry, Photography, etc. Write
for full details to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. PM47, London, W.4.

MISCELLANEOUS
DUBBER MOULDS for Plaster

Ornaments, Wallplaques, etc.
Sample and list, 4/11 ; trade en-
quiries invited. Castmoulds (Dept.
M), 43/45, Waller St., Hull.
BUILD YOUR OWN REFRIGERA-

TOR, all components available
at reasonable prices. Frigidaire
flowing cold units, £5 ; small units,
Kelvinator, etc.. £4 ; 1 h.p. heavy
duty Motors, £3 ; Chrome Cabinet
fittings, new, £1 ; money back guar-
antee ; s.a.e. for list and schematic
diagram. Wheelhouse, 13, Bell Road.
Hounslow. (Phone: Hounslow 8749.)
fLi OVERNMENT SURPLUS. Illus-'.J trated Catalogue No. 12, con-
taining over 400 items of Electrical,
Mechanical and Radio Equipment for
experiments, etc., price 1/6, post free.
Arthur Sallis, 93, North ,Road,
Brighton, Sussex.
BE17 IS ELECTRONICS for Black

Light Outfits. Details, write
87A, Bevis Road, Portsmouth.
MODERN STEAM CAR.-Detailed

plans, switch on to start. Steam
launches. Small Stationary Units.
Magazine, 3/6. Book, " Steam Road
Vehicles and Railcars in Germany,"
3/81d. S.A.E. for free lists. " Light
Steam Power," P.M., Kirk Michael,
Isle of Man, U.K.

(Continued on next page) er
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(Ctintinued from previous page)
FORTUNES" IN FORMULAS." 900-

page American book of f ormulre.
American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2),
Hastings.

ELECTRIC KILNS. -Build your
own. Send 10s. 6d. for instruc-

tions, drawing and list of materials
and supplies. Webber, Furnace
Engineer, 14, Dimsdale Parade, Wol-
stanton, Newcastle, Staffs.
BLOWERS. - Built-in lubrication

,for forge and blow -pipes tolin., designed for the small work-
shop, 31in. dia., pin. shaft, £31157-.
Rodgers & Geary, Carlisle Street,
Leicester.

90,000 PIANISTS
have learned to play the piano beautifully

with the aid of my POSTAL
lessons. Everything is so
clearly explained that,
even if you do not know a
note, you will, with only
1 all an hour's practice
each day, become a pro-

ficient pianist in 9-12 months.
Ordinary music ; no freakish
methods. My class is seldom less
than 2,000 pupils. I have taught
over 90.410 and I CAN TEACH
YOU. Free Book and advice. Say

if Beginner, Mod. or Adv.
ler. H. BECHER,
258, The Hall,

jabCenturion Road,Brighton. Sussex.

ROGERS 31SMITIOPNON"
Compressors. Ex W.D., 3 cu. ft. 55/6
Abrasive Discs. 5in. Ass'td. doz. 316
Terminal Blocks. 12 way -. 1/3
Generators. D.C. 6 v., 12 v., 250 v..12/6
Aloxite Abrasive. 13in. x 9in.. doz. 419
Thread Gauges. 28 arms _ 419
Whitworth Screws. 144 Ass'td. 5/9
11.S. Drills. 12 Assorted, to 48 ... 416
Fibre Washers. 144 Assorted ... 316
Meter Rectifiers. A.C. to D.C.... 3/9
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted ... 3! -
Copper Rivets. 12 doz. Assorted 1/3
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race

spindle, pulley, etc., 18in. x 10in. 52/6
Rectifiers. 6/12 v. at 1 amp. ... 716
Meters. 0-15 v. or 0-25 Mc ... 10/6
Air Jacks. 6in. Stroke ... 14'6
Boost Gauges for Car Use ... 6/9
Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt ... 6/8
Circular Saws. 6in., 11/6: 7in., 13/8 etc.
Races, Belts, Valves, Pulleys, Pumps,

etc.
May we send our free list of hundreds of

interesting items? Stamp please.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 volt) Microphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane inter -corn.,
in self-contained metal case : can be used
to make up a deaf aid outfit, intercom-
munication system, or with crystal set,
complete with valves and Fitting Instruc-
tions, 20i-. post 2/6. Useful wooden box
with partitions to hold amplifier. 2/- extra.
Ditto, less valves, 10/-. Hand Micro-
phones, with switch in handle and lead,
516. Tannoy 7:-. Similar instruments,
moving coil, 8I6. All post 1:-. Mask type
with switch 3/6, post 6d. Mike buttons
(carbon) 21-. Moving coil 4,16. Both post 4d.
Soldering Dom. -Our new streamlined
iron is fitted with a pencil bit, 200/250 v.
50 watts, 11'6. Standard Iron with adjust-
able bit. 200,250 v. 60 watts. 13/6. Heavy
Duty Iron, 150 watts, 16/6, all post 1'-.
These Irons are guaranteed, and all parts
are replaceable.
Meters. -20 amp. 2in., ni.M. 8:6 ; 15 v.

m/c, 9/6 ; 150 v. 2in., m/c, ; 3.5
amp.. 21n., T.C., 6:- : 4 amp.. Silo., T.C.. in
case with switch, 9/8 : 100 m/A, 2in., mIc.,
7/6. all post extra. Meter Movements,
Units with 2-500 microamps, 9;-, post 1/3.
Bell Transformers. -These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp..
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder, etc., 9/-. Similar
Transformer but output of 4, 8 or 12 volts,
1213. Both post 1,-. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries, 6/-, post 60.
BUZZERS, 3/9, or Heavy Duty, 4'6. post 5d.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip, 313, or with gauge. 3i6, post 3d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show "live" side of switches, etc.,
2/6. post 4d. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser, pencil type, with vest -
Pocket clip. 7/6. post 5d.
Crystal Sets. Our latest model is a real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Have a set in your own
room, 12/6, post 8d. Spare Permanent
Detectors, 2/- each. When ordered separ-
ately. 216: with clips and screws, 210, post
3d. Headphones, brand new, S. G. Brown,
G.E.C., etc., 23:- and super -sensitive. 30'- a
pair. Headphones in Good Order, 6:-.
Better Quality, 7;6 and 10/-. Balanced
Armature Type (very. sensitive). 13'6.
All post 1/-. New Single Ear -pieces, 30'6.
Bal. armature type, 4/6 (two of these will
make an intercom. Set). Ex-R.A.F. ear-
piece, 2/6, post 4d. (All Headphones listedare suitable for use with our Crystal
Sets.) Money refunded if not completely
satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON, E.11.
New illustrated List sent on request with
2d. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.

ALREADY WELL OVER
100,000 IN USE !

THE
"DERMIC'
OILER

r 5/9
Pest Free

As supplied to Official Departments
and Undertakings, Engineering, Avia-
tion and Electrical firms, etc.
Use a " DERMIC " Oiler for clean and
accurate lubrication of models, clocks,
watches, sewing machines, typewriters,
movie cameras and projectors and any
delicate instruments or mechanism.
Can also be used for the clean and
efficient application of soldering fluid.
Packed a box with full instructions.
Get one from your local Model or Tool
Dealer or send direct to the actual
manufacturers.
S. & B. PRODUCTIONS,
Orton Buildings, Portland Road,
South Norwood, London, S.E.25.

Phone : LIV 4943

FREE POCKET MANUAL

" How to fit
STEAM
TRAPS "

Unique guide to the correct selection and
installation of steam traps for mains
drainage, heating systems, process steam
units of all kinds ; including best conden-
sate -lifting installations. Concise directions:
clear illustrations. Copies fret on request to:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.,
(TECHNICAL DEPT.) Cheltenham, Glos.

SPECIAL OFFER
G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

DIODES
/- each. Postage 21,d.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free with each Diode.

A large purchase of these fully
GUARANTEED diodes from the
manufacturers enables us to make this

attractive offer.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15/-, post 1/3.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

PORTASS LATHES
DIRECT PERSONAL SERVICE.
LARGE DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

NO INTEREST CHARGED
for easy terms.

CAN ANYONE DO BETTER ?
1/- for Lists, please. Dept. P.M.

BUTTERMERE WKS., Shelled,

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
ConstrUctional Sheets of Guaranteed and

Tested Radio Designs
Battery Operated
" JUNIOR "1-V. ME waves. Fine little set .
"MIDDY " 2-V. M/L. Most Widely Praised.
" BOSUN " 3-V. MIL. More Powerful.
" CRUISER " 3-V. ALL. TRF.
" SKIPPER " 4-V. MIL. TRF.
" CORVETTE " 4-V. All -Wave Superhet.
" POCKET PAK " 1-V. PORTABLE. Med.
waves only. Good phone sigs.
" CHUMMY "2-V. ditto. MIL. Good Range.
" ECLIPSE " 4-V. ditto M/L. S'het. VIGood.
" DX.1 " 1-V. S.W. Rx. Plug-in Coils.
" DX.2" 2.-V. ditto. Really Fine Results.
MAINS OPERATED
" ENSIGN " 2-V. MIL. Simple but good.
" CUB " 2-V. M'L. A.C. 'D.C. Power & Tone.
" ENTERPRISE " 3-V. TRF. Fine Range &
Power.

All Plus Rectifying Valve.
Data Sheets & Instructions, etc., 31- Post
Free, excepting " Eclipse." 3/3.

MULLARD 5/10 AMPLIFIER
The Sparks' version of this noted circuit
has a Separate Control Unit and is highly
praised for simplicity of Layout and Results.

Full -Size Data Sheet, 319.
MANY OTHER RECEIVER AND AMPLI-
FIER DESIGNS AVAILABLE. LIST 21d.

Components & Chassis Available.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (M),

Valley Road, Corfe Castle, Dorset.
'Phone Corte Castle 377.

HUGE MINISTRY PURCHASE
INTER-COM °uT- I 0/ -FIT

2 -way speech and music.
Incl. 4 RAF Transm.-
R'c'ver Units. 100 ft.
Wire and Illus. Instr.
Ideal 'Phone, Mike,
Ext.-Spkr. Baby
alarm, Walkie-
Talkie, etc. Ltd.
Q'ty. Post 1:-.

.001.1" MICROMETER 10/- Peal e.New and perfect. For Engrs., appren-
tices, model makers ; Precision instru-
ment for Schools, W'kshops, Students,

Handymen, Valuable
Micrometer Bargain.
WATCH & CLOCK
REPAIR OUTFIT
With full instructions.
down and 3 mthly of 6,- or
Cash 21,-. Also Junior
model available, 1229.

Jahn Vult L",14d241:"NtIto,
THE FAMOUS

HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit 4'
For Welding, Soldering,
Brazing and metal consume -
Bon & repairs in the home, on
the ear or cycle. Instant heat
6,000. F. Works from Cy. or 12y.
car battery or transformer from
A.C. mains. Complete kit of Weld-
ing Tool, 9 ft. cable, clip. carbons,
cleansing fluid, limes, filler rode, gog-
gles, instructions, hints. 'Thousands
in daily me. As supplied to Depts.
of B.M. Government, LC.L, Standard
Telephones, etc. Welds all Metals.
Up to one -eighth inch. 57/6Call. IF ItEQUIREP
Obtainable only from: Post Free U.K. only.
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. (Dept. P.M .6)

269 Kingsland Road, London, E.2

)bte eon Pn)

ELECTRIC WELDING PLANT
Arc Welding Sets by leading Makers. Un-
used. Surplus and Second Hand. Examples :
Gen. Elec. and Others 200 amps. max. output,
£42. 160 amps. max. output, 236. 100 amps.
max. output £28 10s. 85 amp. max. output,
£24. All with infinitely variable current
control.
Catalogue of Arc, Spot and Butt Welders

for stamp.
"POP" RIVET GUNS

(Lazy Tongs)
For motor body, sheet metal
and fabrication work. With
universal collet to take all
sizes of rivets, £3.19.6. F. & P.

" POP " RIVETS
13", 5'32' and 3116%. 7:9 per 250,
19,- per 1,000 of one and the
same size. Mixed " Pop "
rivets, 12;- per 500. 17,- per

1,000. Send stamp for leaflet.
HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.,

Brook Road, Manchester, 14.

AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES
New and reconditioned 15 day clock-

work and electric switches
from 35/.

Send S.A.E. for illustrated details to :-
DONOHOE (TIMERS)

GEORGE STREET, NORTH SHIELDS,
NORTHUMBERLAND

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
ASTRO COMPASSES. -Mk. II. As
described for Theodolite " P.M." Sept.
'54 and Camera Pan & Tilt head Mar. '55.
Each 17.6, post 2 - (A few less sight
(not required for Pan & tilt head) at
12/6, post 2,-.)
LANDING LAMP MOTORS. -12,24v.
D.C. 2030v. A.C. 2 amps fin. shaft.
Each 12.6, post 1,6. Similar type motor
with gear and quadrant as described
for SELF -OPENING GARAGE DOORS

Prat. Motorist ' Aug. '54 (copy of
article with motor if desired), 25!-,post 1,6.
TRANSFORMERS. -Input 200'250v.
A.C. Output tapped for 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,..0, 10,
12, 15. 18, 20, 24, 30v. A.C. Max. 2 amps.
Excellent for above motors, 211-, post 1 -
RECTIFIERS. -Full wave. Max. D.C.,
output 30v. 2 amps., 21', post 2,-.
MOTORS. -200,250v. FHP
approx. 80 watts. High speed. lin.
shaft (converted R.A.F. motor,genera-
tor, power about equal to sewing
machine motor). Useful addition to
workshop. Each 30'-, post 116.
GEARBOXES. -Give reduction of
approx. 180 1.  Drive recessed to take
tin. shaft, low speed shaft 3/16in. dia.
Dimensions 4in. x 31in. x RIM. Each
10/, post 9d.
Send 3c1. stamp for list of Motors; Tele-
phones, Transformers, Pumps. Lamps,
etc., etc. Hundreds of Bargains.

MILLIGANS
24, Harford Street. Liverpool, 3.

Money Back Guarantee.

wuRow II if pu////
s,  44.477Nal

4iseirRO
II! NEW INVENTION
luiES replates metals and

gives a hard chrome
finish.
Complete only

DuKROME 1316
Outfit

(Large Outfits 25s. Od.)
Also `DuSILVA' Out-
fits at 15s. Od. deposit
genuine silver plating.
Send P.O. now, or for
details and plated sem-

' ple send 4d. (stamps, to: -
A. DUTCH & CO.

Monkhams Lane, Woodford Green, Essex,

FOR ALL ELECTRIC DRILLS
TWO INVALUABLE ACCESSORIES

SET OF 5 HIGH-SPEED WOOD BEES
IN PLASTIC WALLET. 1/4', 5/16".
3/8", 7116'. 1 2' WITH 1/4" SHANK.

15cI PERV SET
POST FREE
CARBIDE
TIPPET)

MASONRY
DRILLS

For bricks, tiles.
etc., up to 3,000
r.p.m. No. 8, 8'6 :
No. 10, 8:9: No.
12. 8;9 ; No. 14,
9/9. or

SET OF 4

32!6 SET
POST FREE

IV. MESON & SON LTD. (Dept. M.1)
167, Green Lanes, Fainters Green'

London, N.13

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 214:1., stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

Booklets :
" Experi-
ments" 10114.

" Formulae "
1016.

" Home

Obembary "
2/8

Post Pahl.

BECK(Scientific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

ACCURATE
thlRDHITTINC

1
iVegli

AIR PISTOLS
,zant RIFLES  ACCESSORIES

g-::;:' Wrde rod catalogue WEOLEY a SCOTT Ltd.
4 106, WEAMAN ST, BIRMINGHAM 4, ENGLAND
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RULES
A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny,
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue, which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Making Plastic Wood
WOULD like to find out a method of

making use of sawdust to produce
some type of plastic wood.

I should like to use this plastic wood for
two purposes :

x. To act as a filling between small tins
glued to a tray of three-ply wood.

2. To make sheets of the material. -
N. A. McKenzie (Midlothian).

Use sawdust flour and cellulose acetateI flour. This latter can be made by cut-
ting up and pulverising celanese fabric. When
these two substances are intimately mixed,
stir into a solution of methyl-iso-propyl
ketone to desired consistency. This latter
solvent can be obtained from the Shell
Chemical Company.

2. To carry out this process you need to
incorporate your sawdust flour with a thermal
setting plastic. We suggest you write to
Bakelite, Ltd., Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.I,
and ask them for a brochure on this matter
and get them to send you some phenol for-
maldehyde " syrup," which will set hard on
heating. Mix this with your sawdust and roll
out between rollers or press into sheets.

Testing Wind Generating Plant
T HAVE a plant supplied by an amateur

constructor (not one of the proprie-
tary plants). The dynamo is a Bosch,
rewound for low speed (az volt). The
propeller is about 4ft. only. I am not
getting any appreciable output, even in a
gale, and I am wondering if there are any
testing facilities open to me, such as a
wind -tunnel test which would relate the
output to definite wind speeds ?-A. J.
Hartwell (Chepstow).

E think that it would be rather an
expensive matter to test the set in a

wind tunnel as might be available at the N.P.L.
or an aircraft factory. In addition there would
remain the problem of measuring the wind
speeds at the point where the plant is installed.

It would appear that a better plan would be
to drive the generator by mechanical means in
order to find the speed at which it gives the
required output. It is quite likely that the
generator requires driving at an increased

Queries &mum/
speed to generate the necessary voltage, which
could perhaps be arranged by using a chain or
gear drive. Alternatively, if necessary, you
could rewind the generator to operate at a
lower speed. In this case each coil should be
rewound with more turns in inverse ratio to
the speeds. Thus, if the dynamo required
twice the normal speed at which it is being
driven it could be rewound to operate at
normal speeds by winding each coil with twice
the present number of turns. The output of
the machine would be reduced at the lower
speed, however, since it would probably be
necessary to use much thinner wire when more
turns are fitted.

By driving the generator mechanically you
could ascertain if the dynamo is at fault ; -
an open circuit in the shunt field circuit or
incorrect brush position would account for the
trouble experienced.

Cleaning Stained Glass
THAVE a large stained-glass window

that has not been cleaned for several
years. Consequently, it is robbing the
hall of its light. Normal cleaning methods
have no effect and I wonder if you would
suggest anything ? I am told that hydro-
fluoric acid will clean it, but I am doubtful
of its action on the lead and putty. -
K. Unsworth (Lanes).

F the window is really of stained and
painted glass it must be on no account

touched with hydrofluoric acid. It is not the
lead and putty that this acid will injure, but the

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I,

3s. 6d.*
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d.*
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, Ss.*

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.

" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, Ss.*
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, Ss.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, Ss.*

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 6d.5

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.
Refractor. Object glass 3in. diam.

Magnification x80.
No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s."

CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 6d.*
DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d.*
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II, 3s. 6d.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 6d*.
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6d.*

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
' Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.
P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.

Complete set, 10s. 6d.*
P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s.

"PRACTICAL TELEVISION" RECEIVER
(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.

P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.
Is.*

P.M. TAPE RECORDER*
(2 sheets), Ss.

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An * denotes constructional details are available free

with the blue -prints.

glasspainter's work, the glass and the skin if
it is allowed to touch the hands. It will attack
everything except pure rubber. Are you sure
that it is dirt which is on the window ? Many
or most sIlasspainters lay a very thin matt
of pigment over the glass and this is fired on
and so becomes part of the glass since it is a
vitreous enamel. If you have reason to think,
or if you know, that the disfigurement is dirt,
then scrubbing with strong soda water should
remove it. With the soda in warm water you
could use soap or one of the modern deter-
gents, but we do not recommend anything
more drastic than this treatment.

Spirit Duplicating
CAN you provide me with details rele-

vant to spirit duplicating -making
and operating, the spirit used, etc. ?-
A. M. Stuart (Watford).

THE lid of a square biscuit tin will serve as
the container for the gelatine. You must

experiment with the quantities which are
given as a working basis. Start off with the
following :

5o per cent. gelatine.
25 per cent. water.
25 per cent. glycerine plus 0.5 per cent.

sod. salicylate to prevent mould.
Heat up the gelatine and mix with the 50-5o

water -glycerine mixture to right consistency
when cold.

For your ink mix up methyl violet crystals
with water and about 5 per cent. glycerine.
Use an ordinary steel pen and write your copy
on greaseproof paper and allow to dry.

Place this direct and without smudging
face downwards and gently but firmly impress
with a smooth squeegee roller. Make your
imprinted copies from this impression in the
same way after peeling off the initial impress
by using a smooth surface paper.

Making Liquid Soap
T S it possible to make a liquid soap

from soft soap so as to have a clear
liquid ? I have tried just boiling it with
water and also just using hot water,
but on 'cooling it settles out cloudy and
thick with just a little clear liquid on top.
Could ordinary hard household soap be
made into a clear liquid soap ?-C.
Smallwood (Edinburgh).

YOU must use distilled water when making
a clear soap. A soft potash soap is

the best. Some household soaps can be
used, but many of them contain a " filler "
and this would prevent a good liquid soap
being made. The point of using distilled
water is that you must avoid any. possibility
of calcium salts being present as they form a
cloudy precipitate.

Hot Water Tank Corrosion
TN my hot water system I have a copper

cylinder, 3o gallons (36in. by x9in.),
and in the last few months there have
been pinholes in the seams which
develop into leaks and leave blue -
greenish colour streaks. What is the
cause ?-E. Jones (Cardiganshire).

THE cause of your trouble is corrosion
through peat acids in your water.

There will be no cure other than to replace
your system throughout with galvanised
iron pipes and cylinder.

To have part copper and part iron in your
system would increase the trouble.

As
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Insolubilising Glue
WILL the use of formalin render glue

insoluble ?-E. Howe (Sidcup).
GLUE should be soaked in a to per cent.

solution of formalin to render it
insoluble.

Casting Aquarium Ornaments
T HAVE cast a small ornamental wall,
1 path and an arch in plaster of Paris
for use in my aquarium. As this is
porous, would you let me know the
procedure for waterproofing and also
what paint I should use, so that they
will not be harmful to the fish ?-G. W.
Smith (Canterbury).

WE suggest you dip your plaster of Paris
devices in just molten paraffin wax.

This is quite neutral. Any good bakeli.:e
lacquer can be used for colouring.

Power Cut Warning
T HAVE changed my nursery glasshouse
1. boilers over to forced draught so
that I can burn cheap fuel, which means
that I am reliant on electric power for
my motors. We recently had a power cut
of i 1 hours, and this cut started at
12.40 a.m. If this cut had occurred in

 mid -March, when my tomato plants
were part grown, my glasshouse temper-
ature would have gone down to such a
low point that the crop would have been
completely ruined.

Is there any device (independent of
the mains electric power) that could be
connected to either glasshouse temper-
ature or water temperature, and when the
heat got below a certain point would
come into operation and ring a bell in
my house and warn me that trouble
was afoot ?-A. Hallsworth (Pickering).

youR problem could be solved by using
a thermostat which was fitted either

on the boiler or inside the greenhouse, the
thermostat being connected in series with a
battery and bell in the house. The best
arrangement would probably be to use a
boiler thermostat so that the thermostat
contacts would close to ring the bell as soon
as the boiler temperature fell to a certain
preset value.

Thermostats are supplied by :
Salford Electrical Instruments, Ltd., Silk

Street, Salford, 3, Lancs.
Thermostatic Controls Co., Avenue Road,

Hampton, Middx.
Robert Maclaren & Co., Ltd., Kilbirnie

Street, Glasgow, C.S.

Waterproofing Methods
T HAVE recently purchased an ex-

R.A.F. gaberdine flying suit to wear
when motor -cycling. Can you suggest
how I can successfully waterproof it ?-
J. Morley (Hull).

WE rarely advise our inquirers to water-
proof made-up garments for the water-

proofing process necessitates immersion of
the garment in warm liquids, a process which
usually results in severe shrinkages. As an
example, your garment could be waterproofed
by 15 minutes' immersion in a warm strong
soap solution and by an equal immersion in a
strong alum solution. The waterproofing
would be efficient, but, more likely than not,
you would not be able to get the garment on
afterwards owing to the shrinkage !

A better way is to dissolve to parts of
ammonium stearate:in 90 parts of white spirit.
Dab the solution on to the material with
a soft brush or with cotton wool and then,
if necessary, repeat the process. Ammonium
stearate is a tan -coloured waxy product. It
melts at 75 deg. C. and does not contain any free
alkali, so that it will not rot the cloth. It repels
water well, and provided that the solution

17 is not too concentrated it will not stiffen the
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cloth unduly. This material may be obtained
from any laboratory chemical supplier.

A Crystal -controlled Oscillator
T HAVE made the model control items
1 published by you, receiver, trans-
mitter and wavemeter, but have failed
to contact anyone who has a transmitter
or a sufficiently accurate signal generator.
I think the only thing I can do now is to
make a crystal oscillator, using the
transmitter valves and batteries. Could

Lk -5 Turns /6 swig
(dia.

LZ=R.F Choke
/00 Turns 30 s.wg,

on 1/4"dia

Valve =Dz. 33

1./ 50K

.00/
NF

.0uF01

Crystal -co carolled oscillator circuit.

you give me a practical layout using a
6Y5o kcis crystal and a DL33 valve which
are available?-J. F. Brown (Cardiff).

TO make up a crystal -controlled oscillator
to calibrate your equipment we suggest

a version of the tritet circuit as shown in the
sketch above. The circuit is modified to use
battery operated valves and it should be noted
that the filament leads should be short and the
battery placed away from earthed bodies.

The DL33 valve has a tapped filament
and to use it on 1.5 volts pins 2 and 7 on the
valveholder should be strapped together to
form the negative filament lead whilst pin 8
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goes to the positive connection. The anode
circuit is tuned to the 27 Mc's band, and in
your case will extract the fourth harmonic of
your crystal frequency. It is important that
the coil is constructed as stated on the drawing
otherwise you may tune to the wrong harmonic.

You should then be able to tune your wave -
meter to the output from the oscillator and
thereby " find " the band.

The numbers written on the drawing round
the valve indicate pin connections viewed
from under the chassis and counting clockwise
starting from the spigot.

Fire Extinguishing Mixtures
HOW can I make a good fluid for a fire

extinguisher and what are the most
easily obtainable chemicals for same ?-
J. G. Huggins (Enniskillen).

THERE is no universal type of fire -extin-
guishing mixture. You would not, for

example, put water on to a petrol fire or on
any type of oil fire. Nor, for that matter,
would it be of much use to throw sand on to a
burning hayrick.

An all-round "general " fire extinguisher
for all types of fire is carbon tetrachloride.
This is thrown or squirted on to the seat of
the flames, and being incombustible itself
it vaporises and chokes out the fire.

Methyl bromide is a recent and very
excellent addition to the range of these fire -
extinguishing liquids, but it will be rather too
expensive, we think, for your use.

Carbon tetrachloride is easily obtainable
and not too costly. You should be able to
get it from Messrs. Harrington Bros., Ltd.,
Shandon Chemical Works, Cork.

For dealing with non -oil fires a very cheap
fire -extinguishing liquid is made by dissolving
a handful of common salt and a handful of
sal ammoniac in a quart bottle of water. This
bottle is thrown into or broken over the flames.
The dissolved salts form a coating on every-
thing which the water touches and renders it
almost incombustible. Strong solutions of
borax, alum and ammonium sulphate can all
be used for the same purpose.

Information
Sought

Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.

Making a Transfer
T WISH to make a transfer of the type
1 sold for imprinting a design on material
by smoothing a clothes -iron over the back
of the transfer. Can you give me details ?
-D. G. BRINJEs (Maidenhead).

Garden Fountain
T WISH to construct a fountain for my
1 outdoor pool (8ft. by 6ft.) to be run by
electricity. Can you help me to obtain a
diagram or drawing to construct same ?-
F. EVANS (Shirley).

A Small Sandblasting Machine
PLEASE supply me with some information

regarding the construction and opera-
tion of a small sand -blasting machine for
cleaning sparking plugs.-R. J. FRANCE
(Nottingham).

Photographic Prints on Metal
T REQUIRE some photographic prints on
1 metal (brass and steel) for hand engraving
purposes. The print must not be too hard or
it will chip in the process.

Can you give me some formulae for the

emulsion with which to coat the metal and
processing of the print ?-S. S. Sims (London,
N.13).

The Wernicke Prism
T WISH to construct a direct -vision Wernicke
1 prism as per sketch. Please will you tell
me the liquid used, the cement or glue for

Liquid

The Wernicke prism.

fixing together and also the kind of glass used ?
-L. D. SAURIN (Portsmouth).

Making Rubber Stamps
AN article in PRACTICAL MECHANICS dealt

with the making of rubber stamps, but
only with moulding from positives such as
printers' type, etc. Can you tell me of the
method used when the only positive may be a
print, drawing or writing in ink ?-E. READ
(London, N.19).

Home-made Refrigerator
IREMEMBER hearing once of a refrigerator

that was reputed to work on water alone.
The name was something like " Kepcold."
Could you tell me how they work ? Do you
know some other cheap method of refrigera-
tion that I could utilise ? -J. LAUGHTON
(H.M.S. Diamond).



 Removes Stains & Grease -spots
 Ideal for Watch Cleaning, etc.
 Suitable for Petrol Blowlamps
 Lead-free-leaves no residue
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PRECISE VERSATILE AND POWERFUL
The t1L7 This heavy duty Centre Lathe (31" x 20") has

undeniably retained its popularity and is
still being installed in Home, Educational and Industrial
Workshops throughout the world. A sturdy tool, reliable
and accurate, it offers extreme value for money.

The SUPER 7B' (illustrated)
This machine (3 x 19') provides extreme accuracy, rigidity
and a wide speed range of 25-2,150 r.p.m. It has a fine Headstock
with hardened capered spindle, with axial adjustment and
continuous lubrication. The Tailstock has extra long barrel
control with multi -thread feed and ball thrust. Built-in Clutch
Unit. Quick -change Oilbath Gearbox. Full Suds service available.
Cabinet Stand can include Electrical Unit with overload
protection and no volt release gear.

COMPLETE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING;
Taper Turning Attachments, Lever Operated Collet Attach-
ments, Six Station Turret Attachments, Four Tool Turret
Attachments, Dividing Attachments, Vertical Slides (Plain and
Swivelling). Fixed and Travelling Steadies. Rear Tool Posts.
Quick Setting Tools, etc., etc.

THE MULTI - PURPOSE
LIGHTER FUEL

PETROL-PAK/

10oz. Tin or 3ottle I/11

CAPSULES LTD STRETFORD LANCS

WITH
FREE

OUTER
Made in the U.S.A. These are a genuine
American issue, not to be confused with
spurious imitations on the market. Real
100'1:, Wool inner zipped down the front, with
an additional free waterproof outer that will
enable you to sleep in the open if necessary.
Amazingly comfortable and warm yet rolls
up into easy carrying pack. Owing to a
wonderful purchase of 20.000 we offer this
genuine brand new Officers' Sleeping Bag
kit at 29.11. post, etc.. 2b. A REAL BAR-
GAIN. FREE LISTS TENTS. BINOCULARS.
WATCHES, CAMERAS, ETC. TERMS.

(DEADQUARTER and

°,';, TENT PRICE £9-19-6

Meng 6'wide 6'high
A genuine unused British Army Tent.
Made 100",, waterproof by the inclusion
of Weatherproofed FLYSHEET at £2 extra.
Ready for speedy erection and comes corn-
pl ete with Poles, Pegs, Ropes and Carry-
ing Valise. Pleasing light Fawn colour.
The Cash price of £11.19.6 complete is
only A FRACTION OF ORIGINAL COST.
Carriage 5 -. Send only 15 balance 12
monthly payments of 20.6d. LIST TENTS,
SLEEPING BAGS, ETC. TERMS.

ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.
(DEPT. PMC 9), 196/200, COLDHARBOUR LANE, LOUGHBOROUGH
JUNCTION, LONDON. S.E.S. Open all Saturday. I p.m. Wednesday.
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gefrAC-'

the quick -change gear -box
Gives a rapid selection of 48 Threads and Feeds, and is
available as an Attachment for all existing ML7 and Super 7
Lathes. It is easily fitted, and all current Lathes are provided
with accurately jigged fixing holes (a template is provided
for earlier machines). OILBATH LUBRICATION ensures
smooch easy operation and long life.

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS TO DEPT. 2/43

iillinforti ENGI
NNEERING

COMPANY LTD.
BEESTON, NOTTIGHAM, ENGLAND

Telephone : Boston 25-4222 (3 lines,. Telegrams: Nlyford Baron Nottingham

SAVE ON REPAIRS WITH

Kit I-15/- Kit 11-25/- Kit 111 -30/ -
Postage 2/ -

Kits for Cars, etc., £9 -5 - 0, £15 - 10 - 0,
£20 -0 -0

These kits carry a comprehensive range of
materials, with full instructions to suit all
forms of car body repairs and model making.

"Glass Reinforced Plastics" Booklet, I 6d,

WESTPOLE MOTORS LTD.
Westpole Avenue, Cockfosters, Barnet, Herts. Barnet 3615

INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS
A selection of General Purpose and Radio Transformers, of high-class manufacture.
vacuum impregnated and conservatively rated. Available from radio and electrical
Component stockists, or in cases of difficulty direct.
Please quote reference Numbers. each
M.1.-2500;250 80 m fa 6.3 v. 3 a. 5 v. 2 a. 23,6

M.3.-Model Makers 0-30 v. 2 a. Practically any intermediate voltages obtainable 22.6
M.3.A.-As M.3 but 4 amp. output ... 45f-
MA.-Auto-wound voltage changing type 110-200-230-250 v. 150 watts_ 22,6
M.S.-Battery Charger type 4 amps output _ 22:6
M.5.A.-As M.5 but 1.75 amps output ... 15:-
M.5.B.-As M.5 but 2.5 amps output 18.6

2916
32'6
38.6

All above types open mounting, but available half -shrouded and totally enclosed.
Mullard-Osram Amplifier mains transformer, totally enclosed ...

DOUGLAS ELECTRONIC IND., LTD.,
BRINKLOW, RUGBY.

a
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The completed
model yacht.

0
1.1.
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GMT
Constructional Details of a "Sharpie," Sloop-rigged With

a Six -plank Built-up Hull
IN this design the method of hull construc-

tion eliminates arduous carving from the
solid or the tricky orthodox rib and

plank method. The hull is,
instead, built up from six
pieces of wood, the outlines of
which are shown in Fig. i.

Materials and Method of
Building the Hull
The bottom and the tran-

som are cut from ?yin. plywood
and the sides and deck from
fin. plywood ; two pieces of
in. scrap wood are also re-

quired to make the former
shown in Fig. i, and similar
scrap wood will also furnish
the material for the keel,
cutwater, rudder, etc. If ob-
tainable in small quantities,
the plywood parts are best cut
from resin -bonded ply.

Dimensions must be taken
from the scale of inches in
Fig. t and full size templates
of paper or cardboard drawn
before any sawing is started.

Care should be taken in marking out these
templates, especially the deck and the

Shape of deck

(
Scale of inches

Hole for mast

7 f

Saw cuts depth
of bottom board

Former

Transom

I Shape of bottom
L

Shape of sides

7

Use scale above to
determine curve Former

Screws through
bottom into former

Cut -water

Rudder

Building board Section

Fig. i.-The various component parts of the hull and the building former.

bottom curves. A good method is to make a
half template, draw one side and turn it over
to draw the other side, so making the curve the
same both sides.

The building board and former should be
made to the scale dimensions shown in Fig. a,
the former being screwed to the building board
from the underside. After making parallel
sawcuts, approximately where shown, down
the length of the bottom, this is screwed, saw -

Bottom

Gaff

Main sail

Hook a screweye

Stem piece

Mast

Ring

Fig. 2.-Pcsitioning the stem piece and cutwater,
and attaching the gaff to the mast.

cuts uppermost to the top edge of the former,
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The transom is
now pinned and glued to the back of the
bottom as shown in Fig. 4, and the stem piece
fixed in place in the bows. The sides are glued
in place next, any overlap being trimmed away.
Finally the cutwater is glued on, as shown in
Fig. a, and the whole sandpapered to a smooth
outline. A waterproof glue should be used and
the one made under the name " Casco " is
recommended. At least 52 hours should be
allowed for the glue to set and then the hull
can be removed from the former ready for the
fitting of the keel.

The keel is carved to the shape and dimen-
sions shown and sheet lead is beaten into
position round the bottom edge and pinned in
place. The complete keel is then screwed and
glued into place on the hull. See Fig. i for
details. The holes in the hull, originally for
fixing to the former, may be used if con-
veniently placed. Holes not covered by the
keel should be plugged with a mixture of
Casco and sawdust.

The deck is fitted next and this should be
panel pinned as well as glued to ensure greater
strength. To make a firmer job, it may be
found better to glue in some {in. square
battens across the deck, these being cut to fit
inside the Iwo sides. When hammering in the
panel pins, the hull should be supported under-
neath by two blocks, one each side of the keel.

Painting the Hull
Allow the glue to set and sandpaper smooth

again. Apply a coat of red lead first and when
this is dry, sandpaper down and give two coats
of the required finish. If a two-coloured
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Fig. 3 (Right) and
Fig. 4 (Below).-The
hull being constructed
on its wooden former.

finish, divided by the waterline, is required,
the hull should be floated and the waterline
carefully marked.

The Rudder
The rudder is made from 1,in. wood to the

size and shape shown in Fig. t, all the edges
being smoothly rounded off. The method of
attachment to the transom is shown in Fig. 5.
Four small screweyes are required, two for the
rudder and two for the transom. The rudder
pivots on a pintle rod. For the tiller, a piece of
firm brass wire is forced into a hole in the top
of the rudder stock and a hook formed, as
shown in Fig. 5.

The Spars
A round 5116in. dowel is required for the

mast and it should be carefully tapered off
from the deck line to the masthead by planing
or scraping and then sandpapering smooth.
The siin. long bowsprit is made in a similar
manner and glued and pinned down to the
forward end of the deck so that it projects over
the bows some 24in. Again a similar technique
is employed to make the boom and gaff,
dimensions being taken by means of the scale
from Fig. 6. These arc attached to the mast,
as shown in Fig. 2, by means of a hook and
screweye.

Stepping the Mast
A hole should be bored in the deck in

the position shown in Fig. r and its
diameter should be such that it is a tight
fit round the foot of the mast. In the
bottom end of the mast drive in half -way
a tin. long brass nail, nip off the head and
file a sharp point. When the mast is
pressed home firmly, this nail point
serves to locate the bottom of the mast

Rudder
Fig. 5.-The automatic tiller and the rudder.

through a screweye up near the mast head and
down to a cleat in convenient position on the
foot of the mast. The bottom corner of the
foresail nearest the mast has a short cord

Fig. 7 (Right). 0*,

-Sail plant

in the bottom of the
boat.

The Rigging
The sails should be

cut out of as fine a
calico material as can
be obtained, the final
sizes being indicated on

the sail plan, Fig. 7. The
cutting sizes should be
Tin. larger all round
than the dimensions
given, to allow double
hemming.

The mainsail is
laced to the boom
and gaff by the
method shown in
Fig. 2; fine
quality white
twine is used.
Four rings
are made up

/ C
L1.1.1,1

a

//771"

71.extra for hem/

94;

attached, which passes through a screw -
eye on the deck and is adjustable by means of a
bowsie.

Two shrouds should now be added
as additional supports for the mast.
These should be attached to the mast
at a point near the top of the foresail
fixing and run down to eyes one on
either side of the deck as shown in
Fig. 6. Each one of these should be
adjustable by means of a bowsie.

( 4 1 T?
Scale of inches

Fig. 6.-A side eleva-
tion of the completed

boat.

from brass wire to attach the mainsail
to the mast. Their positions are shown in Fig.
6. The method of attachment to the sail is by
passing one end of the wire through the seam
of the sail before the ring is finally closed up
round the mast. The rings should be of such
a size as to slide easily up and down the mast.
The gaff is held erect by means of a halyard
passing through a screweye at the masthead
and thence to a cleat at its foot.

The foresail is fitted with an endless cord
starting from a screweye just above the water-
line on the bows, passing through a hole bored
in the end of the bowsprit, up through the seam
on the forward edge of the foresail, continuing

The Automatic Steering Device
The arrangement of this is as

shown in Fig. 5, and no further
explanation as to construction is
necessary. The purpose is to

keep the boat's head in the
set direction and ensure a
straight course. The principle

is that as the wind tends
to slew the stern of the

boat round, the cord
attachment to the

tiller causes the
tiller to steer the
boat and maintain

even wind pressure on the sails.
Adjustment to this device should be
made by varying the strengths of the
elastic band.

Carrying the Boat
A fully rigged model is an unwieldy object

to carry and it is suggested that the mast and
rigging be dismantled to prevent damage.
The rigging has been designed with this
object in view, and it is accomplished by
running down the bowsies on the shrouds,
then uncleating the halyards on the mainsail
and foresail, allowing the sails to be lowered.
The mast can now be eased out of the hull
and the whole rigging laid along the deck and
secured for carrying with elastic bands.

MODEL AEROPLANE HANDBOOK
12/6 (13,1- by post)

From GEO. NEWNES Ltd.
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4 Si'm Alwartteter

Fig. 1. -
The finished
galvano-

meter.

MANY experiments involve the detecting
of very small currents, and this is
impossible without a sensitive gal-

vanometer (see Fig. I). These are expensive
filk instruments, but with a little care one can be

made to give a very good result. Fig. 2 shows
a sectional view of the completed instrument.
Fixed to a heavy base is a little cabinet, 2in. by
2/in. by Iiin., composed of two sides, a top
and a back, with a small drawer, which can be
pushcd in and out at the front. On the drawer
is wound a coil. On top of the cabinet a glass -
lamp chimney is fixed, covered at the top with
a cardboard lid. From the centre of this lid
hangs a hair, supporting a little system of two
magnetic needles. The lower needle hangs in
the centre of the coil, while the upper one
hangs above it, both eyeing across the coil.
When a current passes through the coil, the
needles arc deflected. Just above the needles
a tiny mirror of polished tinplate is fixed, which
reflects a spot of light on to a wall, the move-
ment of this spot shows the slightest deflection
of the needles.

Fig. 2.-A
sectional
view of the
completed

instru-
ment.

Mirror

Cork

Needle'

Needle

........

gi

Constructional Details for Making a Sensitive Instrument
for Detecting' Very Small Currents

The Base
This should be at least tin. thick and as

heavy as possible. A sheet of lead on the
bottom is useful. The sides of the cabinet
should be about in. thick, but the top and
back can be of fretwood. Use glue and brass
screws or pins to fix together. No iron must
on any account be used. The front should be
made of two pieces of fretwood, one large
enough to cover the entire front of the
cabinet ; the other a little smaller so that it
just fits between the two sides, the top and
the base. Glue these together. To the back of
this glue four pieces of wood, as shown in

k

Terminals

Fig. 3.-A plan view of the cabinet with the
top removed.

i3/8

Fig. 4.-The former for winding the coil.

Fig. 4, to make the former for winding the
coil. The lower needle swings inside the
former, which is wound with a dozen yards of
No. 26 double silk -covered wire. Wind this on
closely and evenly, being careful to leave the
slot in the top clear. Through this slot
the needle is passed when assembling the
instrument.

Assembling the Parts
When wound, it is advisable to give a coat

of shellac varnish. Push this little drawer into
place and fasten by two brass screws. Bring
out the ends of the coil to the two terminals
fixed on the base.

Fig. 3 is a plan of the cabinet with the top
removed. Obtain two magnetic needles about

sin. long or make them from pieces of sewing
needle. Fasten them firmly with glue to a
vertical wire, so that the north pole of one is
over the south pole
of the other (see
Fig. 5). Glue the
upper end of the
vertical wire to a
hair, the other end
of which is fast-
ened to the coverof the lamp
chimney.

Glue the chim-
ney firmly to the
top of the cabinet.
Lower the needles
into place, the
bottom one pass-
ing through slits in
the cabinet top
and former.

The mirror is a
tiny disc of pol-
ished tinplate
about 3/P5in. dia-
meter, glued to the
top of the vertical wire just above the upper
needle. It should be made slightly concave to
give a sharper spot of light. A narrow beam of
light from a shaded lamp should be thrown
upon the mirror and reflected on to the wall.
For less delicate readings, a graduated circle can
be fixed to the top of the cabinet, inside the
chimney, readings being indicated by the
upper needle.

A galvanometer, of course, is an instrument
for detecting small currents-it does not
measure them. These devices can be made
also from a small LIM. diameter compass,
which is attached to an electromagnet. This
latter may be made from two or three punch-
ings or stampings from an old wireless trans-
former. Cut them :in. wide and of a length
equal to the diameter of the compass, that is

?, in. Put them together and wind two turns
of- paper round them. Wind this core with
about 8o turns of fairly fine wire (say, 3o
d.c.c.) in an anti -clockwise direction. Mount
the magnet so that the magnetic needle of the
compass when pointing to north is at right -
angles to it, and bring the two leads from the
electromagnet to two terminals.

To test an instrument made in this way,
connect the left-hand terminal of the gal-
vanometer to the shorter strip of an ordinary
pocket -lamp battery and adjust it so that the
needle of the compass points north. Connect
the longer strip of the battery to the other
terminal and the needle should immediately
take up another position between north and
east, and the new position will depend on the
current flowing through the instrument ; the
stronger the current, the nearer will the com-
pass needle point to east. A very weak current
will only cause the needle to move very
slightly. To use for polarity testing, the
needle will move in the direction towards the
positive terminal.

Mirror
cemented

o wire

Needles
are

cemented
in position

Fig. 5.-Details of the
hair magnetic needles

and mirror.

MODEL BOAT BUILDING
By F. J. CAMM

5/-, by post 5/8
From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD..

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2
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CALIMIALC E S
LONDON'S LARGEST SELECTION
OF HAND AND POWER TOOLS

Displayed for easy inspect'on and selection. The Tool Department
* adjoins the famous Motor Accessory Showroom on the ground floor.

Come and look round-you'll enjoy it.

'I6PAGE BARGAIN CATALOGUE

SPECIAL BARGAIN
H.P. G.E.C.

INDUCTION MOTORS
A.C. split phase. 220 230 volts. 50
Cycles. 1,440 r.p.m. Ball bearing,
continuous rating. Foot mounting.

g Ca. 8,-
BARGAIN 7916 outstrrde& ourPkg. own

PRICE van area in Eng.
& Wales. Scat. 9'9.

`WHANDA'
Electrician's

CABLE & WIRE
STRIPPER

1,c,s than
HALF PRICE.

A precision tool which is
easy to use. Takes cable
up to 3161n. thick. Will
not damage the con-
ductor wires. Also forcutting
Usually

wire. 4,615
Post & Pkg.

'GRIPITAL'
CHAIN SPANNER

The more you pull,
the tighter it grips.

Turns any shape
or pipe. Ratchet
action. Works on
Plastic. Glass.

Wood and other
materials as well
as metal. 91n.
handle. 15in.
chain.

Post
10d,

FREE)

Exceptionally Well Made

STEEL
TOOL BOXES
Removable inner tray, and
hinged lids. Hasp for pad-

lock fastening. Enamelled Dark
Green. Size 24in. x 6in. x 81ra Twostrong handles for carrying. Weight

17;18 lb. BARGAIN
PRICE

Carr. & Pkg. 4 outside our own extensive van area.

RIG HT ANGLE DRIVE
Will fit most of the
Popular Electric Drills

Reaches places otherwise difficult of
access. Remove the chuck from the
Electric Drill and fit the right angle
drive. Supplied with adapter threaded
lin. x 24 t.p.i. Will drill ex-
tremely well metal up to
3/16in. thick, length 41in.
Depth 31in. Weighs approx.
1 lb.
Post & Pkg. 1;4. 21/-

TOOL
LIST

FREE

GAMAGES  HOLBORN  LONDON  E.C. I. HOL 8484

1,000 11.S. Inserted Blades Expanding Reamers, 21132'-23/32", 113/- 11/16.-E,
17 6 1,27/32". 17'6 : 27132,15116'. 1816: E-3182", 1816 : 15/16'-11/16", ; 31132'-
1i", 22/8: 1 1116,1 3116". 2716: 13116"-1 1E32', 32/6 each.

200 Slotting Cutters 2U dia. 1." thick. 1' hole, 51- each.
500 Sets Hex. Die Nuts. Sizes 1', 5116% 8', 7;16' and 5' Whit., B.S.F., American Car

thread or 26 brass thread. These sets are in a neat case. Present-day value over 30/ -
per set, to clear 15/- per set any thread. Two sets 28/6. four sets 55/-. Also r and
U in Whit. and B.S.F. only, l', 5/- each : 1" 61- each, 101- per pair.

1,000 H.S. Morse Taper Shank End Mills. No. 1 shank 5' 5/-, 5/16" 5/6, I" 6/,
616. also No. 2 shank 9116" 101-, 111-, 1" 121-. 5" 12/-. 1" 151, Also straight shank
H.S. 3/, 5,16" 316. i" 4/-. 1" 5!-, 7/6, I' 101-. 12/6 each.

700 Circular Split Dies. 21' dia. cutting 9116'. 1", 11116', E. ti". 1' B.S.F. thread
complete with die stock, 42/- per set, actual value over £6. Also U. 8". 3." Whit.
and I" and t" gas thread, complete with die stock, 421- per set. Any size dies, 7/8
each, die stodk. 10/- each.

1,000 H.S. Jobber Twist Drills, 5132' jOd, : 3116" 112: 7/32' 1/10 : 15;64' 2/- ;
9/3T 2/9 ; also 25;64', 27164", 29164", 31164", 12/- for four. 3:6 each.

Special Clearance, H.S. taper pin reamers, sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, 21 the lot, worth £8,
1,000 H.S. long straight shank twist drills 3/64" to 7/64' diae4,6" long, 3 ass. 5/- ;

approx. 7132' and E dia., 6" and 7' long. 5/- the two ; 9/64" dia. 11' long, 9' flute length,
316 each : 2" dia. 10' long, 8" f.l. 4/8 each ; 19,64' dia. 9' long. 7' M. 4/6 each.

500 High Speed Side and Face Cutters, 25' dia., 1" hole, U. r. 6" thick, 10/- each ;
3' dia.. U. I' thick. 15/- each ; 31" dia., 5/16*, U. I' thick, 17/6 each 4" dia. 1', 1'
thick, 25/- each. All 1' hole.

This is a H.S. Milling Cutter Bargain. All 1' bore, 3'-31" dia., 8%1' thick, including
side and face cutters, plan and angle cutters. A most useful lot for any tool room,
6 ass. for 50/-. The present maker's price of the cheapest cutter in this selection is
40,-. You must get this lot, remember you get same on approval against cash.

All items brand new. £1 orders post paid, except overseas.
2,000 Small H.S. Twist Drills, approx. 1132,3/32% 4,'- doz. approx. 1/16"-E 7;6

per doz. approx. ; 932,15132', six for 10/-.
3,000 Circular Spilt Dies 1" dia, cutting E, 5/16" E. 7/16', E Whit., B.S.F., also

brass thread, 26 thread all sizes and American N.F. 1'21- per set of 5 sizes, 2 sets 22/6.
4 sets 42/6. Taps to suit 11/- per set, either taper or second or plug. 1' die -stocks
61- each.

1,000 ICS. Slitting Saws, .2r dia., 1' hole, .019%. .027', .029' thick. Actual value
10/- each, clear 318 each.

1,000 Hand Reamers, 5/16", 3/6 each.
1,000 High Speed. Parting Off Tool Blades, Eclipse brand : 11/16" x 3132' 5" long,

51- each ; 13/16' x 1118' x 6' long, 51- each ; 15.16" x 3132" x 6' long. 6/- each.
7,000 Pratt & Whitney, circular split dies, superior quality precision ground

cutting edges, 13116' dia., suitable for machine or hand use. Sizes : 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A.,8/8 per set. 13/16' die -stock, 3;6 each.
5,000 Ball Races, i' bore, i" o.d., 5" thick, 41- pair : 1° bore, l' o.d., 7/32' thick,

4/- pair ; 6 ram. bore, 19 mm. o.d., 6 mm. thick, 41- pair ; 9 mm. bore, 26 mm. o.d.,
8 mm. thick, 41- pair e 1" bore. o.d., 7/32' thick, 51- pair.

2,000 Files, 4' to 6' flats, half -round, rounds, squares, warding, assorted cuts, good
general lot. 10/6 doz. ; three doz. 2816.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills, size 5", 5 32", 3116", 7/32', E. 5116% list price 301 -
set, handy bargains. 15/- set, also E, 7116", U ditto 1216 set, all in makers' wrappings.

500 M.S. 90' Countersinks, body E dia.. teeth cut to point. An essential tool for
any workshop using c,s screws. Gift 5/- each.

J. BURKE
192 Baslow Road, Totley, Sheffield

Inspection Only at Rear 36 Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield.

INTERESTING BARGAINS SATISFACTIONUND
OR REF

ASTRO COMPASS MK II
Supplied in condition

STAINLESS STEEL CONTAINERS

IIPH_.,4
1/4._.gme.....

.6t,',
good

in sturdy box with instruc-
tions for use in Astro Nevi-
gation and star identification
-also instructions for ron-

to Dumpy Level,-* version.
25:- post free.

Ex M.O.S., 20 Gauge
18/8, stainless steel. - _Complete with outer
lid as illus plus inner
anti-splash lid, both
lids locked secure by4..ii..-.,;;

led. I

base

RUDE STAR FINDER &
IDENTIFIER

Ex. R.A.F. Navigators'
equipment. Consists of star

depressing handle.
Size 161n. x 111n. x

.V

Carr,
Cpaapirda. gal., 57 "6. *-'"'",".4' :i i ^'

and 7 templates covering lats. 0-70
N. and S. Makes star finding and
identification relatively easy. With
maker's instructions in leatherette
wallet. 5/-, P. & P. ki-

NYLON BRAID
3.'4' wide, soft, easy to handle, and ideal
where lightness plus strength is required:
32 yds. breaking strain 1,900 lbs., 32, -

TRIPODS
Ex -Government. Length 38in. Light-
weight 5lbs. Complete with carrying

post free.
64 yds. breaking strain 1,360 lbs., 501-
post free.

sling, brass top which can be adapted to
take camera or other instruments. Can
also be easily converted into first-class
artist's easel. 15 - p. & p. 216.

DIAL THERMOMETERS
100'300 degrees Fah -

.... renheit. Brand new,

ALTIMETERS
ne Mark XVIIA complete
with detailed instructions
reprinted from P.M. for the
conversion of this pre-
clsion instrument into a
first class BAROMETER

clearly marked 4'
dial, sensitive metal4; clad element pro-
jests 8" from back.
suitable for dipping
into liquids, or affix -
hag to ovens andtanks. Exceptional value 35 '-, p. & p. 2 6.

Brand New, 716, post free. REV. COUNTERS .... -
GOVERNOR UNITS

Precision made
mechanism, designed
for Aircraft, with....- many other meth-

, anical adaptations.
, 4in. overall, brand

new, 3/9 post Tree.

Brand new, calibrated 10331
5000 r.p.m. 3' dial operates
4 : 1 ratio, 20/- post free.
Makers' price about 27.10.0.
Flexible drives to fit, pat-'.
terns A, B, C, D, E as
advertised below. i

PRESSURE GAUGES
Boost .:. 6- +24 p.s.i.
Air ... 0- 80 p.s.l.
Air ... 0-1,000 p.s.i.
Hydraulic 0-1,000 p.s.i.
Air ... 0-2.000 p.s.i.
6/- each pest free.

...". ",..., 4. Z....;.
:i

FLEXIBLE
't DRIVES9. ol.,\

41. TERRY CLIPS
1141 SizesHdy lin., Iii.,

assortmentilo . ci.f1 .1i nsix.
dozen retail value 20!-, 716

trmarkwallit P. & D. 113.

)f iii
- . ........

IV. Length 5.Cable Outer PI;
BC 30'i 6

126
D 60' .25" 15 -
E 72' .43' 20.-F 92' 22.6

Po' Ytheile --,-

.45'
G .14' 30-
H 36' .50" .94'

54 is heerys.duty drive with basepPiaat
and

P. & P.116 per drive extra; 3 or more post
free. Post free with rev. counter.

Tough transparent
-,, TUBULAR film. Sold

--77 by the yard in these\ widths and any length
you wish. 2" 4d., 4'
6d., 6" 9d., 12' 1'-, 18"

If'
1

1 4pletiere.. alcZliceds. ppereydp.:

1.6. 24' 2/-. 36' 3',

4. to total of order.
Tubular film opens illi
to double stated width,
thus 48" tubular makes
9,,' sheet.

Effect i v e 1 y
sealed into bags

14%P, by the heat

TRANSPARENT PLASTIC SHEET
Clear as glass, flexible, does not crack.
non-flam., suitable for side screens,horticultural cloches, display work,
notice boards, and many other purposes
where perfect clarity is required. Easily
stitched, unaffected by sunlight, permits

tt 1866-Thickness
TTlatihsesnesee

.030

.13t5r01 Violet

per

:82010 veneer

sheet
r sheet 21.-

P. & P. 1,8 per order.'
Samples free S.A.E. please.

This is an entirely new British Product
which has many advantages over tradi-
floral materials.

of a
match.There are MOTOR CYCLE COVERS

GIANT BOMBER WHEEL COVERS,innumerable
applications in,,industry and
home for pro-
tection against

and damp with POLYTHENE of which
Mothproof Hags are something we all

will give complete protection, tea -cosy
fashion, to 250, 150 machines and scooters,
etc. Made to the usual high standard of
all R.A.F. equipment. Will remain corn-
Pletely waterproof for years. 1716. P. &p.dust
2 6.

need. SAMPLE FREE. S.A.E. please. GENERATOr/MOTOR
TOOL ROLLS

Approx. 151n. x 81n.
with 6 diva. and 1°401111.11°pocket. Stock-
soiled clearance 141111price 3 for 2:6 or

doe, post free.

..----,' "
-- 7: ,,-;

1,,,--
Jr8/-460

logenvolhets 75,1)secdvattess.

generator or motor
app. 1 h.p. without
modification. Weight
261b. ; body 9' x 5'
dia. ; splined r drive
shaft. Many uses,

WEBBING
Brand new, doubleliWili thickness parachute
webbing 1#'wide,

lighting sets, battery
chargers and alltypes of portable power supply. Brandnew in well -made wooden case. 75:-cart. 716.

13Ift. long, hook one end, loop the other.
718, 11 SZ P. Ea NEW AIRCRAFT FUEL TANKS

ALUMINIUM
BOTTLES

12 pint with precision
screw cap. Swiss made,
used previously for

.'
-

1

i'll

Length 66' ; depth 14' : width 24'. Weight
601b. Capacity 80 gallons. 2 apertures
1#" diam.
Brand new bullet-proof self-sealing rub-
ber tanks, made of U sponge rubber

1 probably cost over £100 each : a real
opportunity for the bargain hunter with
ideas, at 251 --each, carriage 10/,

Vitamin A, make excel -
lent water carriers, require
washing out, 10,6 each,
p. & p. 116,, or 3 for 2716
p. & p. 2/6.

WOVEN GLASS FABRIC
We have large stocks of TYGLAS V1,
Y,5. Y/166 for sale in bulk only, at half
usual prices and welcome enquiries from
those interested.

MYERS & FOULKES PHONE
LEY 1013

DEPT. P.M. 110/188 THE ARCHES, GROVE GREEN ROAD, E.11

S



436 NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

GALPIN'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,
S.E.13.

Tel.: Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham
Hospital.

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER
(No C.O.D.).

All Goods sent on 7 days approval
against cash

Notice : Owing to increases in Freight and
Copper Wire prices we have no alternative
but to increase our prices accordingly ; all
prices quoted are carriage paid unless
otherwise stated.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/
230 Volts OUTPUT 0/9/18 Volts at 3/4
amps., 25/- each ; another output 121/0/121
volts 2 amps., 25/- each ; another suitable
for soil heating, garage lighting, etc.,
0/14/17f volts, 20/25 amps., 52/6 each ;
another 4 volts 20 amps. twice, 35/- each.
I only 500 WATT TRANSMITTER
complete with Valves, Crystals, etc., 13
meters 3/2kW Variacs Range 6.25 to 12.5
M/cys. 12.5 to 25 M/cys. In very good condi-
tion, all fitted into rack approx, weight 5/6
cwt. £100 to clear, buyer collects.
EX -GOVT. ROTARY CONVERTORS
24 volts D.C. Input 50 volts 50 cycles, I

phase at 450 Watts. OUTPUT (complete
with Step Up Transformer) from 50 volts to
230 volts, El 3/10/. each or CONVERTOR
only L9/10/- each.
E X -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTORS
110 volts D.C. Input. Output 230 volts 50
cycles I phase 250 watts capable of 50 per
cent. overload, in good condition, guaran-
teed weight approx. 110 lb. M/101- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS all 200/250
volts primaries (New) Heavy duty Output
combination of 0/6/12/18/24/30/36 volts 4/5
amps., 38/6 each. Ditto 6/8 amps., 51/6 each.
Ditto 15 amps. Output 75/- each. Another
with combination of 0/6/12/18/24 volts 6/8
amps., 51/6 each. Ditto 10/12. amps., 58/6
each. Ditto 25/30 amps. Output 85/- each.
MEDIUM SPOT WELDER TRANS-
FORMERS. Input 200/250 volts, OUTPUT
combination of 0/2/4/6/8/10/12 volts at
50/70 amps. £717/6 each. Ditto 120/150
amps. Output, £7/10/- each.

1! PRE -PAYMENT 1/- SLOT METERS
200/250 volts A.G. 10 amp. size only, 100
per cent. overload set at 2d. per unit
(guaranteed 12 months), 017/6 each.
Ditto credit type 10 amps'. only, 25/- each.
RECTIFIERS FOR CHARGERS 6 or 12
volts Output 2 amps, 9/6 each, 4 amps.,
22/6 each, 6 amps., 36/- each. MAINS
TRANSFORMERS to suit, 25/-, 30/- and
46/6 each respectively.
EX -CANADIAN EX -GOVT. ROTARY
TRANSFORMERS for No. 19 receiver.
Input 12 volts D.C. OUTPUTS 275 volts 110
M/amps. ; also another output of 500 volts
50 M/amps. completely smoothed, 30/ -
each.
AUTO WOUND Voltage changer
TRANSFORMERS. Tapped 0/110/200/
230/250 volts 200 Watts, 48/6 each ; 350
watts, 57/6 each ; 500 watts, 76/6 each ;
1,000 watts, E6/5/- each ; 1,500 watts,
E8/5/- each ; 3,000 watts, L17/10/-.
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
Input 24/28 volts D.C. OUTPUT. 1,200
volts 70 M/amps. i hour rating, I0/- each.
Ditto 18/24 volts D.C. Input 450 volts 50
M/amps., Output constant, 25/ -each. These
latter ones can be used as motors off A.C.
mains with a little alteration.
LARGE RECTIFIERS output 50 volts I

amp. with an input of 70/75 volts A.C.,
10/ -each. EX-R.A.F. MORSE TAPPI NG
KEYS, 5/- each. SINGLE EARPHONE
with carbon microphone 40 Ohms, 8/6 each.
ROTARY CONVERTORS. Input 24
volts D.C. Output 50 or 100 volts A.C. 500
cycles 1 phase at 300 Watts, L8/10/- each.
DESK -TYPE TELEPHONES for office
inter -corm with numbered dials, 55/- each.
Moving coil VOLTMETERS Switchboard
type, 6 inch scale 0 to 200 volts, 25/. each.
Ditto 0 to 100 volts. 25/- each.
EX-R.A.F. 1154 TRANSMITTERS, com-
plete with valves. Complete in TRANSIT
CASE. AS NEW. 45/-.
EX -GOVT. E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS.
Large type. Two transformers in one case
in Oil input 230 volts OUTPUTS 4 or 5.5
K.V. at 30 M/amps., 6.3 volts 2 amps., 4
volts 3 amps., 2 volts 2 amps. These trans-
formers can be used separately out of the
case, size dismantled approx. 3i in. x 3in. x
3in. and 5:1 -in. x 5in. x 41in., 24/5/. each.
Any TRANSFORMERS made to order
within 7 days from date of order. Please
ask for quote. Numerous other items in
stock. Please ask for quotation.
Clients in Eire & Northern Ireland, please
ask for quotation as to carriage charges.
The above charges only apply to England.

iTF

RUSTED
FITTINGS?

Free them quickly with

Shell Easing Oil

,,147
RHO*

Shell Easing Oil
comes in a handy 8 oz.
tin with special pourer
spout to eliminate
waste.

Here's the way to free those rusted
fittings ! Free them quickly, too.
Shell Easing Oil is sure and swift,
penetrates deeply to loosen and
free.

From nuts and bolts to taps and
pipe joints, from bicycle frames to
window catches, Shell Easing Oil
is the answer to your rusted parts
problem.

SHELL EASING OIL is very handy in the
house. Buy some to -day -good ironmongers
stock Shell Easing Oil

the name that always rings the bell
This ingenious design incorporates the famous Lucas -Challis

type of mechanism which is robust and positive in action,

giving a clear and resounding warning chime. It is a

bell of distinction with its chromium plated dome,

red plastic centre and trigger lever.

Registered
Design

LUCAS No. 75 " COMET " BELL
PRICE 6/6

JOSEPS LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES) LTD CHESTER ST BIRMINGHAM 6

July, 1956

ELECTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS

Post Office type 11A, counting to 9,993.
2 to 6 volts D.C., 1216 each, post 1/6.
CHARTBOARDS.-Complete with panto-
graph arm.' perspex scale, protractor head.
Ideal as a drawing board, 17in. square.
Brand new, 25/-. Post 216.
HEADPHONES, Balanced Armature, -
Very sensitive sound powered 12/6 pair,
post 1/6. 2 pair can provide 2 -way com-
munication without batteries.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. -Input 24 v.
D.C. Output 100 watts at 230 v. A.C. 150
watts at 200 v. 92/6, also available in metal
case with switch, 105/-. Cge. 7/6.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. -Input 24 v.
D.C. Output 150 watts at 230 v. A.C. 2130

watts at 220 v., in wood case with 0:300
voltmeter, 4 position switch and voltage
reeggeullaot/in.g resistance 150/-. 12 V. input no-.

BULKHEAD FITTING. -91n. diem., flat
tripod type, suitable for lamps up to 100
watt, complete with pushbar switch lamp -
holder. Ideal for farm buildings, garages,
RgroeermOUsems,EeRtem. BorsTanAdTn.e_wA, di17u/6stab.Poiset 2b/e6

tween 45 and 75 deg. Fahr. 250 volts 10 amp. -
A.C. Ideal for greenhouses, etc.. 35/-. post
2/-.
MOTOR. -12 volt D.C., llin. x 2in. approx.
3,000 r.p.m. with speed regulator in end cap.
A precision job. 12/6. post 1/6.
GEARED MOTORS. -4 r.p.m. at 12 volts,
8 r.p.m. at 24 volts, very powerful, supplied
with a suppressor which can easily be re-
moved. 351-, 'post 2/-.
TERMINAL BLOCKS. -2 -way fully pro-
tected No. 5C/430, 4/- doz., 50 for 15/-. or
100 25/-. post 1/6.
VARIABLE RESISTANCE. -160 ohms, 2
amps. on 100in. Twin Ceramic formers with
control handle. Suitable for dimming, etc.
351-, post 2:9.
TELEPHONE SETS, MODERN DESK
TYPE. -28.17.6 per pair complete.
WALL TYPE also available, 2 complete
units £5. Batteries 5/6. Twin Wire 5d. per yd.
RELAYS, HIGH SPEED SIEMENS 1,700
+1,700 ohms, just the job for radio -con-
trolled models, 17/6 each. Post 1/3.
INSPECTION LAMPS with wire guard,
Strong clip, S.B.C. Holder, 22ft. C.T.S.
flex. Ideal for all car owners. 22/6, post 2/6.
CHARGING RECTIFIERS. -Full Wave
Bridge 12 volts 2 amps., 13/6, 4 amps. 22/6.
2 amp. Transformers 241, 4 amp. 27/3, post
2/,
VENTAXIA FANS, brand new, 12 volt
D.C., bin. diam. blades, silent running.
24/101- mai. Post 2/9. WEI operate from
230'volt A.C. if used with the above 2 amp
rectifier and transformer. We also have
some to operate direct on 230/250 volt A.0
mains. at 130/- each, post 2/9.
GENALEX EXTRACTION FANS. -230,
250 volts 50 cy. Induction motor, 1,350 r.p.m.
85 watts, 9in. blades, silent running, 26,15:-.
Cge. 7/6.
A.C. MOTORS, 1 third h.p. 425 r.p.m.,

shaft, Ball Bearings, 220/230 volts. Contin-
uous rating. Brand New. 26/10/0. Cge. 10,-.
A.C. MOTORS, Capacitor 230 volts 1/10 h.p.,
1,425 r.p.m., Tin. x bin. x 5in. overall, 23/101-.
Cge. 5/-.
12124 VOLT D.C. MOTORS with double
ended shaft 2in. x- 3M., 8/6. Postage 1/8.
HEADPHONES, HIGH RESISTANCE.
-4,000 ohms. New. 12/6 pr., post 1;6.
SWITCHES. -A row of 5 in a flush mount
ing bakelite moulding Slim x Spin. x 2in.
Ideal for model railways, 5/6. post 1'6.
VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers. -
Ex R.A.F. Brand New. 7 cu. ft. per min.
10 lbs. per sq. in. at 1,200 r.p.m. Size 6in. x
4in. x 4in., 2 x fin. shaft, 22,6 each, post 2,6.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWER. -
220 watts 220-230 volts. Enclosed type with
handle, 8ft. of metallic flexible hose and
nozzle, 7 yds. C.T.S. flex. 1301- complete.
Carriage 7,6.
INSPECTION LAMP. -With Battery case.
Fits on forehead. Leaves hands free, 7,6.
post 1/6. Ever Ready Battery, No. 1215

VOLTMETERS,' D.C.-0-20, 0-40, or 0-300.
22i.st9Flush, 1.0/6 each post 1/6.

INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS. -Full wave
Bridge 1 mA.. 816: 5 mA., 7/6:50 inA., 5/. ea.,
post 9d.
CELL TESTING VOLTMETERS. -3-0-3.
In leather case with prods, 25/, post 21-.
MICROAMMETERS, 250 P.S.D. 24in.
Specially scaled for test meters. 55.,- 2in.
Flush, 01500,27/6, 2lin. 0/100, 42'6. Postl. /6.
VOLTMETERS for A.C. Mains 50 cy.
reading 0 to 300 volts with clear 5in. dial only
601.; 21in. Flush, 25/- ; 0115 volts A.C./D.C.
21in. Flush. 15/6. Post 1/6.
AMMETERS.-2in. Flush Moving Coil
D.C., 0/30. 10/6 ; 0/50 or 50-0-50. 12:6 ea.
Post 1/6.
LOUDSPEAKERS. -P.M. 12in. Plessey,
3 ohms. special price 32/6. post'2/-. Also 10in.
in Portable Wood Case 17in. x 17in. x 61in.
complete with flex and plug in special com-
partment, only 501-, carriage 51-.

WILCO ELECTRONICS
-

Dept. P.M.
9,04, LOWER cgoirDoAIDDISCNOMBE ROAD,
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WHAT I THINK-;iiiillimumuniimmiliumaillimminimmilininitimilinouifillinlluiflonflinimilimmininiiiimilinuilmiumniinilliiiimintinum0113)r F. J. C.

The L Plan for Cyclists
APLAN to make cycling safer for children

has been evolved by The Committee
on Road Safety, and it is outlined in

a report to the Ministry of Transport. The
Committee suggests that the test for children
should require a level of skill and know-
ledge to be expected within the ages of it to
15. The children would be tested orally or
by a written paper in addition to having
practical tests. Children under 1 t who could
not be expected to pass the test would have
to show a white disc, children who pass the
test would be given a badge to display on
their cycles and those who have not passed
would carry white discs on the front and
back mudguards. It is noted that the plan
is not recommended for immediate use. It is
also noted that it would be an offence for any
child to cycle without badge or disc, and any
court proceedings would be against the
parents. Blithely, the report says " the obvi-
ous loophole that more than one child often
rides the same bicycle need cause little con-
cern. Emphasis of the scheme should be
directed towards making people conscious
that theirs is the responsibility for allowing
children to cycle." It is further suggested
that local authorities should have power to
forbid cycling to school by children who have
not passed the test and goes on to reject
compulsory tests because of administrative
difficulties and the burden on the police.
Reliance is to be placed on voluntary training
and testing, in extension of the present volun-
tary scheme run by a variety of organisations.

The Cycling Proficiency Scheme, sponsored
by the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents, which is carried out in about 500
localities throughout the country has so far
resulted in ioo,000 children passing the test
in eight years. These figures, however, are
meaningless unless they are related to the
accidents to children which have occurred
in that period, and those statistics do not
suggest that the granting of too,000 pieces
of paper have lessened the number of accidents
to children.

attempt at segregation. Many of the cycle
paths such as those along the Great West
Road can hardly be calculated to make roads
safe, since they cross the drive-in to various
works and, of course, are non-existent where
there is a crossing road.

Another safety measure which has been
consistently :opposed has been the fitting of
rear lights and reflectors. Can it be that these
two organisations with their tiny membership
as compared with the total number of cyclists
are eating their own words ? It would not be
the first time that they have had to do so.
The Committee recommends, for example,
that cycle tracks should be improved, implying
that they now agree with them. They now
apparently agree with the regular inspection
of children's bicycles. The two associations
vigorously opposed this when schoolmasters
introduced it some years ago.

It would seem that the Committee failed to
investigate whether children should be
allowed to cycle at the age of seven to the
danger not only to themselves but other road
users, except on enclosed circuits where they
could not interfere with ordinary traffic.
The suggestion of the age at which children
can commence to cycle would, of course, be
unpalatable to the manufacturers of juvenile
cycles and it may be that the two associations
concerned were not anxious to tread on the
corns of the manufacturers. We agree with
the final conclusion : " it seems ridiculous to
devote large sums to the upbringing and
education of our children if through parsimony
in another direction we neglect to keep them
alive and unmaimed." The chairman of the
Committee was Mr. Hugh Molson, Joint
Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of
Transport. Perhaps he will, therefore, persuade
his minister to obtain sanction from Parlia-
ment for the spending of this extra money.

A quaint recommendation is that research
should be carried out to develop a satisfactory
rear-view mirror for cyclists. No such research
is necessary. A simple mirror clipped to the
handlebar would do the trick. The report

The certificate, as a fact, is practically
worthless. It is awarded not only by
R.O.S.P.A. but by the Cyclists' Touring Club
and the National Cyclists' Union. It is esti-
mated that the juvenile cycling population
between the ages of seven and fifteen is
nearly 3,000,000 and the Committee think
that considerable financial support should be
provided by the Government and cycling
associations for a major effort to reduce
accidents to child cyclists.

The statistics quoted show the ineffectualness
and ineffectiveness of the test for cycling
proficiency. In the first of the two years
encompassed by the test, there were 10,715
accidents to cyclists under 15 and in 1955 the
figures rose to 12,615. The report, therefore,
is largely an ambiguous and unctuous waste of
time and with many of the recommendations
made in the report we profoundly disagree.
It is curious that the C.T.C. and the N.C.U.
have consistently opposed one measure which
was calculated to make cycling safe-cycle
paths. Their attitude has been that the roads
are free for all and that cycle paths are an
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does not reflect two years' work. It deliber-
ately evades the issue, and seems afraid to
make the recommendations which are really
necessary.

Old Bicycles
T AM glad to know that so many clubs are
I now interested in the history of bicycles,
and that Veteran Bicycle Clubs are being
formed with the object of collecting some at
the early machines with which history was
made. I doubt very much, however, whether
many of these early machines still exist out-
side museums. What is really wanted is a
committee of authorities to categorise, label
and authenticate these old bicycles. The late
H. W. Bartleet (I am so popular, call me
Sammy) professed to have collected a number
of old bicycles but he did not object to being
careless with the truth when he labelled them.
I have mentioned before his spurious claim
to have possessed Hume's bicycle on which
was won the first bicycle race on pneumatics.
Hume wrote to me not so many years ago
and stated unequivocally that the machine
was destroyed. Yet in Bartleet's so-called
museum, there was Hume's machine ! This is
how he did it. He wrote to Hume asking for
the specification of the bicycle. Bartleet
then found a machine which somewhere
near fitted the description and, voila ! Hume's
bicycle was recreated.

There are a number of old boneshakers
still in existence but, alas, no one knows where
Macmillan's bicycle is. The machine in the
Science Museum is an acknowledged replica.

I expect if there were a nation-wide search
amongst lofts, attics and outhouses in country
districts some old machines would come to
light, but it would be difficult to identify
many of them because they were of purely
local make and sometimes only one of a parti-
cular design was built. I have prepared and
presented to the Centenary Club a set of
scale drawings of Macmillan's bicycle, of
which I have made a *in. scale working model.
I noticed that a larger model obviously con-
structed from my drawings was exhibited at a
model engineering exhibition in London last
year without the slightest acknowledgment.
The Science Museum has no drawings of this
machine. Incidentally, whilst speaking of
old machines, it is odd that the motor car
came before the motor cycle. I have made a
scale model of the original Werner motor
cycle (1895) and of the Benz car (1888). I
now have three " firsts," and readers who
would like to see them may do so by appoint-
ment. In passing, the collection of old
cycling books from 186o onwards is a fascinat-
ing hobby and it is well worth while hunting
round second-hand bookshops and stalls for a
" find."

Future Cycle and Motor -Cycle Shows
After very full and careful consideration of

the views of its members, the Bicycle Manu-
facturers Association announces that the
Council has taken the decision to adopt a
biennial policy for future shows, and accord-
ingly the next Cycle and Motor -cycle Show
after the 1956 Exhibition now in course of
preparation, will be held in November, 1958.
-F. J. C. 4
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By "CYCLE MECHANIC "

Some Tips to Help Make Your Cycle
Run Smoothly and Silently

ABEARING running on steel balls should
be absolutely free ; it must not be so
tight that the bearing becomes per-

manently loaded and at the same time it
must not be so slack that centrifugal force
throws the balls out of their proper track.
Protection from atmospheric conditions must
be given, for the finest bearing can be ruined
in a few days by the action of dirt and water.
The free use of a good and suitable lubricant
not only prevents excessive friction but assists
in preserving the bearing from detrimental
moisture.

Fig. 1.-A sectional view
of a bottom bracket in need
of adjustment
and (above)
correctly
adjusted.

Bearing
correctly
agiusted

The Bottom Bracket
The bottom bracket, shown in section in

Fig. t, is, perhaps, the hardest point to bring
into proper adjustment, for although the
bracket axle may be free and minus " shake "
before tightening the locking ring, by so
doing, the cup is forced outward just a
fraction, but sufficient to cause a slackness
which must be avoided. Patience is needed to
obtain that essential accuracy. Bracket adjust-
ment should always be made from the left-
hand cup, which has a right-hand thread ;
the right-hand cup with a left-hand thread
being the fixed one. In the case of tottered
brackets (not now in general use) it is neces-
sary to loosen the cotter pin in the bracket
shell and tighten it after making adjustments.

If the threads in the bracket shell of the
frame should be worn, thus making the cups a
loose fit ; if the threads have not been turned
in parallel, or the cup axle races have not been
ground accurately, it will be impossible to
obtain the desired precision setting. A bearing
must be at right angles to the axis of rotation.
There is, however, small chance of any of
these troubles on a good machine. A oilbath
bracket is shown in Fig. 2.

Heavy Duty
It is the bottom bracket that is called upon

to endure very heavy duty, and the continually
varying loads imposed at this point, by the
one-sided and uneven thrusts transmitted
through the cranks, add considerably to the
wear on the bearing. I often wonder why some
manufacturer does not incorporate in his

designs a roller bracket bearing (although 1
have a faint recollection that a maker once
did) or even larger balls and races, for the
greater the load the larger the bearing should
be. Standard brackets house ',in. balls, but
tandems and Chater-Lea singles have 5 /16in.

Pedals might give some trouble, for when
tightening the lock nut the cone which you
have so carefully adjusted may become screwed
up a little, although usually a toothed washer
which fits over the grooved spindle is made to

E

Fig. 2 . -The oilbath bracket. A-sleeve,
B-locking ring, C-body, D-cup, E-oil

lubricator.

prevent this occurrence-if the washer is a
tight fit it probably will. One -eighth -inch
balls in pedals are nowadays being replaced
by most makers with 5/32in., while many are
using larger diameter at the crank end, this
end of the bearing taking the greatest load.

Wheel Hub Adjustment
Little can be said about wheel hub adjust-

ment, except that a slackness might be due to
the hub cups being loose inside the shell.
Adjustment should be made from the cone A
(Fig. 3) with the spanner flats on it. This cone
should be on the left-hand side of the machine,
the right-hand cone B is usually screwed up
tightly on the spindle and should remain
fixed.

The adjusting cone is locked, when adjusted
by the end nuts C, C, which hold the fork
ends D, D, together. In cases where the end
of the cone beds up against the fork -ends,
the cone sometimes has shoulders E, E,
provided to fit in the fork slots and the outside
washers F, F, have similar shoulders, as shown,
to fit the slot. This prevents the threads on
the spindle touching the fork slots and ensures
true positioning of the hub spindle. Never
interfere, as far as normal adjustments are
concerned, with the right-hand side of a three -
speed gear. When a wheel is in correct
adjustment the weight of the valve should be
sufficient to turn the wheel and the valve will
settle at the bottom.

Most people use petroleum jelly when
assembling balls in bearings, but oil should be
injected afterwards, grease being unsuitable
for bicycle lubrication.

The Steering Head
Steering head adjustment is a simple matter

in most cases. However, it may be found that
the steering is tight in one position and loose
in another. This uneveness can usually be
put down to the fork crown ballrace not sitting
squarely on the crown, or rather, not being
parallel with the bottom head lug race, and a
cycle mechanic's assistance is needed to Put
the fault right. Sometimes the steering may

be found to have a shake in it, and yet not
be free enough for comfortable steerage, this
trouble can be, more often than not, traced
to one of the races being a slack fit in the
frame. Removing the offending race and
tapping the lug round with a light hammer
will usually remedy this complaint. Should
the fork crown race be found to be loose it
can be packed with a strip of metal foil, or
the shoulder on which the race fits might be
marked all round with a centre punch, a
tighter fit thus being obtained. One -eighth
inch, 5/32in. and 3 it6in. balls are used in the
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Fig. 3.-The wheel hub.

head, and at least one maker uses taper roller
bearings.

The top ballrace is adjusted by the ball
ring A (Fig. 4) which screws down the thread
en the column tube B and is locked by the
lock ring C. This is independent of the
handlebar fixing. The latter is by a cone D
which fits the taper inside the split end of the

handlebar stem E and
is pulled up expand-
ing the split end and
jamming it in the
column tube B of the

fork, by
C the long

bolt F
whose
head rests
on the top
lug of the
handlebar
and whose
screwed
end pulls

up the cone wedge at
the bottom. This
long bolt should be
kept greased at the
head and the thread.

The bottom bearing
of the ball -head is
the one which gets

neglected,
runs dry
and wears.
Often the
makers pro-
vide no
lubricator
or oil -hole

6

C

Fig. 4.-The
steering head.

for this. Turn the bicycle upside down
and squirt oil in from the bottom with an
oil can; but keep this bearing oiled as it is
important. G is the adjustment for rake of
handlebar and the lug H clamps round the
bar by the bolt and nut J.

Never insert a few new balls in a bearing,
they are cheap enough to fit a complete set.
If you are not quite certain as to how many
balls should be in a race, remember that it is
better to have one short, than one too many.
Even wear in a ballrace is not detrimental,
but periodical examination should be made
in order to ascertain if the surfaces are
becoming marked or pitted, although when
this is the case, the damaged part usually
voices its injury with a series of irregular
cracklings.
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Halfords have printed a second edition of their 1956
Catalogue for Motorists and Motor Cyclists with all

the information brought up to date. This is ready
now so order your copy today.

No Motorist or Motor Cyclist should be without this
comprehensive guide. It bridges the gap between you

and your local Halfords branch, where you can inspect at
leisure the wide range of accessories illustrated in the

Catalogue.

OBTAINABLE
AT ANY HALFORDS BRANCH

To HALFORDS
The Halford Cycle Company Ltd

(Dept. P.Mc.), 45 Carpenter Road
Edgbaston, Birmingham 15

Please send me the new edition of your 1956
Catalogue for Motorists and Motor Cyclists.

NAME

ADDRESS

IL---------- mmm am/
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HANDISPRAY

Idea' for .

HOME HANDYMAN
CAR OWNER

AMATEUR
DECORATOR

FARMER
SMALLHOLDER
NURSERYMAN

Various applications include :

SPRAY PAINTING
CREOSOTING

TYRE INFLATION
DISTEMPERING

INSECTICIDE
SPRAYING

Szsity carried-weighs 451b.

PRICE : L40-5-0 including gun & hose
Hire Purchase Terms: L20-7-6 deposit
plus 12 monthly payments of LI-18-6

Write for Leaflet CB. 112
B.E.N. PATENTS LTD. (Division of Broom & Wade Ltd.)

P.O. 'Sox No. 10, Dept. X, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. Tel.: HighWycombe 1630

TAKE UP PELMANISM
And Develop Power

PELMANISM is a training in
power. It is a means by

which knowledge is more easily
acquired, retained and used ; a
means through which natural apti-
tudes find greater expression and
by which individual faculties ase
developed. The main idea is all
the time on use, for with practice
and use more knowledge comes, and
skill, wisdom and power grow.

"First-class" Minds
To -day trained minds are more

than ever necessary. Also they
are more in demand. Efficiency is
the need of the moment-and
mental efficiency above everything
else. To do your job superlatively
well must be the desire and duty of
every man and woman to -day, and
the best way of making yourself
" first-class " from the point of view
of personal efficiency is to train your
mind by means of Pelmanism.

Reduced fees for members of
Her Majesty's Forces

Pelmanism eliminates the feeling of
Frustration and Inferiority, and many
other weaknesses as well. So why
suffer from these mental failings any
longer ?

Pelmanism develops and strength-
ens your Will -power, your Deter-
mination and your powers of Initiative
and Concentration. Whatever your
age, whatever your occupation Pel-
manism will free your mind from
unhappy conditions and change for
the better your whole outlook on
life.

Remember - Everything you do is
Preceded by your attitude of mind.

A True Philosophy
Pelmanism is a true philosophy of

living for ordinary sensible people
who wish to make the best of
themselves at all times and under all
circumstances. The Pelman Institute
has won and held its unique position
through all wars and worries, trials
and tribulations during the last
half century. To -day Pelmanism
is appreciated as much as ever.
The test of time has proved the
power of Pelmanism.

The general effect of the training
is to induce an attitude of mind and
a personal efficiency favourable to
the happy management of life.

Send for the Free Book
The Pelman Course is simple and

interesting, and takes up very little
time ; you can enrol on the most
convenient terms, The Course is
fully described in a book entitled
"The Science of Success," which will
be sent you, gratis and post free, on
application to :-

PE L MA N INSTITUTE
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.1.
IVELbeck 1412'2

-POST THIS FREE COUPON TO-DAYo.
To the Veltman Institute,

130, Norfolk Mansions, Wignodre
Street, London, W.1.

"The Science of Success," please.

Name

Address
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24 v. Blower Motors as used for Hedge
Trimmer, 18'9.
Transformers, Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-16-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 22/-. 17-11-5 volts at
5 amps., 2219. 17-11-5 volts at II amps.,
16/9. 6.3 volts, 2 amps., 8/6. 12 months'
guarantee.
Model Makers' Files with handles. Set
of 6 assorted in wallet. 10/,
Selenium Rectifiers F.W. 12-6 volt, 100
mA 4/-. IA, 8/6. 3 A., 14/9, 4 A., 23/6.
6 A., 30/, 250 v. 100 mA H.W., 10!-.
300 mA., 17/6.
Miniature 12 or 6 v. Relays, 10 amp.
Silver Contacts. SM. OM or SM and
B, SCO, 8/6. Also I3 v. DCO, 8/6.
M/c Microphones with matched trans-
former, 15/9 .

New A.G. 'D.C. Motors 24 v. 2 A. 6in. x
21in. Spindle lin. x din., 18/9.
Chrome Vanadium H.S. Steel Twist
Drills. Sets of 9, to )in., 3/9.
Sets of 7, full size, 6/-. Sets of 13, 10/,
All in wallets.
12 v. D.C. Relays. S.P. D.C. 25 amp., 8/6.

Rheostats. 12 v. IA., 2/6. 12 v. 5 A., 10/6.

New 6 v. Oak Vibrators. 4 Pin, 8/9.
Fishing Rod Aerials. Sets of 3, 7/6,
Sets of 2, 5/., plus 1/6 Rail Charge.
Uniselector Switches 50 point 3 bank
50 v. D.C., 26/, Also 50 point 2 bank
12 v. D.C., 21/6.
Veeder Counters. 24/50 v. D.C. 0-9999,
IS/6.

Ex. R.A.F. Sparking Plugs. 14 mm.
Lodge, 4 for 5,-, 6 for 7/6.
Handy Screwdriver Kit in Wallet. 3

Standard, 2 Phillips and Scriber, 9/6.

Relays. We can supply any voltage at
Contact Combination.

All Carriage Paid in U.K.

THE
RADIO& ELECTRICAL MART
309, Harrow Rd., Wembley, Middx

Nr. The Triangle.
Telephone : WEMbley 6655

TIME
SWITCHES

Hand Wound, 35 -day, by Venner.

Beautiful movements. 24 -hour

dial. Ideal for Shop Windows,
Poultry, Process Timing, etc.

Complete in metal case, 45/-,

p. & p. 2,'6.

ELECTROSURP,
120 Fore Street, Exeter.

Phone : 56687.

GENERAL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY

Essential to so...., in any walk of life! What-
ever your age, sou can now prepare at home for
the important new General Cert. of Education
B.O., on " NO PASS -NO FEE" terms.
You choose your own subjects -Educational,
Commercial or Technical. Recently announced
big extension of subiects gives everyone the chance
to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how vet, can obtain the General Cert.

e given in our I36 -page Guide -Free andare
ichout obligation. Personal advice on request.

Write today, School of Careers, Dept. 180
29-31, Wright's Lane. London. W.8.

"NO PASS -NO FEE"

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

PLEASE ASK
FOR

CATALOGUE
Instrument Division

B. & F. CARTER
& Co., Ltd., Bolton 5

THE CYCLIST

rPLEASUPE AND pRorir
This IS the

BARGAIN OF THE YEAR

SILK SCREEN PRINTER T2'41.1,1)'Aa
with ALL SUPPLIES Large 16in. x 12in. PRINT-

& FREE COURSE !
ING FRAME. Stout Lamle -

PRINTS IN SIX COLOURS This is the
great new

printing. and colouring process for amateurs or
professionals alike and all hobbyists. Its versatility
is enormous. It will print a few copies, or hundreds.
to a professional standard, in solid colours, or intricate
designs, on cloth, paper. wood, glass, metal, etc. Print
greeting cards, toys, models; drawings, paintings in full
colour. photographs, type -script. Fluorescent colours,
suede flock and novelty finishes, transfer papers for print-
ing your own transfers also available. Can also be used as
first-rate duplicator with any typewriter. Nowhere
else ls such a large and comprehensive outfit offered
for so little money. As supplied to H.M. Government.
Educational Authorities. Printers and private users
throughout the world. Thousands testify to the
quality and amazing value. Do not miss this oppor-
tunibi.
--ON PAPER, WOOD. CLOTH. PLASTIC'S, etc.
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS SERVICE

(Graphic Arts Div.),
DOCKING ROAD, SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

a ted WOODEN BASE.
Patented ADJUSTABLE
HINGES (for printing on
material up to fin. thick).
Fine Quality SQUEEGEE

SIX CONTAINERS COL-
OURS - Red. Blue. Yellow,

Green, Black, White.
STENCIL FILM (design
traced and applied with hot

iron).
STENCIL CUTTERS and
HOLDER. Register Guides,

Masking Tape, etc.. etc.
And FREE 101- COURSE
giving step by step procedure
for every application of pro-
cess. including PHOTO
STENCILS, DAYGLO,

FLOCK finishes, etc.

for 47/6 jiTtA
Itl.FUND GUARANTLED

IF NOT APPHOA CD
D rr1111 7 DAS!,

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE TIPPED TOOLS
PLUGGING DRILLS
For clean round holes in brick, concrete, tiles, marble, etc.,
for all fixing jobs with Maso Plugs.

GLAZEMASTER
For drilling windows, mirrors, glasses, bottles, plate glass,
shelves, etc.

Write for Bookie: P.M. Obtainable from your Tool Sto.kist,
and Ironmonger.

MASON
MASTER

711 Zdism4ne Lire
Manufactured by
JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH, LTD., BRAUNSTON, NR. RUGBY

Tel: BRAUNSTON 351-2

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE

ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE

3,000 Standard Stock Sizes.
NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL.

List on application.

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.1.

SLOane 3463.
Also at LIVERPOOL, LEEDS, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM.

EXTRACTS FROM OUR NEW CATALOGUE
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE KIT. Consists of Object Glass 40in. focal
length, 47 mm. dia. (not achromatic but optically polished). Fully corrected
achromatic Kellner Type Doublet Eyepiece giving magnification of approx. 30X.
Black lined, toughened cardboard cube with P.V.C. covering material. Full size
self -centring metal tripod. 47/6. Carriage free.
High power EYEPIECE for above Kit giving approx. 60X magnification. 25!-.
EX. GOVT. ROSS PRISMATIC TELESCOPE. Power 20 x 70 (external dia.
of Object Glass 3in.). Angled focusing eyepiece. Nett weight 5 lbs. Length I3in.
In new and perfect condition. (12.10.0. Post Free.
8i x SO U.S.A. ELBOW TELESCOPE. Perfect condition. 57'6. Post 2/6.
IDENTIFICATION TELESCOPE. Tremendous clarity and power of I2X and
30X. With Object Glass dia. of 60 mm. Traversing and elevating gear. Can be
used by two observers simultaneously. Perfect condition. (15.0.0. Carriage Free.
ACHROMATIC OBJECT GLASS. First quality. Focal length 16lin. Dia.
50 milt Ideal for increasing the power of Binoculars. 2716 each.
Ex. Admiralty OFFICER OF THE WATCH TELESCOPE. Single draw.
Power I6X. Length closed 18in. Wt. 20 ozs. 59,6. Post Free.

We carry Europe's greatest stock of Ex. Govt. Scientific Equipment. New cata-
logue (March issue) now available, Satisfaction or full refund.

CHARLES FRANK
67-73, SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.1. Phone BELL 2106/7.

Established 1907.

lily, 1956

WATSONS
SPECIAL OFFERS

PRISMATIC TELESCOPES

7 x 50 MAGNIFICATION

57/6
POST 2/6

These instruments cost originally nearly
£40 and were produced to finest optical
standards and incorporate Red, Amber
and neutral instantly adjustable colour
filters.
SIGHTING TELESCOPES. Mk. M700
24in. overall. Precision built, 23 Post 2 b.
PLANISPIIERES. These determine star
position and azimuth. Each with four
latitude sheets from N. 25° to 65° complete
in Rexine case, 12 8 each. Post 2/6.
MINE DETECTORS. A fine article with
hundreds of uses for detecting concealed
metal objects, £410.-. Carr. 12.6,
TECALEMIT OIL GUNS. A very useful
general purpose squirt gun. New in makers'
cartons, 10;6. Post 2,-.
INDICATOR UNIT, contains Bin.
CATHODE RAT TUBE. nine valves,
resistances, condensers, controls, etc.,751-.
Carr. 5,-.
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS. Brass outer casing
and unions, 716in. outside diem, 6ft. 10in.
long. Price. 15,-. Post 1;9.
SALTERS INFANT WEIGH INC,
SCALES. 0-50 lbs. Complete with seat.
Finished white, Unused, 38.8. Carr. It-.
SCREENED SPARKING PLUGS. 18 min.
Brand new, suitable for any normal engine.
4 for 10 -. Post 2 -.
FUEL. FILTERS. 2lin. diam. Sin. overall
for Std. B.S.P. 3 8in. thread unions, bore
lin. Price, 9 6. Post 2.-.
Hundreds of other bargains available. Send
40. stamp for MONSTER ILLUSTRATED

LIST.

EASTERN MOTORS,
ALDEBURGH,

Phone: 5I

80M8 SWIT COMPUTOR

FOR THE MODEL MAKER
Packed with beautifully made gears.
Driving Shafts, Bearings. Gyroscopes,
Motors, etc., all of which have un-
limited use. Every model maker will
find that one of these computors will
save pounds; and hours of labour.

Price (2.19.6 carr. paid

SURFACE TABLES

First grade Surface Tables at a price
the Model .Maker can afford; These
Tables are either as new or new.
Planed to an extremely high degree
of accuracy. Limited quantity only.

8" x 12" (4.10.0 carr. paid,
12" x 18" (5.10.0 carr. paid.

Also larger Industrial
Surface Tables. PricesSurface

application.

BLACKBUSHE AIRPORT,
CAMBERLEY, SURREY

Phone : CAMBERLEY 1600



DON'T MISS
THE

REAL THRILL

IN PHOTOGRAPHY
Anyone can take a snap ; but not many people can print their
own photogiaphs. They just don't know how easy (or how much
fun) it can be. YOU can do it TODAY.
The Johnson Print -a -Snap pack contains full instructions and all
you need to print sixteen 21 x 31 or twenty-four 2} x 21 in.
pictures from your own negatives. It only costs 3/6d. and you
can use it in any room.
It's so exciting to actually see the picture slowly appearing on the
paper, and how envious your friends will be when you show
them prints which you have made YOURSELF.

Ask your local photographic dealer
for the :

JOHNSON
PRINT -A -SNAP

PACK
JOHNSONS OF HENDON LTD.

LONDON N.W.4
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STOP!!
Pull up in time
by fitting

Fibrax
BRAKE BLOCKS

You brake gently, but firmly with FIBRAX
brakes. The great thing is they are SURE in
emergency. And they spell S -A -F -E -T -Y

on the steepest gradients. For Steel rims,
Fibrax Black Blocks ; for alloy rims, Soft
Red Blocks.

FOR SAFETYS SAKE
A SET NOW

FIBRAX LIMITED
2, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

F4

Send Now for New Brochure detailing all points and
interesting features ; answered questions you would ask, showing machines in
use and articles such as toys, patterns and turnery made on these machines. Ask
also for details of fitments to the " Coronet " range and other makes. Is long hole
drilling a problem to you Send now for details of BORING ATTACHMENT
and long drills, to suit any lathes.
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FITMENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL LATHES:
CUP CENTRE No. I Morse Taper Shank.
4 Prong DRIVING CENTRE (Positive Drive for large or small work.)
GRINDING WHEEL ARBOR No. I Morse Taper-suit any machine with

No. I Morse Taper.
REVOLVING CENTRE
5" WOBBLESAW-Ploughs-*" to I". Index for quick setting and fine adjustment.
TURNING TOOLS, set of six 18" overall, beautifully handled.
WOODSCREW CHUCK to suit any machine No. I or 2 Morse.
3 Jaw CHUCK and Self Centering 4 jaw Independent Chuck.
COMPOUND SLIDEREST-for wood and metal turning.
ELECTRIC MOTORS, Brook J,, and 1, h.p.

GRINDING WHEELS, SLIPSTONES, etc.
Write : Dept. P.M., enclosing stamp, for Catalogues showing photcgraphs

and price, etc.

CORONET TOOL CO. 8, MAtI,F= ROAD,

Also at CITY ROAD MILLS, DERBY.

Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by W. Speaight & Sons, Exmoor Street, London, W.10.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotch (A/sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa-
Central News Agency. Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage) : For one year, Inland 18s. 6d.

Overseas I7s.. Canada I7s.

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until July 31st, 1956, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. July, 1956.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches)

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural ,,
RiF Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators & Motors

Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
L.A.B.S.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Heg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Offices
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA: E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132 PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY MTENSTING COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

Frcg
aide

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS -OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that it you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29) 148-15o. Holborn. London.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

iEND Off
MI5 COUPON

NOW AND 8E
SET TOR

SUCCESS
'44'4agiantege

My general interest is in : (1) ENGINEERING
(a) AERO (3) RADIO (41 BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(lid. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


